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8 oz Econo Theater Popcorn
Machine
product code: V002

Popcorn Machines
 
FREE SHIPPING OFFER ON ALL COMMERCIAL GRADE
POPCORN MACHINES, CARTS & BASES Please enter coupon code: acf492 at
the checkout **LIMITED TIME OFFER** (some conditions may apply) 
GUARANTEED LOWEST PRICE IN CANADA 
TRUE COMMERCIAL *CSA APPROVED* POPCORN MACHINES SOLD
AND SERVICED IN CANADA MAKE POPCORN JUST LIKE THE MOVIE
THEATERS Our 8 oz econo theater popcorn machines are lighter, smaller and
priced affordable so you can offer customers quick, ready-in-minutes popcorn at

highly-profitable price point. It features many of the same great qualities of our other equipment - such as tempered glass panels and a
high-output kettle - while offering you a budget-friendly option for your concession needs. 147 oz. per hour. Features:Value-priced
popcorn equipmentEasy-to-clean surfaces High-output, hard-coat anodized aluminum kettle Presentation lamp Made in the USA 
We are an AUTHORIZED CANADIAN DEALER located in CANADA in CANADIAN DOLLARS, DUTY FREE, NO CUSTOM FEES
or BIG SHIPPING FEES. Dimensions and Specs BULK KERNELS AND OIL MEASUREMENTS FOR OUR 8 OZ POPCORN
MACHINES1 CUP OF KERNELS - 1/3 CUP OF OIL *OUR POPCORN SEASONING SALT CAN BE ADDED AS WELLWorks on
standard 120 volt - 1320 watts - 12 Amps HIGHER WATTAGE THAN ALL IMPORT 8 OZ MACHINES - COMPARETop Machine is
14"D x 20"W X 29"HWeighs 54 lbsMade in the USA. 100% 1 Year warrantyDelivered by Canada Post, Canpar or Freight
Forwarder**Some exceptions may apply to our free shipping offer**Technical Support - Manuals and Docs 8 oz Econo Thrifty Pop
Manual Click here To Download (PDF)  

$749.99  $949.99

4 oz Premiere Commercial
Popcorn Machine
product code: v222

Popcorn Machines
 
FREE SHIPPING OFFER ON ALL COMMERCIAL GRADE
POPCORN MACHINES, CARTS & BASES Please enter coupon code: acf492 at
the checkout **LIMITED TIME OFFER** (some conditions may apply)  
GUARANTEED LOWEST PRICE IN CANADA 
TRUE COMMERCIAL *CSA APPROVED* POPCORN MACHINES SOLD
AND SERVICED IN CANADA Bring the movie theater experience to your home
or business with this commercial grade popper manufactured by Benchmark USA.
Features The 4 oz Premiere poppers will produce 85 quarts of popcorn per hour.

The inner kettle is constructed of thick gauge anodized aluminum for maximum performance and easy cleaning. Aluminum provides the
best heat transfer of any cookware approved alloy while the 20 mil thick anodizing armors the kettle for durability and provides a super-
slick surface for easy cleaning. The kettle jackets are made of plated steel for corrosion resistance and easy cleaning. You won't have to
worry about biting into an un-popped kernel with the Premiere's old-maid drawer. The perforations in the bottom aluminum tray allow the
un-popped kernels to fall into the drawer leaving only fresh and fully popped corn in the holding bin. Simply rake the popped corn with a
scoop and the old-maids fall through the openings. Premiere poppers are designed to be simple to operate making them ideal for locations
that have multiple operators. The master switch turns on the interior lamp and the kettle switch turns on the agitating motor and the kettle
heat for a popping cycle. For safety, the kettle switch will not operate without the master switch in the ON position.We are the only
AUTHORIZED CANADIAN DEALER located in CANADA in CANADIAN DOLLARS, DUTY FREE, NO CUSTOM FEES or BIG
SHIPPING FEES. Dimensions and Specs BULK KERNELS AND OIL MEASUREMENTS FOR OUR 4 OZ POPCORN MACHINES1/2
CUP OF KERNELS - 1/4 CUP OF OIL *OUR POPCORN SEASONING SALT CAN BE ADDED AS WELLWorks on standard 120 volt
/ 7.8 amps - 930 watts (Commercial Quality) HIGHER WATTAGE THAN ALL IMPORT 8 OZ MACHINES - COMPARETop Machine is
19"L x 14"W X 26"H Weighs 47 lbs All Poppers ETL tested to standards: UL 197 (9th Edition), NSF 4, and CSA approved C22.2 NO 109
(M1981)FULL 3 YEAR *INCLUDING THE POTDelivered by Canada Post, Canpar or Freight Forwarder**Some exceptions may apply
to our free shipping offer**Technical Support - Manuals and Docs 4 oz Premiere Manual Click here To Download (PDF)  Thermostat
Adjustment Click here To Download Cam and Set Screw Handle Assembly Instructions Click Here To Download



$499.99  $599.99

4 oz Metropolitan
Commercial Popcorn
Machine
product code: v223

Popcorn Machines
FREE SHIPPING OFFER ON ALL COMMERCIAL GRADE
POPCORN MACHINES, CARTS & BASES Please enter coupon code: acf492 at
the checkout **LIMITED TIME OFFER** (some conditions may apply)  
 
GUARANTEED LOWEST PRICE IN CANADA 
TRUE COMMERCIAL *CSA APPROVED* POPCORN MACHINES SOLD

AND SERVICED IN CANADA Bring the movie theater experience to your home or business with this commercial grade popper
manufactured by Benchmark USA Inspired by the art deco architecture of the late 1920's and 1930's, these popcorn machines are ideal for
home theaters. Its unique design enables it to be placed against a wall for a minimal space requirement while still providing an attractive
visual impact. Ordinary popcorn machines have the graphics and cosmetic appeal on the back of the popper making them unsuitable for
wall placement. Features The 4 oz Metropolitan poppers will produce 85 quarts of popcorn per hour. The inner kettle is constructed of
thick gauge anodized aluminum for maximum performance and easy cleaning. Aluminum provides the best heat transfer of any cookware
approved alloy while the 20 mil thick anodizing armors the kettle for durability and provides a super-slick surface for easy cleaning. The
kettle jackets are made of plated steel for corrosion resistance and easy cleaning. Metropolitan poppers have a 50 watt heating element in
the base / deck to keep popped corn fresh and warm. Since heat rises, bottom heating is preferred to heat lamps that only heat the top layer
of popped corn. The heated warming deck will keep popped corn at the ideal serving temperature for long periods of time. The warmer is
necessary for situations that require that popcorn is available on demand. You won't have to worry about biting into an un-popped kernel
with the Premiere's old-maid drawer. The perforations in the bottom aluminum tray allow the un-popped kernels to fall int the drawer
leaving only fresh and fully popped corn in the holding bin. Simply rake the popped corn with a scoop and the old-maids fall through the
openings. Metropolitan poppers are designed to be simple to operate making them ideal for locations that have multiple operators. The
master switch turns on the warming deck and the interior lamp. The kettle switch turns on the agitating motor and the kettle heat for a
popping cycle. For safety, the kettle switch will not operate without the master switch in the ON position.We are the only AUTHORIZED
CANADIAN DEALER located in CANADA in CANADIAN DOLLARS, DUTY FREE, NO CUSTOM FEES or BIG SHIPPING FEES.  
 
Dimensions and Specs BULK KERNELS AND OIL MEASUREMENTS FOR OUR 4 OZ POPCORN MACHINES1/2 CUP OF
KERNELS - 1/4 CUP OF OIL *OUR POPCORN SEASONING SALT CAN BE ADDED AS WELL Works on standard 120 volt / 8.2
amps - 980 watts (Commercial Quality) HIGHER WATTAGE THAN ALL IMPORT 8 OZ MACHINES - COMPARETop Machine is
20"L x 15"W X 30"H Weighs 50 lbs All Poppers ETL tested to standards: UL 197 (9th Edition), NSF 4, and CSA approved C22.2 NO 109
(M1981)FULL 3 YEAR *INCLUDING THE POTDelivered by Canada Post, Canpar or Freight Forwarder**Some exceptions may apply
to our free shipping offer**Technical Support - Manuals and Docs 4 oz Metropolitan Manual Click here To Download (PDF)  Thermostat
Adjustment Click here To Download Cam and Set Screw Handle Assembly Instructions Click Here To Download

$559.99  $749.99

6 oz Premiere Commercial Popcorn Machine
product code: v224

Popcorn Machines
FREE SHIPPING OFFER ON ALL COMMERCIAL GRADE POPCORN MACHINES, CARTS & BASES Please enter coupon code:
acf492 at the checkout **LIMITED TIME OFFER** (some conditions may apply) 
 
GUARANTEED LOWEST PRICE IN CANADA 
TRUE COMMERCIAL *CSA APPROVED* POPCORN MACHINES SOLD AND SERVICED IN CANADA Bring the movie theater
experience to your home or business with this commercial grade popper manufactured by Benchmark USA. Features The 6 oz Premiere
poppers will produce 127 quarts of popcorn per hour. The inner kettle is constructed of thick gauge anodized aluminum for maximum
performance and easy cleaning. Aluminum provides the best heat transfer of any cookware approved alloy while the 20 mil thick
anodizing armors the kettle for durability and provides a super-slick surface for easy cleaning. The kettle jackets are made of plated steel



for corrosion resistance and easy cleaning. You won't have to worry about biting
into an un-popped kernel with the Premiere's old-maid drawer. The perforations in
the bottom aluminum tray allow the un-popped kernels to fall into the drawer
leaving only fresh and fully popped corn in the holding bin. Simply rake the
popped corn with a scoop and the old-maids fall through the openings. Premiere
poppers are designed to be simple to operate making them ideal for locations that
have multiple operators. The master switch turns on the interior lamp and the
kettle switch turns on the agitating motor and the kettle heat for a popping cycle.
For safety, the kettle switch will not operate without the master switch in the ON
position.We are the only AUTHORIZED CANADIAN DEALER located in
CANADA in CANADIAN DOLLARS, DUTY FREE, NO CUSTOM FEES or
BIG SHIPPING FEES. Dimensions and Specs BULK KERNELS AND OIL
MEASUREMENTS FOR OUR 6 OZ POPCORN MACHINES3/4 CUP OF
KERNELS - 1/4 CUP OF OIL *OUR POPCORN SEASONING SALT CAN BE
ADDED AS WELLWorks on standard 120 volt / 9.4 amps - 1130 watts
(Commercial Quality) HIGHER WATTAGE THAN ALL IMPORT 8 OZ
MACHINES - COMPARETop Machine is 19"L x 14"W X 26"HWeighs 48 lbsAll
Poppers ETL tested to standards: UL 197 (9th Edition), NSF 4, and CSA approved
C22.2 NO 109 (M1981)FULL 3 YEAR *INCLUDING THE POTDelivered by
Canada Post, Canpar or Freight Forwarder**Some exceptions may apply to our
free shipping offer**Technical Support - Manuals and Docs6 oz Premiere Manual

Click here To Download (PDF) Thermostat Adjustment Click here To DownloadCam and Set Screw Handle Assembly Instructions Click
Here To Download 

$569.99  $699.99

6 oz Metropolitan
Commercial Popcorn
Machine
product code: v225

Popcorn Machines
 
FREE SHIPPING OFFER ON ALL COMMERCIAL GRADE
POPCORN MACHINES, CARTS & BASES Please enter coupon code: acf492 at
the checkout **LIMITED TIME OFFER** (some conditions may apply)  
GUARANTEED LOWEST PRICE IN CANADA 
TRUE COMMERCIAL *CSA APPROVED* POPCORN MACHINES SOLD

AND SERVICED IN CANADA Bring the movie theater experience to your home or business with this commercial grade popper
manufactured by Benchmark USA. Inspired by the art deco architecture of the late 1920?s and 1930's, these popcorn machines are ideal for
home theaters. Its unique design enables it to be placed against a wall for a minimal space requirement while still providing an attractive
visual impact. Ordinary popcorn machines have the graphics and cosmetic appeal on the back of the popper making them unsuitable for
wall placement. Features The 6 oz Metropolitan poppers will produce 127 quarts of popcorn per hour. The inner kettle is constructed of
thick gauge anodized aluminum for maximum performance and easy cleaning. Aluminum provides the best heat transfer of any cookware
approved alloy while the 20 mil thick anodizing armors the kettle for durability and provides a super-slick surface for easy cleaning. The
kettle jackets are made of plated steel for corrosion resistance and easy cleaning. Metropolitan poppers have a 50 watt heating element in
the base / deck to keep popped corn fresh and warm. Since heat rises, bottom heating is preferred to heat lamps that only heat the top layer
of popped corn. The heated warming deck will keep popped corn at the ideal serving temperature for long periods of time. The warmer is
necessary for situations that require that popcorn is available on demand. You won't have to worry about biting into an un-popped kernel
with the Metropolitan's old-maid drawer. The perforations in the bottom aluminum tray allow the un-popped kernels to fall into the drawer
leaving only fresh and fully popped corn in the holding bin. Simply rake the popped corn with a scoop and the old-maids fall through the
openings. Metropolitan poppers are designed to be simple to operate making them ideal for locations that have multiple operators. The
master switch turns on the warming deck and the interior lamp. The kettle switch turns on the agitating motor and the kettle heat for a
popping cycle. For safety, the kettle switch will not operate without the master switch in the ON position.We are the only AUTHORIZED
CANADIAN DEALER located in CANADA in CANADIAN DOLLARS, DUTY FREE, NO CUSTOM FEES or BIG SHIPPING FEES.
Dimensions and Specs BULK KERNELS AND OIL MEASUREMENTS FOR OUR 6 OZ POPCORN MACHINES3/4 CUP OF
KERNELS - 1/4 CUP OF OIL *OUR POPCORN SEASONING SALT CAN BE ADDED AS WELLWorks on standard 120 volt / 9.9
amps - 1180 watts (Commercial Quality) HIGHER WATTAGE THAN ALL IMPORT 8 OZ MACHINES - COMPARETop Machine is
20"L x 15"W X 30"HWeighs 52 lbsAll Poppers ETL tested to standards: UL 197 (9th Edition), NSF 4, and CSA approved C22.2 NO 109
(M1981) FULL 3 YEAR *INCLUDING THE POTDelivered by Canada Post, Canpar or Freight Forwarder**Some exceptions may apply
to our free shipping offer**Technical Support - Manuals and Docs6 oz Metropolitan Manual Click here To Download (PDF) Thermostat
Adjustment Click here To DownloadCam and Set Screw Handle Assembly Instructions Click Here To Download 



$659.99  $849.99

4 oz Metropolitan
Commercial Popcorn
Machine With Pedestal
product code: v226

Popcorn Machines
FREE SHIPPING OFFER ON ALL COMMERCIAL GRADE
POPCORN MACHINES, CARTS & BASES Please enter coupon code: acf492 at
the checkout **LIMITED TIME OFFER** (some conditions may apply)  
 
GUARANTEED LOWEST PRICE IN CANADA 
TRUE COMMERCIAL *CSA APPROVED* POPCORN MACHINES SOLD

AND SERVICED IN CANADA Bring the movie theater experience to your home or business with this commercial grade popper
manufactured by Benchmark USA Inspired by the art deco architecture of the late 1920?s and 1930?s, these popcorn machines are ideal for
home theaters. Its unique design enables it to be placed against a wall for a minimal space requirement while still providing an attractive
visual impact. Ordinary popcorn machines have the graphics and cosmetic appeal on the back of the popper making them unsuitable for
wall placement. FeaturesThe 4 oz Metropolitan poppers will produce 85 quarts of popcorn per hour. The inner kettle is constructed of thick
gauge anodized aluminum for maximum performance and easy cleaning. Aluminum provides the best heat transfer of any ?cookware
approved? alloy while the 20 mil thick anodizing armors the kettle for durability and provides a super-slick surface for easy cleaning. The
kettle jackets are made of plated steel for corrosion resistance and easy cleaning.  
Metropolitan poppers have a 50 watt heating element in the base / deck to keep popped corn fresh and warm. Since heat rises, bottom
heating is preferred to heat lamps that only heat the top layer of popped corn. The heated warming deck will keep popped corn at the ideal
serving temperature for long periods of time. The warmer is necessary for situations that require that popcorn is available on demand. You
won't have to worry about biting into an un-popped kernel with the Premiere?s old-maid drawer. The perforations in the bottom aluminum
tray allow the un-popped kernels to fall int the drawer leaving only fresh and fully popped corn in the holding bin. Simply ?rake? the
popped corn with a scoop and the old-maids fall through the openings. Metropolitan poppers are designed to be simple to operate making
them ideal for locations that have multiple operators. The master switch turns on the warming deck and the interior lamp. The kettle switch
turns on the agitating motor and the kettle heat for a popping cycle. For safety, the kettle switch will not operate without the master switch
in the ON position. The optional pedestal base provides storage for all of your popcorn supplies while placing the popper at the ideal
operating height. This cart has 4 wheels to maneuver easily.We are the only AUTHORIZED CANADIAN DEALER located in CANADA
in CANADIAN DOLLARS, DUTY FREE, NO CUSTOM FEES or BIG SHIPPING FEES.Dimensions and Specs BULK KERNELS
AND OIL MEASUREMENTS FOR OUR 4 OZ POPCORN MACHINES1/2 CUP OF KERNELS - 1/4 CUP OF OIL *OUR POPCORN
SEASONING SALT CAN BE ADDED AS WELLWorks on standard 120 volt / 8.2 amps - 980 watts (Commercial Quality) HIGHER
WATTAGE THAN ALL IMPORT 8 OZ MACHINES - COMPARETop Machine is 20"L x 15"W X 30"H Weight 50Pedestal is 19"L x
14"W X 32"H Weight 47 lbsAll Poppers ETL tested to standards: UL 197 (9th Edition), NSF 4, and CSA approved C22.2 NO 109
(M1981)FULL 3 YEAR *INCLUDING THE POTDelivered by Canada Post, Canpar or Freight Forwarder**Some exceptions may apply
to our free shipping offer**Technical Support - Manuals and Docs 4 oz Metropolitan Manual Click here To Download (PDF) Metropolitan
Pedestal Manual Click Here To Download Thermostat Adjustment Click here To DownloadCam and Set Screw Handle Assembly
Instructions Click Here To Download

$979.99  $1,299.99

4 oz Premiere Commercial Popcorn Machine
With Pedestal
product code: v227

Popcorn Machines
 
FREE SHIPPING OFFER ON ALL COMMERCIAL GRADE POPCORN MACHINES, CARTS & BASES Please enter coupon code:
acf492 at the checkout **LIMITED TIME OFFER** (some conditions may apply)  
GUARANTEED LOWEST PRICE IN CANADA 



TRUE COMMERCIAL *CSA APPROVED* POPCORN MACHINES SOLD
AND SERVICED IN CANADA Bring the movie theater experience to your home
or business with this commercial grade popper manufactured by Benchmark USA.
Features The 4 oz Premiere poppers will produce 85 quarts of popcorn per hour.
The inner kettle is constructed of thick gauge anodized aluminum for maximum
performance and easy cleaning. Aluminum provides the best heat transfer of any
cookware approved alloy while the 20 mil thick anodizing armors the kettle for
durability and provides a super-slick surface for easy cleaning. The kettle jackets
are made of plated steel for corrosion resistance and easy cleaning. You won't have
to worry about biting into an un-popped kernel with the Premiere's old-maid
drawer. The perforations in the bottom aluminum tray allow the un-popped kernels
to fall into the drawer leaving only fresh and fully popped corn in the holding bin.
Simply rake the popped corn with a scoop and the old-maids fall through the
openings. Premiere poppers are designed to be simple to operate making them
ideal for locations that have multiple operators. The master switch turns on the
interior lamp and the kettle switch turns on the agitating motor and the kettle heat
for a popping cycle. For safety, the kettle switch will not operate without the
master switch in the ON position. The optional pedestal base has a two shelf
storage compartment for all of your popcorn supplies. This cart has 4 wheels to
maneuver easily.We are the only AUTHORIZED CANADIAN DEALER located
in CANADA in CANADIAN DOLLARS, DUTY FREE, NO CUSTOM FEES or

BIG SHIPPING FEES. Dimensions and Specs BULK KERNELS AND OIL MEASUREMENTS FOR OUR 4 OZ POPCORN
MACHINES1/2 CUP OF KERNELS - 1/4 CUP OF OIL *OUR POPCORN SEASONING SALT CAN BE ADDED AS WELLWorks on
standard 120 volt / 7.8 amps - 930 watts (Commercial Quality) HIGHER WATTAGE THAN ALL IMPORT 8 OZ MACHINES -
COMPARETop Machine is 19"L x 14"W X 26"H Pedestal is 19"L x 14"W X 32"HWeighs 98 lbs All Poppers ETL tested to standards: UL
197 (9th Edition), NSF 4, and CSA approved C22.2 NO 109 (M1981)FULL 3 YEAR *INCLUDING THE POTDelivered by Canada Post,
Canpar or Freight Forwarder**Some exceptions may apply to our free shipping offer**Technical Support - Manuals and Docs4 oz
Premiere Manual Click here To Download (PDF) Premiere Pedestal Manual Click Here To Download Thermostat Adjustment Click here
To DownloadCam and Set Screw Handle Assembly Instructions Click Here To Download

$869.99  $999.99

6 oz Premiere Commercial
Popcorn Machine With
Pedestal
product code: v228

Popcorn Machines
 
FREE SHIPPING OFFER ON ALL COMMERCIAL GRADE
POPCORN MACHINES, CARTS & BASES Please enter coupon code: acf492 at
the checkout **LIMITED TIME OFFER** (some conditions may apply) 
GUARANTEED LOWEST PRICE IN CANADA 
TRUE COMMERCIAL *CSA APPROVED* POPCORN MACHINES SOLD

AND SERVICED IN CANADA Bring the movie theater experience to your home or business with this commercial grade popper
manufactured by Benchmark USA. Features The 6 oz Premiere poppers will produce 127 quarts of popcorn per hour. The inner kettle is
constructed of thick gauge anodized aluminum for maximum performance and easy cleaning. Aluminum provides the best heat transfer of
any ?cookware approved? alloy while the 20 mil thick anodizing armors the kettle for durability and provides a super-slick surface for easy
cleaning. The kettle jackets are made of plated steel for corrosion resistance and easy cleaning. You won?t have to worry about biting into
an un-popped kernel with the Premiere's old-maid drawer. The perforations in the bottom aluminum tray allow the un-popped kernels to
fall int the drawer leaving only fresh and fully popped corn in the holding bin. Simply rake the popped corn with a scoop and the old-maids
fall through the openings. Premiere poppers are designed to be simple to operate making them ideal for locations that have multiple
operators. The master switch turns on the interior lamp and the kettle switch turns on the agitating motor and the kettle heat for a popping
cycle. For safety, the kettle switch will not operate without the master switch in the ON position. The optional pedestal base has a two shelf
storage compartment for all of your popcorn supplies. This cart has 4 wheels to maneuver easily. We are the only AUTHORIZED
CANADIAN DEALER located in CANADA in CANADIAN DOLLARS, DUTY FREE, NO CUSTOM FEES or BIG SHIPPING FEES.
Dimensions and Specs BULK KERNELS AND OIL MEASUREMENTS FOR OUR 6 OZ POPCORN MACHINES3/4 CUP OF
KERNELS - 1/4 CUP OF OIL *OUR POPCORN SEASONING SALT CAN BE ADDED AS WELLWorks on standard 120 volt / 9.4
amps - 1130 watts (Commercial Quality) HIGHER WATTAGE THAN ALL IMPORT 8 OZ MACHINES - COMPARETop Machine is
19"L x 14"W X 26"H Pedestal is 19"L x 14"W X 32"HWeighs 98 lbsAll Poppers ETL tested to standards: UL 197 (9th Edition), NSF 4,
and CSA approved C22.2 NO 109 (M1981)FULL 3 YEAR *INCLUDING THE POTDelivered by Canada Post, Canpar or Freight
Forwarder**Some exceptions may apply to our free shipping offer**Technical Support - Manuals and Docs6 oz Premiere Manual Click
here To Download (PDF) Premiere Pedestal Manual Click Here To Download Thermostat Adjustment Click here To DownloadCam and
Set Screw Handle Assembly Instructions Click Here To Download



$939.99  $1,149.99

6 oz Metropolitan
Commercial Popcorn
Machine With Pedestal
product code: v229

Popcorn Machines
 
FREE SHIPPING OFFER ON ALL COMMERCIAL GRADE
POPCORN MACHINES, CARTS & BASES Please enter coupon code: acf492 at
the checkout **LIMITED TIME OFFER** (some conditions may apply)  
GUARANTEED LOWEST PRICE IN CANADA 
TRUE COMMERCIAL *CSA APPROVED* POPCORN MACHINES SOLD

AND SERVICED IN CANADA Bring the movie theater experience to your home or business with this commercial grade popper
manufactured by Benchmark USA. Inspired by the art deco architecture of the late 1920?s and 1930?s, these popcorn machines are ideal
for home theaters. Its unique design enables it to be placed against a wall for a minimal space requirement while still providing an
attractive visual impact. Ordinary popcorn machines have the graphics and cosmetic appeal on the back of the popper making them
unsuitable for wall placement. Features The 6 oz Metropolitan poppers will produce 127 quarts of popcorn per hour. The inner kettle is
constructed of thick gauge anodized aluminum for maximum performance and easy cleaning. Aluminum provides the best heat transfer of
any ?cookware approved alloy while the 20 mil thick anodizing armors the kettle for durability and provides a super-slick surface for easy
cleaning. The kettle jackets are made of plated steel for corrosion resistance and easy cleaning. Metropolitan poppers have a 50 watt
heating element in the base / deck to keep popped corn fresh and warm. Since heat rises, bottom heating is preferred to heat lamps that
only heat the top layer of popped corn. The heated warming deck will keep popped corn at the ideal serving temperature for long periods
of time. The warmer is necessary for situations that require that popcorn is available on demand. You won?t have to worry about biting into
an un-popped kernel with the Metropolian's old-maid drawer. The perforations in the bottom aluminum tray allow the un-popped kernels to
fall into the drawer leaving only fresh and fully popped corn in the holding bin. Simply rake the popped corn with a scoop and the old-
maids fall through the openings. Metropolitan poppers are designed to be simple to operate making them ideal for locations that have
multiple operators. The master switch turns on the warming deck and the interior lamp. The kettle switch turns on the agitating motor and
the kettle heat for a popping cycle. For safety, the kettle switch will not operate without the master switch in the ON position. The optional
pedestal base provides storage for all of your popcorn supplies while placing the popper at the ideal operating height. This cart has 4
wheels to maneuver easily.We are the only AUTHORIZED CANADIAN DEALER located in CANADA in CANADIAN DOLLARS,
DUTY FREE, NO CUSTOM FEES or BIG SHIPPING FEES. Dimensions and Specs  BULK KERNELS AND OIL MEASUREMENTS
FOR OUR 6 OZ POPCORN MACHINES3/4 CUP OF KERNELS - 1/4 CUP OF OIL *OUR POPCORN SEASONING SALT CAN BE
ADDED AS WELLWorks on standard 120 volt / 9.9 amps - 1180 watts (Commercial Quality) HIGHER WATTAGE THAN ALL IMPORT
8 OZ MACHINES - COMPARETop Machine is 20"L x 15"W X 30"H Pedestal is 19"L x 14"W X 32"HWeighs 99 lbsAll Poppers ETL
tested to standards: UL 197 (9th Edition), NSF 4, and CSA approved C22.2 NO 109 (M1981)FULL 3 YEAR *INCLUDING THE
POTDelivered by Canada Post, Canpar or Freight Forwarder**Some exceptions may apply to our free shipping offer**Technical Support -
Manuals and Docs6 oz Metropolitan Manual Click here To Download (PDF) Metropolitan Pedestal Manual Click Here To
Download Thermostat Adjustment Click here To DownloadCam and Set Screw Handle Assembly Instructions Click Here To Download 

$1,079.99  $1,399.99

8 oz Street Vendor Commercial Popcorn
Machine
product code: v230

Popcorn Machines
FREE SHIPPING OFFER ON ALL COMMERCIAL GRADE POPCORN MACHINES, CARTS & BASES Please enter coupon code:
acf492 at the checkout **LIMITED TIME OFFER** (some conditions may apply) 
 
GUARANTEED LOWEST PRICE IN CANADA 
TRUE COMMERCIAL *CSA APPROVED* POPCORN MACHINES SOLD AND SERVICED IN CANADA Bring the movie theater



experience to your home or business with this commercial grade popper
manufactured by Benchmark USA. From the boardwalks of Coney Island and
Palisades Park these antique styled popcorn machines will remind you of an era
when vendors sold popcorn on street corners all across America. Sure to create a
fun and friendly atmosphere in any location, these commercial quality machines
are available as a counter-top model or with the matching trolley. Features The 8
oz Street Vendor poppers will produce 170 quarts of popcorn per hour. The inner
kettle is constructed of thick gauge anodized aluminum for maximum performance
and easy cleaning. Aluminum provides the best heat transfer of any cookware
approved alloy while the 20 mil thick anodizing armors the kettle for durability
and provides a super-slick surface for easy cleaning. The kettle jackets are made of
plated steel for corrosion resistance and easy cleaning. Street Vendor poppers have
a 50 watt heating element in the base / deck to keep popped corn fresh and warm.
Since heat rises, bottom heating is preferred to heat lamps that only heat the top
layer of popped corn. The heated warming deck will keep popped corn at the ideal
serving temperature for long periods of time. The warmer is necessary for
situations that require that popcorn is available on demand. You won't have to
worry about biting into an un-popped kernel with the Street Vendor's old-maid
drawer. The perforations in the bottom aluminum tray allow the un-popped kernels
to fall int the drawer leaving only fresh and fully popped corn in the holding bin.
Simply rake the popped corn with a scoop and the old-maids fall through the

openings. Street Vendor poppers are designed to be simple to operate making them ideal for locations that have multiple operators. The
master switch turns on the warming deck and the interior lamp. The kettle switch turns on the agitating motor and the kettle heat for a
popping cycle. For safety, the kettle switch will not operate without the master switch in the ON position. We are the only AUTHORIZED
CANADIAN DEALER located in CANADA in CANADIAN DOLLARS, DUTY FREE, NO CUSTOM FEES or BIG SHIPPING FEES.
Dimensions and Specs BULK KERNELS AND OIL MEASUREMENTS FOR OUR 8 OZ POPCORN MACHINES1 CUP OF KERNELS
- 1/3 CUP OF OIL *OUR POPCORN SEASONING SALT CAN BE ADDED AS WELLWorks on standard 120 volt / 12 amps - 1430
watts (Commercial Quality) HIGHER WATTAGE THAN ALL IMPORT 8 OZ MACHINES - COMPAREMachine is 21"L x 18"W X
34"H - Weighs 59 lbsAll Poppers ETL tested to standards: UL 197 (9th Edition), NSF 4, and CSA approved C22.2 NO 109 (M1981)FULL
3 YEAR *INCLUDING THE POTDelivered by Canada Post, Canpar or Freight Forwarder**Some exceptions may apply to our free
shipping offer**Technical Support - Manuals and Docs8 oz Street Vendor Manual Click here To Download (PDF) Thermostat Adjustment
Click here To DownloadCam and Set Screw Handle Assembly Instructions Click Here To Download 

$849.99  $1,049.99

8 oz Street Vendor
Commercial Popcorn
Machine With Cart
product code: v231

Popcorn Machines
 
FREE SHIPPING OFFER ON ALL COMMERCIAL GRADE
POPCORN MACHINES, CARTS & BASES Please enter coupon code: acf492 at
the checkout **LIMITED TIME OFFER** (some conditions may
apply)GUARANTEED LOWEST PRICE IN CANADA 
TRUE COMMERCIAL *CSA APPROVED* POPCORN MACHINES SOLD

AND SERVICED IN CANADA Bring the movie theater experience to your home or business with this commercial grade popper
manufactured by Benchmark USA. From the boardwalks of Coney Island and Palisades Park these antique styled popcorn machines will
remind you of an era when vendors sold popcorn on street corners all across America. Sure to create a fun and friendly atmosphere in any
location, these commercial quality machines are available as a counter-top model or with the matching trolley. All of the Street Vendor
poppers feature stainless steel food-zones, 20 mil anodized kettles (for easy cleaning), heated warming decks, old-maid drawers (for un-
popped kernels), tempered glass panels and an industry longest three year parts warranty. Features The 8 oz Street Vendor poppers will
produce 170 quarts of popcorn per hour. The inner kettle is constructed of thick gauge anodized aluminum for maximum performance and
easy cleaning. Aluminum provides the best heat transfer of any ?cookware approved? alloy while the 20 mil thick anodizing armors the
kettle for durability and provides a super-slick surface for easy cleaning. The kettle jackets are made of plated steel for corrosion resistance
and easy cleaning. Street Vendor poppers have a 50 watt heating element in the base / deck to keep popped corn fresh and warm. Since
heat rises, bottom heating is preferred to heat lamps that only heat the top layer of popped corn. The heated warming deck will keep
popped corn at the ideal serving temperature for long periods of time. The warmer is necessary for situations that require that popcorn is
available on demand. You won?t have to worry about biting into an un-popped kernel with the old-maid drawer. The perforations in the
bottom aluminum tray allow the un-popped kernels to fall int the drawer leaving only fresh and fully popped corn in the holding bin.
Simply ?rake? the popped corn with a scoop and the old-maids fall through the openings. Street Vendor poppers are designed to be simple
to operate making them ideal for locations that have multiple operators. The master switch turns on the warming deck and the interior
lamp. The kettle switch turns on the agitating motor and the kettle heat for a popping cycle. For safety, the kettle switch will not operate
without the master switch in the ON position. This cart has 2 wheels to maneuver easily.We are the only AUTHORIZED CANADIAN
DEALER located in CANADA in CANADIAN DOLLARS, DUTY FREE, NO CUSTOM FEES or BIG SHIPPING FEES. Dimensions



and Specs BULK KERNELS AND OIL MEASUREMENTS FOR OUR 8 OZ POPCORN MACHINES1 CUP OF KERNELS - 1/3 CUP
OF OIL *OUR POPCORN SEASONING SALT CAN BE ADDED AS WELLWorks on standard 120 volt / 12 amps - 1430 watts
(Commercial Quality) HIGHER WATTAGE THAN ALL IMPORT 8 OZ MACHINES - COMPARETop Machine is 21"L x 18"W X
34"HCart is 38"w x 23"d x 33"hWeighs 106 lbsAll Poppers ETL tested to standards: UL 197 (9th Edition), NSF 4, and CSA approved
C22.2 NO 109 (M1981)FULL 3 YEAR *INCLUDING THE POT Delivered by Canada Post, Canpar or Freight Forwarder**Some
exceptions may apply to our free shipping offer**Technical Support - Manuals and Docs8 oz Street Vendor Manual Click here To
Download (PDF) Street Vendor Trolley Manual Click here To Download (PDF) Thermostat Adjustment Click here To DownloadCam and
Set Screw Handle Assembly Instructions Click Here To Download

$1,299.99  $1,599.99

4 oz Street Vendor
Commercial Popcorn
Machine
product code: v243

Popcorn Machines
FREE SHIPPING OFFER ON ALL COMMERCIAL GRADE
POPCORN MACHINES, CARTS & BASES Please enter coupon code: acf492 at
the checkout **LIMITED TIME OFFER** (some conditions may apply) 
 
GUARANTEED LOWEST PRICE IN CANADA 
TRUE COMMERCIAL *CSA APPROVED* POPCORN MACHINES SOLD

AND SERVICED IN CANADA Bring the movie theater experience to your home or business with this commercial grade popper
manufactured by Benchmark USA. From the boardwalks of Coney Island and Palisades Park these antique styled popcorn machines will
remind you of an era when vendors sold popcorn on street corners all across America. Sure to create a fun and friendly atmosphere in any
location, these commercial quality machines are available as a counter-top model or with the matching trolley. Features The 4 oz Street
Vendor poppers will produce 85 quarts of popcorn per hour. The inner kettle is constructed of thick gauge anodized aluminum for
maximum performance and easy cleaning. Aluminum provides the best heat transfer of any ?cookware approved? alloy while the 20 mil
thick anodizing armors the kettle for durability and provides a super-slick surface for easy cleaning. The kettle jackets are made of plated
steel for corrosion resistance and easy cleaning. Street Vendor poppers have a 50 watt heating element in the base / deck to keep popped
corn fresh and warm. Since heat rises, bottom heating is preferred to heat lamps that only heat the top layer of popped corn. The heated
warming deck will keep popped corn at the ideal serving temperature for long periods of time. The warmer is necessary for situations that
require that popcorn is available on demand. You won?t have to worry about biting into an un-popped kernel with the Premiere?s old-maid
drawer. The perforations in the bottom aluminum tray allow the un-popped kernels to fall int the drawer leaving only fresh and fully
popped corn in the holding bin. Simply ?rake? the popped corn with a scoop and the old-maids fall through the openings. Street Vendor
poppers are designed to be simple to operate making them ideal for locations that have multiple operators. The master switch turns on the
warming deck and the interior lamp. The kettle switch turns on the agitating motor and the kettle heat for a popping cycle. For safety, the
kettle switch will not operate without the master switch in the ON position.We are the only AUTHORIZED CANADIAN DEALER
located in CANADA in CANADIAN DOLLARS, DUTY FREE, NO CUSTOM FEES or BIG SHIPPING FEES. Dimensions and
Specs BULK KERNELS AND OIL MEASUREMENTS FOR OUR 4 OZ POPCORN MACHINES1/2 CUP OF KERNELS - 1/4 CUP OF
OIL *OUR POPCORN SEASONING SALT CAN BE ADDED AS WELLWorks on standard 120 volt / 8.2 amps - 980 watts (Commercial
Quality) HIGHER WATTAGE THAN ALL IMPORT 8 OZ MACHINES - COMPARETop Machine is 21"L x 18"W X 34"HWeighs 57
lbsAll Poppers ETL tested to standards: UL 197 (9th Edition), NSF 4, and CSA approved C22.2 NO 109 (M1981)FULL 3 YEAR
*INCLUDING THE POTDelivered by Canada Post, Canpar or Freight Forwarder**Some exceptions may apply to our free shipping
offer**Technical Support - Manuals and Docs4 oz Street Vendor Manual Click here To Download (PDF) Thermostat Adjustment Click
here To DownloadCam and Set Screw Handle Assembly Instructions Click Here To Download 

$649.99  $899.99

4 oz Street Vendor Commercial Popcorn
Machine With Cart
product code: v244

Popcorn Machines



 
FREE SHIPPING OFFER ON ALL COMMERCIAL GRADE
POPCORN MACHINES, CARTS & BASES Please enter coupon code: acf492 at
the checkout **LIMITED TIME OFFER** (some conditions may apply) 
GUARANTEED LOWEST PRICE IN CANADA 
TRUE COMMERCIAL *CSA APPROVED* POPCORN MACHINES SOLD
AND SERVICED IN CANADA Bring the movie theater experience to your home
or business with this commercial grade popper manufactured by Benchmark USA.
From the boardwalks of Coney Island and Palisades Park these antique styled
popcorn machines will remind you of an era when vendors sold popcorn on street
corners all across America. Sure to create a fun and friendly atmosphere in any
location, these commercial quality machines are available as a counter-top model
or with the matching trolley. Features The 4 oz Street Vendor poppers will produce
85 quarts of popcorn per hour. The inner kettle is constructed of thick gauge
anodized aluminum for maximum performance and easy cleaning. Aluminum
provides the best heat transfer of any ?cookware approved? alloy while the 20 mil
thick anodizing armors the kettle for durability and provides a super-slick surface
for easy cleaning. The kettle jackets are made of plated steel for corrosion
resistance and easy cleaning. Street Vendor poppers have a 50 watt heating
element in the base / deck to keep popped corn fresh and warm. Since heat rises,
bottom heating is preferred to heat lamps that only heat the top layer of popped

corn. The heated warming deck will keep popped corn at the ideal serving temperature for long periods of time. The warmer is necessary
for situations that require that popcorn is available on demand. You won?t have to worry about biting into an un-popped kernel with the
Premiere's old-maid drawer. The perforations in the bottom aluminum tray allow the un-popped kernels to fall int the drawer leaving only
fresh and fully popped corn in the holding bin. Simply rake the popped corn with a scoop and the old-maids fall through the openings.
Street Vendor poppers are designed to be simple to operate making them ideal for locations that have multiple operators. The master switch
turns on the warming deck and the interior lamp. The kettle switch turns on the agitating motor and the kettle heat for a popping cycle. For
safety, the kettle switch will not operate without the master switch in the ON position. This cart has 4 wheels to maneuver easily We are the
only AUTHORIZED CANADIAN DEALER located in CANADA in CANADIAN DOLLARS, DUTY FREE, NO CUSTOM FEES or
BIG SHIPPING FEES. Dimensions and Specs BULK KERNELS AND OIL MEASUREMENTS FOR OUR 4 OZ POPCORN
MACHINES1/2 CUP OF KERNELS - 1/4 CUP OF OIL *OUR POPCORN SEASONING SALT CAN BE ADDED AS WELLWorks on
standard 120 volt / 8.2 amps - 980 watts (Commercial Quality) HIGHER WATTAGE THAN ALL IMPORT 8 OZ MACHINES -
COMPARETop Machine is 21"L x 18"W X 34"H Cart is 38"w x 23"d x 33"hWeighs 104 lbsAll Poppers ETL tested to standards: UL 197
(9th Edition), NSF 4, and CSA approved C22.2 NO 109 (M1981)FULL 3 YEAR *INCLUDING THE POTDelivered by Canada Post,
Canpar or Freight Forwarder**Some exceptions may apply to our free shipping offer**Technical Support - Manuals and Docs4 oz Street
Vendor Manual Click here To Download (PDF) Street Vendor Trolley Manual Click here To Download (PDF) Thermostat Adjustment
Click here To DownloadCam and Set Screw Handle Assembly Instructions Click Here To Download 

$1,099.99  $1,399.99

6 oz Street Vendor
Commercial Popcorn
Machine
product code: v245

Popcorn Machines
 
FREE SHIPPING OFFER ON ALL COMMERCIAL GRADE
POPCORN MACHINES, CARTS & BASES Please enter coupon code: acf492 at
the checkout **LIMITED TIME OFFER** (some conditions may apply) 
GUARANTEED LOWEST PRICE IN CANADA 
TRUE COMMERCIAL *CSA APPROVED* POPCORN MACHINES SOLD

AND SERVICED IN CANADA Bring the movie theater experience to your home or business with this commercial grade popper
manufactured by Benchmark USA. From the boardwalks of Coney Island and Palisades Park these antique styled popcorn machines will
remind you of an era when vendors sold popcorn on street corners all across America. Sure to create a fun and friendly atmosphere in any
location, these commercial quality machines are available as a counter-top model or with the matching trolley. Features The 6 oz Street
Vendor poppers will produce 127 quarts of popcorn per hour. The inner kettle is constructed of thick gauge anodized aluminum for
maximum performance and easy cleaning. Aluminum provides the best heat transfer of any cookware approved alloy while the 20 mil
thick anodizing armors the kettle for durability and provides a super-slick surface for easy cleaning. The kettle jackets are made of plated
steel for corrosion resistance and easy cleaning. Street Vendor poppers have a 50 watt heating element in the base / deck to keep popped
corn fresh and warm. Since heat rises, bottom heating is preferred to heat lamps that only heat the top layer of popped corn. The heated
warming deck will keep popped corn at the ideal serving temperature for long periods of time. The warmer is necessary for situations that
require that popcorn is available on demand and you won't have to worry about biting into an un-popped kernel with the old-maid drawer.
The perforations in the bottom aluminum tray allow the un-popped kernels to fall int the drawer leaving only fresh and fully popped corn
in the holding bin. Simply rake the popped corn with a scoop and the old-maids fall through the openings. Street Vendor poppers are
designed to be simple to operate making them ideal for locations that have multiple operators. The master switch turns on the warming



deck and the interior lamp. The kettle switch turns on the agitating motor and the kettle heat for a popping cycle. For safety, the kettle
switch will not operate without the master switch in the ON position. We are the only AUTHORIZED CANADIAN DEALER located in
CANADA in CANADIAN DOLLARS, DUTY FREE, NO CUSTOM FEES or BIG SHIPPING FEES. Dimensions and Specs BULK
KERNELS AND OIL MEASUREMENTS FOR OUR 6 OZ POPCORN MACHINES3/4 CUP OF KERNELS - 1/4 CUP OF OIL *OUR
POPCORN SEASONING SALT CAN BE ADDED AS WELLWorks on standard 120 volt / 9.9 amps - 1180 watts (Commercial Quality)
HIGHER WATTAGE THAN ALL IMPORT 8 OZ MACHINES - COMPARETop Machine is 21"L x 18"W X 34"HWeighs 58 lbsAll
Poppers ETL tested to standards: UL 197 (9th Edition), NSF 4, and CSA approved C22.2 NO 109 (M1981)Full 3 year Warranty
*INCLUDING THE POTDelivered by Canada Post, Canpar or Freight Forwarder**Some exceptions may apply to our free shipping
offer**Technical Support - Manuals and Docs6 oz Street Vendor Manual Click here To Download (PDF) Thermostat Adjustment Click
here To DownloadCam and Set Screw Handle Assembly Instructions Click Here To Download 

$749.99  $999.99

6 oz Street Vendor
Commercial Popcorn
Machine With Cart
product code: v246

Popcorn Machines
 
FREE SHIPPING OFFER ON ALL COMMERCIAL GRADE
POPCORN MACHINES, CARTS & BASES Please enter coupon code: acf492 at
the checkout **LIMITED TIME OFFER** (some conditions may apply) 
GUARANTEED LOWEST PRICE IN CANADA 
TRUE COMMERCIAL *CSA APPROVED* POPCORN MACHINES SOLD

AND SERVICED IN CANADA Bring the movie theater experience to your home or business with this commercial grade popper
manufactured by Benchmark USA. From the boardwalks of Coney Island and Palisades Park these antique styled popcorn machines will
remind you of an era when vendors sold popcorn on street corners all across America. Sure to create a fun and friendly atmosphere in any
location, these commercial quality machines are available as a counter-top model or with the matching trolley. Features The 6 oz Street
Vendor poppers will produce 127 quarts of popcorn per hour. The inner kettle is constructed of thick gauge anodized aluminum for
maximum performance and easy cleaning. Aluminum provides the best heat transfer of any cookware approved alloy while the 20 mil
thick anodizing armors the kettle for durability and provides a super-slick surface for easy cleaning. The kettle jackets are made of plated
steel for corrosion resistance and easy cleaning. Street Vendor poppers have a 50 watt heating element in the base / deck to keep popped
corn fresh and warm. Since heat rises, bottom heating is preferred to heat lamps that only heat the top layer of popped corn. The heated
warming deck will keep popped corn at the ideal serving temperature for long periods of time. The warmer is necessary for situations that
require that popcorn is available on demand. You won't have to worry about biting into an un-popped kernel with the Street Vendor's old-
maid drawer. The perforations in the bottom aluminum tray allow the un-popped kernels to fall int the drawer leaving only fresh and fully
popped corn in the holding bin. Simply rake the popped corn with a scoop and the old-maids fall through the openings. Street Vendor
poppers are designed to be simple to operate making them ideal for locations that have multiple operators. The master switch turns on the
warming deck and the interior lamp. The kettle switch turns on the agitating motor and the kettle heat for a popping cycle. For safety, the
kettle switch will not operate without the master switch in the ON position. This cart has 2 wheels to maneuver easily. We are the only
AUTHORIZED CANADIAN DEALER located in CANADA in CANADIAN DOLLARS, DUTY FREE, NO CUSTOM FEES or BIG
SHIPPING FEES. Dimensions and Specs BULK KERNELS AND OIL MEASUREMENTS FOR OUR 6 OZ POPCORN MACHINES3/4
CUP OF KERNELS - 1/4 CUP OF OIL *OUR POPCORN SEASONING SALT CAN BE ADDED AS WELLWorks on standard 120 volt
/ 9.9 amps - 1180 watts (Commercial Quality) HIGHER WATTAGE THAN ALL IMPORT 8 OZ MACHINES - COMPARETop Machine
is 21"L x 18"W X 34"H Cart is 38"w x 23"d x 33"hTotal weight 105 lbsAll Poppers ETL tested to standards: UL 197 (9th Edition), NSF 4,
and CSA approved C22.2 NO 109 (M1981)FULL 3 YEAR *INCLUDING THE POTDelivered by Canada Post, Canpar or Freight
Forwarder**Some exceptions may apply to our free shipping offer**Technical Support - Manuals and Docs6 oz Street Vendor Manual
Click here To Download (PDF) Street Vendor Trolley Manual Click here To Download (PDF) Thermostat Adjustment Click here To
DownloadCam and Set Screw Handle Assembly Instructions Click Here To Download

$1,199.99  $1,499.99

Warmer / Merchandiser
product code: v307



Popcorn Machines
GUARANTEED LOWEST PRICE IN CANADA Can be used for nacho chips,
peanuts or popcornKey Features: Interchangeable signage for either Nacho Chips,
Peanuts or Popcorn Signs can go on either the front or back for any application In
addition the signage can be placed on the front or back of the unit to allow for
front counter or back counter applications. 50 watt heating element in the base
keeps the product warm and fresh 100 quart capacity for large or small usage
applications Top-loading with deflection board to prevent product breakage Three
Year Warranty 15" wide x 15" deep x 26" high Stainless steel and tempered glass
construction for durability and ease of cleaning. 120 Volt, 50 watts We are the only
AUTHORIZED CANADIAN DEALER located in CANADA in CANADIAN
DOLLARS, DUTY FREE, NO CUSTOM FEES or BIG SHIPPING FEES.
Delivered by Canada Post, Canpar or Freight ForwarderTechnical Support -
Manuals and DocsPopcorn, Peanuts and Nacho Warmer Owners Manual Click
here To Download (PDF) 

$499.99  $599.99

Street Vendor Commercial
Popcorn Cart Only
product code: v315

Popcorn Machines
FREE SHIPPING OFFER ON ALL TABLE TOP POPCORN MACHINES,
CARTS & BASES  
 
Now offering free shipping on all supplies with the purchase of any commercial
POPCORN MAKER. Please enter coupon code: acf492 at the checkout
**LIMITED TIME OFFER** (some conditions may apply) 
 
GUARANTEED LOWEST PRICE IN CANADA 
This cart is to be used only with our Street Vendor Commercial Poppers We are the

only AUTHORIZED CANADIAN DEALER located in CANADA in CANADIAN DOLLARS, DUTY FREE, NO CUSTOM FEES or
BIG SHIPPING FEESTechnical Support - Manuals and DocsStreet Vendor Trolley Manual Click here To Download (PDF) 

$519.99  $699.99

14 oz Classic Pop Popcorn
Machine
product code: v352

Popcorn Machines
FREE SHIPPING OFFER ON ALL TABLE TOP POPCORN MACHINES,
COMMERCIAL POPCORN MACHINES, CARTS & BASES  
 
Now offering free shipping on all supplies with the purchase of any commercial
POPCORN MAKER.Please enter coupon code: acf492 at the
checkout**LIMITED TIME OFFER**(some conditions may apply) 
 
GUARANTEED LOWEST PRICE IN CANADA Styled just like the popcorn
makers you see at the local movie house, the Classic Pop line has a bright cabinet

and classic graphics that fit almost any decor. 
 



Each full-featured commercial popcorn machine pops delicious, theater-quality popcorn in 3-5 minutes, is easy to use and easy to maintain. 
American-made Classic commercial popcorn machines are unparalleled in quality and workmanship and are comparable to commercial
popcorn machines you find at the movie theaters. 
 
If you are looking for the highest quality popcorn machine in the market, you will find it in the Classic Pop popcorn popper. 
Since the Classic Pop 14 oz popcorn machine popper will operate on a 15 amp circuit, it is ideal to use in schools or any environment that
needs a mobile popcorn machine because it does not require a dedicated circuit. 
 
 
This classic example of popcorn poppers can be used in multiple locations and still produce 240 servings per hour. 
 
 
This full-feature popcorn machine uses a gas spring assisted kettle for easy unloading, four-switch operation, kettle "ready" lights and a
Hard-coat anodized aluminum kettle for superior performance and ease of cleaning. 
 
The heated warming deck of this popcorn maker will keep popcorn warm and fresh for long periods of time. 
One serving will produce enough popped popcorn to fill approximately fourteen 1-oz bags. 
 
We also offer a rich selection of popcorn supplies. See more in our popcorn supply section. 
More popcorn machines can be found in our popcorn machines section. 
 
 
This commercial popcorn machine carries three-Year Manufacturer's Warranty.Dimensions and Specs Bulk kernels and oil measurements
for our 14 oz popcorn machines.1 3/4 cups of kernels - 1/2 cup of oil*our popcorn seasoning salt can be added as
well.DIMENSIONS: 24"Wx20"Dx36"H 110 lbs SPECS:Volts: 120Watts: 1900 Amps: 15  Plugs into a standard 3-prong outlet This
machine is 100% made in the USA! This popcorn machine is ideal for: Large Schools, Convention Centers, Zoos, Midways, Concession
Stands, Snack Bars.Delivered by Freight Forwarder Only**Some exceptions may apply to our free shipping offer** 

$1,499.99  $1,899.99

14 oz Popcorn Cart
product code: v364

Popcorn Machines
FREE SHIPPING OFFER ON ALL COMMERCIAL GRADE
POPCORN MACHINES, CARTS & BASES Please enter coupon code: acf492 at
the checkout **LIMITED TIME OFFER** (some conditions may apply)  
 
 
 
GUARANTEED LOWEST PRICE IN CANADA 
 
Popcorn cart provides easier access, better merchandising and great mobility. 
 
This popcorn cart serves both home popcorn popper equipment and commercial
popcorn machine for the business oriented user. 

 
The sturdy all steel construction also has a chip resistant coating. 
 
Also features convenient built-in storage space and breaks down easily for storage and transportation. 
 
Our large popcorn cart fits the 14 oz classic popcorn machine, ready for fast delivery. 
 
Thanks to above combination you can get a delicious popcorn in 3-5 minutes. 
 
Please note, our affordable 14 oz classic commercial popcorn machine is for every entrepreneur due to its reliability, ease of use and on top
of that, it is lightning quick, when it comes down to cleaning it. 
 
Our company also continually offers quality popcorn supplies, such as:  
 
4 oz Authentic Theater Popcorn Portion Packs 
 
Bulk Paper Popcorn Bags - Large Superior Grade 
 
Bulk Popcorn Kernels 
Popcorn Buckets 32 oz 
Popcorn Butter Proof Bags - Medium 
Popcorn Closed Top Boxes 
Popcorn Seasoning 
 



Please go to our popcorn supply and popcorn accessories section for more affordably priced items. 
 
 
 
And as always, do not forget about our gift certificates. Dimensions and Specs Actual Dimensions: 25"D x 44"W x 33"HWeight :
65Assembly Required Delivered by Freight Forwarder Only**Some exceptions may apply to our free shipping offer**

$699.99  $849.99

14 oz Silver Screen
Professional Popcorn
Machine
product code: v426

Popcorn Machines
 
FREE SHIPPING OFFER ON ALL COMMERCIAL GRADE
POPCORN MACHINES, CARTS & BASES Please enter coupon code: acf492 at
the checkout **LIMITED TIME OFFER** (some conditions may apply)  
GUARANTEED LOWEST PRICE IN CANADA 
True commercial CSA Approved popcorn machines sold and serviced in Canada.

Bring the movie theater experience to your home or business with this commercial grade popper manufactured by Benchmark USA. 
The Silver Screen Professional Popcorn Machines is our most technically advanced models. 
These models incorporate a separate cabinet thermostat and temperature indicator. 
This innovation allows you to accurately control the heat in the food zone ensuring that your popcorn is always at the perfect serving
temperature. 
Each Silver Screen model has a stainless steel cabinet and food zone insuring years of durability. The Silver Screen Poppers utilize a hard-
coat anodized, high Thermal Mass Kettle for easy cleaning and superior performance. 
The four-switch configuration allows for any operating situation. 
This high production 14 ounce model will work on a standard 15 amp circuit so that it can be used anywhere without any additional
electrical wiring. You won't have to worry about biting into an un-popped kernel with the Silver Screen's old-maid drawer. 
 
The perforations in the bottom stainless tray allow the un-popped kernels to fall into the drawer leaving only fresh and fluffy popped corn
in the holding bin. 
Simply rake the popped corn with a scoop and the old-maids fall through the openings The Silver Screen poppers incorporate a separate
cabinet thermostat and temperature indicator. 
This innovation allows you to accurately control the heat in the food zone ensuring that your popcorn is always at the perfect serving
temperature. Ideal for: 
 
Large Schools, 
Convention Centers, 
Zoos, 
Midways, 
Concession Stands, 
Snack Bars 
 
Dimensions and Specs Bulk kernels and oil measurements for our 14 oz popcorn machines1 3/4 cups of kernels - 1/2 cup of oil our
popcorn seasoning salt can be added as wellWorks on standard 120 volt / 14.7 amps - 1760 watts (Commercial Quality)Top Machine is
24"L x 19"W X 36"H Weighs 100 lbsAll Poppers ETL tested to standards: UL 197 (9th Edition), NSF 4, and CSA approved C22.2Full 3
year *including the pot! We are the only authorized Canadian dealer.located in Canadaselling in Canadian dollarsduty free,no custom
feesno big shipping feesDelivered by Freight Forwarder Only**Some exceptions may apply to our free shipping offer**Technical Support
- Manuals and Docs 14 oz Silver Screen Manual Click here To Download (PDF) Thermostat Adjustment Click here To DownloadCam and
Set Screw Handle Assembly Instructions Click Here To Download

$1,399.99  $1,799.99



14 oz Silver Screen
Professional Popcorn
Machine With Base
product code: v427

Popcorn Machines
 
FREE SHIPPING OFFER ON ALL COMMERCIAL GRADE
POPCORN MACHINES, CARTS & BASES Please enter coupon code: acf492 at
the checkout **LIMITED TIME OFFER** (some conditions may apply)  
GUARANTEED LOWEST PRICE IN CANADA 
True commercial CSA Approved popcorn machines sold and serviced in Canada.

Bring the movie theater experience to your home or business with this commercial grade popper manufactured by Benchmark USA. 
The Silver Screen Professional Popcorn Machines are our most technically advanced models. 
These models incorporate a separate cabinet thermostat and temperature indicator. 
This innovation allows you to accurately control the heat in the food zone ensuring that your popcorn is always at the perfect serving
temperature. 
Each Silver Screen model has a stainless steel cabinet and food zone insuring years of durability. The Silver Screen Poppers utilize a hard-
coat anodized, high Thermal Mass Kettle for easy cleaning and superior performance. 
The four-switch configuration allows for any operating situation. 
This high production 14 ounce model will work on a standard 15 amp circuit so that it can be used anywhere without any additional
electrical wiring. You won't have to worry about biting into an un-popped kernel with the Silver Screen's old-maid drawer. 
 
The perforations in the bottom stainless tray allow the un-popped kernels to fall into the drawer leaving only fresh and fluffy popped corn
in the holding bin. 
Simply rake the popped corn with a scoop and the old-maids fall through the openings The Silver Screen poppers incorporate a separate
cabinet thermostat and temperature indicator. 
This innovation allows you to accurately control the heat in the food zone ensuring that your popcorn is always at the perfect serving
temperature.Ideal for: 
 
Large Schools, 
Convention Centers, 
Zoos, 
Midways, 
Concession Stands, 
Snack Bars 
 
Dimensions and Specs Bulk kernels and oil measurements for our 14 oz popcorn machines1 3/4 cups of kernels - 1/2 cup
of oil our popcorn seasoning salt can be added as wellWorks on standard 120 volt / 14.7 amps - 1760 watts (Commercial Quality)Top
Machine is 24"L x 19"W X 36"H Weighs 100 lbsBase is 24"L x 20"W X 33"H Weighs 75 lbsAll Poppers ETL tested to standards: UL 197
(9th Edition), NSF 4, and CSA approved C22.2Full 3 year *including the pot! We are the only authorized Canadian dealer.located in
Canadaselling in Canadian dollarsduty free,no custom feesno big shipping fees Delivered by Freight Forwarder Only**Some exceptions
may apply to our free shipping offer**Technical Support - Manuals and Docs14 oz Silver Screen Manual Click here To Download
(PDF) 14 oz Silver Screen Pedestal Manual Click here To Download (PDF) Thermostat Adjustment Click here To DownloadCam and Set
Screw Handle Assembly Instructions Click Here To Download

$1,999.99  $2,699.99

8 oz Silver Screen Professional Popcorn
Machine
product code: v428

Popcorn Machines
 
FREE SHIPPING OFFER ON ALL COMMERCIAL GRADE POPCORN MACHINES, CARTS & BASES Please enter coupon code:
acf492 at the checkout **LIMITED TIME OFFER** (some conditions may apply) 
GUARANTEED LOWEST PRICE IN CANADA 
TRUE COMMERCIAL *CSA APPROVED* POPCORN MACHINES SOLD AND SERVICED IN CANADA Bring the movie theater



experience to your home or business with this commercial grade popper
manufactured by Benchmark USA. The Silver Screen Professional Popcorn
Machines are our most technically advanced models. These models incorporate a
separate cabinet thermostat and temperature indicator. This innovation allows you
to accurately control the heat in the food zone ensuring that your popcorn is
always at the perfect serving temperature. Each Silver Screen model has a stainless
steel cabinet and food zone insuring years of durability. The Silver Screen Poppers
utilize a hard-coat anodized, high Thermal Mass Kettle for easy cleaning and
superior performance. The four-switch configuration allows for any operating
situation. This high production 8 ounce model will work on a standard 15 amp
circuit so that it can be used anywhere without any additional electrical wiring.
You won't have to worry about biting into an un-popped kernel with the Silver
Screen's old-maid drawer. The perforations in the bottom stainless tray allow the
un-popped kernels to fall into the drawer leaving only fresh and fluffy popped corn
in the holding bin. Simply rake the popped corn with a scoop and the old-maids
fall through the openings The Silver Screen poppers incorporate a separate cabinet
thermostat and temperature indicator. This innovation allows you to accurately
control the heat in the food zone ensuring that your popcorn is always at the
perfect serving temperature. Ideal for: Large Schools, Convention Centers, Zoos,
Midways, Concession Stands, Snack Bars. We are the only AUTHORIZED
CANADIAN DEALER located in CANADA in CANADIAN DOLLARS, DUTY

FREE, NO CUSTOM FEES or BIG SHIPPING FEES. Dimensions and Specs  BULK KERNELS AND OIL MEASUREMENTS FOR
OUR 8 OZ POPCORN MACHINES1 CUP OF KERNELS - 1/3 CUP OF OIL *OUR POPCORN SEASONING SALT CAN BE ADDED
AS WELLWorks on standard 120 volt / 12.6 amps - 1510 watts (Commercial Quality)Top Machine is 20"L x 17"W X 30"H Weight 61
lbsAll Poppers ETL tested to standards: UL 197 (9th Edition), NSF 4, and CSA approved C22.2FULL 3 YEAR *INCLUDING THE
POTDelivered by Canada Post, Canpar or Freight Forwarder**Some exceptions may apply to our free shipping offer**Technical Support -
Manuals and Docs8 oz Silver Screen Manual Click here To Download (PDF) Thermostat Adjustment Click here To DownloadCam and Set
Screw Handle Assembly Instructions Click Here To Download 

$999.99  $1,199.99

8 oz Silver Screen
Professional Popcorn
Machine With Base
product code: v429

Popcorn Machines
 
FREE SHIPPING OFFER ON ALL COMMERCIAL GRADE
POPCORN MACHINES, CARTS & BASES Please enter coupon code: acf492 at
the checkout **LIMITED TIME OFFER** (some conditions may apply) 
GUARANTEED LOWEST PRICE IN CANADA 
TRUE COMMERCIAL *CSA APPROVED* POPCORN MACHINES SOLD

AND SERVICED IN CANADA Bring the movie theater experience to your home or business with this commercial grade popper
manufactured by Benchmark USA. The Silver Screen Professional Popcorn Machines are our most technically advanced models. These
models incorporate a separate cabinet thermostat and temperature indicator. This innovation allows you to accurately control the heat in the
food zone ensuring that your popcorn is always at the perfect serving temperature. Each Silver Screen model has a stainless steel cabinet
and food zone insuring years of durability. The Silver Screen Poppers utilize a hard-coat anodized, high Thermal Mass Kettle for easy
cleaning and superior performance. The four-switch configuration allows for any operating situation. This high production 8 ounce model
will work on a standard 15 amp circuit so that it can be used anywhere without any additional electrical wiring. You won't have to worry
about biting into an un-popped kernel with the Silver Screen's old-maid drawer. The perforations in the bottom stainless tray allow the un-
popped kernels to fall into the drawer leaving only fresh and fluffy popped corn in the holding bin. Simply rake the popped corn with a
scoop and the old-maids fall through the openings The Silver Screen poppers incorporate a separate cabinet thermostat and temperature
indicator. This innovation allows you to accurately control the heat in the food zone ensuring that your popcorn is always at the perfect
serving temperature.Ideal for: Large Schools, Convention Centers, Zoos, Midways, Concession Stands, Snack Bars. We are the only
AUTHORIZED CANADIAN DEALER located in CANADA in CANADIAN DOLLARS, DUTY FREE, NO CUSTOM FEES or BIG
SHIPPING FEES. Dimensions and Specs BULK KERNELS AND OIL MEASUREMENTS FOR OUR 8 OZ POPCORN MACHINES1
CUP OF KERNELS - 1/3 CUP OF OIL *OUR POPCORN SEASONING SALT CAN BE ADDED AS WELLWorks on standard 120 volt
/ 12.6 amps - 1510 watts (Commercial Quality)Top Machine is 20"L x 17"W X 30"H - Weighs 61 lbsBase is 20"W x17"D x33"H - Weighs
62 lbsAll Poppers ETL tested to standards: UL 197 (9th Edition), NSF 4, and CSA approved C22.2FULL 3 YEAR *INCLUDING THE
POTDelivered by Canada Post, Canpar or Freight Forwarder**Some exceptions may apply to our free shipping offer**Technical Support -
Manuals and Docs8 oz Silver Screen Manual Click here To Download (PDF) 8 oz Silver Screen Pedestal Manual Click here To Download
(PDF) Thermostat Adjustment Click here To DownloadCam and Set Screw Handle Assembly Instructions Click Here To Download



$1,399.99  $1,799.99

20 oz Classic Large
Industrial Popcorn Maker
product code: V447

Popcorn Machines
 
FREE SHIPPING OFFER ON ALL COMMERCIAL GRADE
POPCORN MACHINES, CARTS & BASES Please enter coupon code: acf492 at
the checkout **LIMITED TIME OFFER** (some conditions may apply)  
GUARANTEED LOWEST PRICE IN CANADA 
TRUE COMMERCIAL POPCORN MACHINES SOLD AND SERVICED IN
CANADA Plugs into a NEMA Style 5-30R Outlet Styled just like the poppers you
see at the local movie house, the Classic Pop line has a bright cabinet and classic
graphics that fit almost any décor. Each full-featured machine pops delicious,

theater-quality popcorn in 3-5 minutes, is easy to use and easy to maintain. American-made Classic Pop popcorn machines are unparalleled
in quality and workmanship and are comparable to commercial popcorn machines you find at the movie theaters. If you are looking for the
highest quality popcorn machine in the market, you will find it in the Classic Pop. The Classic Pop 20oz popcorn machine operates on a 30
amp 120 Volt circuit (You need a NEMA Style 5-30R Outlet). This machine is ideal to use in schools or any environment that needs lots of
popcorn. This popper will produce 400 servings per hour. This full-feature popcorn machine uses a gas spring assisted kettle for easy
unloading, four-switch operation, kettle "ready" lights and a Hard-coat anodized aluminum kettle for superior performance and ease of
cleaning. The heated warming deck will keep popcorn warm and fresh for long periods of time. One serving will produce enough popped
popcorn to fill approximately sixteen 1-oz bags. Three-Year Manufacturer's Warranty.This machine is 100% made in the USA! This
popcorn machine is ideal for: Large Schools, Convention Centers, Zoos, Midways, Concession Stands, Snack Bars. 
 
Dimensions and Specs BULK KERNELS AND OIL MEASUREMENTS FOR OUR 20 OZ POPCORN MACHINES2 1/2 CUPS OF
KERNELS - 3/4 CUP OF OIL *OUR POPCORN SEASONING SALT CAN BE ADDED AS WELLDIMENSIONS: 29 1/4"w x 21 1/4"d
x 36 1/2"h SPECS: Volts: 120Watts: 3050Amps: 25Plugs into a NEMA Style 5-30R OutletWeight 150 lbs Delivered by Freight Forwarder
Only**Some exceptions may apply to our free shipping offer** 

$3,099.99  $3,699.99

14 oz Popcorn Stand
product code: V449

Popcorn Machines
 
FREE SHIPPING OFFER ON ALL COMMERCIAL GRADE
POPCORN MACHINES, CARTS & BASES Please enter coupon code: acf492 at
the checkout **LIMITED TIME OFFER** (some conditions may apply)  
GUARANTEED LOWEST PRICE IN CANADA 
 
Carts provide easier access, better merchandising and great mobility. The sturdy
all steel construction also has a chip resistant coating. 
 
Commercial grade steel construction  
Two inner shelves for supplies storage  
Leveling feet for uneven floors  

Less floor-space requirement than wheeled carts  
Stainless Steel Top  
 
This Large Stand fits our 14 oz Classic popcorn machine. 
 
 
Our company also continually offers quality popcorn supplies, such as:  
 



4 oz Authentic Theater Popcorn Portion Packs 
 
Bulk Paper Popcorn Bags - Large Superior Grade 
 
Bulk Popcorn Kernels 
Popcorn Buckets 32 oz 
Popcorn Butter Proof Bags - Medium 
Popcorn Closed Top Boxes 
Popcorn Seasoning 
 
Please go to our popcorn supply and popcorn accessories section for more affordably priced items. 
 
 
 
And as always, do not forget about our gift certificates.  Dimensions and SpecsActual Dimensions: 19 1/4"D x 24 1/4"W x 32"HWeight -
80 lbsAssembly required  Delivered by Freight Forwarder Only**Some exceptions may apply to our free shipping offer**

$699.99  $799.99

4 oz Cineplex Theater
Popcorn Machine - Red
product code: V456

Popcorn Machines
 
FREE SHIPPING OFFER ON ALL COMMERCIAL GRADE
POPCORN MACHINES, CARTS & BASES Please enter coupon code: acf492 at
the checkout **LIMITED TIME OFFER** (some conditions may apply)  
GUARANTEED LOWEST PRICE IN CANADA 
TRUE COMMERCIAL *CSA APPROVED* POPCORN MACHINES SOLD
AND SERVICED IN CANADA Designed for use in today's home theater and
gaming rooms, the Cineplex is the perfect combination of quality and
convenience. Consumer Friendly 4oz. Popcorn Machine!Pops 92 one-ounce

servings per hourBrilliant textured color finish featuring a pitted, powder coat material treatment that is all the rage in high-end home
accents.Designed with the home user in mind we placed the cord in the back and the graphics and storage door facing the operator. No
brainers that make this a great consumer product! High Output, hard coat anodized aluminum kettle and easy to clean. Plus stainless steel
food zone and tempered glass panels, an Old Maid Drawer and a built in warming deck. We are an AUTHORIZED CANADIAN
DEALER located in CANADA in CANADIAN DOLLARS, DUTY FREE, NO CUSTOM FEES or BIG SHIPPING FEES. 
Dimensions and SpecsBULK KERNELS AND OIL MEASUREMENTS FOR OUR 4 OZ POPCORN MACHINES1/2 CUP OF
KERNELS - 1/4 CUP OF OIL *OUR POPCORN SEASONING SALT CAN BE ADDED AS WELLWorks on standard 120 volt / 10
amps - 1200 watts (Commercial Quality) HIGHER WATTAGE THAN ALL IMPORT 8 OZ MACHINES - COMPARETop Machine is
16"L x 14"W X 24"HWeighs 45 lbsAll Poppers ETL tested to standards: UL 197 (9th Edition), NSF 4, and CSA approved C22.2 NO 109
(M1981)LIFETIME Home WarrantyDelivered by Canada Post, Canpar or Freight Forwarder**Some exceptions may apply to our free
shipping offer**

$549.99  $799.99

4 oz Cineplex Theater Popcorn Machine -
Copper
product code: V497

Popcorn Machines
FREE SHIPPING OFFER ON ALL COMMERCIAL GRADE POPCORN MACHINES, CARTS & BASES Please enter coupon code:
acf492 at the checkout **LIMITED TIME OFFER** (some conditions may apply) GUARANTEED LOWEST PRICE IN CANADA
TRUE COMMERCIAL *CSA APPROVED* POPCORN MACHINES SOLD AND SERVICED IN CANADA Designed for use in



today's home theater and gaming rooms, the Cineplex is the perfect combination of
quality and convenience. Consumer Friendly 4oz. Popcorn Machine!Pops 92 one-
ounce servings per hourBrilliant textured color finish featuring a pitted, powder
coat material treatment that is all the rage in high-end home accents.Designed with
the home user in mind we placed the cord in the back and the graphics and storage
door facing the operator. No brainers that make this a great consumer product!
High Output, hard coat anodized aluminum kettle and easy to clean. Plus stainless
steel food zone and tempered glass panels, an Old Maid Drawer and a built in
warming deck. We are an AUTHORIZED CANADIAN DEALER located in
CANADA in CANADIAN DOLLARS, DUTY FREE, NO CUSTOM FEES or
BIG SHIPPING FEES. Dimensions and SpecsBULK KERNELS AND OIL
MEASUREMENTS FOR OUR 4 OZ POPCORN MACHINES1/2 CUP OF
KERNELS - 1/4 CUP OF OIL *OUR POPCORN SEASONING SALT CAN BE
ADDED AS WELLWorks on standard 120 volt / 10 amps - 1200 watts
(Commercial Quality) HIGHER WATTAGE THAN ALL IMPORT 8 OZ
MACHINES - COMPARETop Machine is 16"L x 14"W X 24"HWeighs 45 lbsAll
Poppers ETL tested to standards: UL 197 (9th Edition), NSF 4, and CSA approved
C22.2 NO 109 (M1981)LIFETIME Home WarrantyDelivered by Canada Post,
Canpar or Freight Forwarder**Some exceptions may apply to our free shipping
offer**

$549.99  $799.99

4 oz Cineplex Theater
Popcorn Machine with
Pedestal - Red
product code: V457

Popcorn Machines
FREE SHIPPING OFFER ON ALL COMMERCIAL GRADE
POPCORN MACHINES, CARTS & BASES Please enter coupon code: acf492 at
the checkout **LIMITED TIME OFFER** (some conditions may
apply)  GUARANTEED LOWEST PRICE IN CANADA TRUE COMMERCIAL
*CSA APPROVED* POPCORN MACHINES SOLD AND SERVICED IN
CANADADesigned for use in today's home theater and gaming rooms, the

Cineplex is the perfect combination of quality and convenience. Consumer Friendly 4oz. Popcorn Machine! Pops 92 one-ounce servings
per hour Brilliant textured color finish featuring a pitted, powder coat material treatment that is all the rage in high-end home
accents.Designed with the home user in mind we placed the cord in the back and the graphics and storage door facing the operator. No
brainers that make this a great consumer product! Matching brilliant textured stand built to fit for a custom "single unit" look and has a
wrap around door.High Output, hard coat anodized aluminum kettle and easy to clean. Plus stainless steel food zone and tempered glass
panels, an Old Maid Drawer and a built in warming deck. We are an AUTHORIZED CANADIAN DEALER located in CANADA in
CANADIAN DOLLARS, DUTY FREE, NO CUSTOM FEES or BIG SHIPPING FEES. Dimensions and SpecsBULK KERNELS AND
OIL MEASUREMENTS FOR OUR 4 OZ POPCORN MACHINES1/2 CUP OF KERNELS - 1/4 CUP OF OIL *OUR POPCORN
SEASONING SALT CAN BE ADDED AS WELLWorks on standard 120 volt / 10 amps - 1200 watts (Commercial Quality) HIGHER
WATTAGE THAN ALL IMPORT 8 OZ MACHINES - COMPARETop Machine is 16"L x 14"W X 24"H Pedestal is 16 1/4"W x 14"D x
32"H Total Weight 90 lbsAll Poppers ETL tested to standards: UL 197 (9th Edition), NSF 4, and CSA approved C22.2 NO 109 (M1981)
LIFETIME Home WarrantyDelivered by Canada Post, Canpar or Freight Forwarder**Some exceptions may apply to our free shipping
offer**

$999.99  $1,299.99

4 oz Cineplex Theater Popcorn Machine with
Pedestal - Copper
product code: V499



Popcorn Machines
FREE SHIPPING OFFER ON ALL COMMERCIAL GRADE
POPCORN MACHINES, CARTS & BASES Please enter coupon code: acf492 at
the checkout **LIMITED TIME OFFER** (some conditions may apply)
GUARANTEED LOWEST PRICE IN CANADA TRUE COMMERCIAL *CSA
APPROVED* POPCORN MACHINES SOLD AND SERVICED IN
CANADADesigned for use in today's home theater and gaming rooms, the
Cineplex is the perfect combination of quality and convenience. Consumer
Friendly 4oz. Popcorn Machine! Pops 92 one-ounce servings per hourBrilliant
textured color finish featuring a pitted, powder coat material treatment that is all
the rage in high-end home accents.Designed with the home user in mind we placed
the cord in the back and the graphics and storage door facing the operator. No
brainers that make this a great consumer product! Matching brilliant textured stand
built to fit for a custom "single unit" look and has a wrap around door.High
Output, hard coat anodized aluminum kettle and easy to clean. Plus stainless steel
food zone and tempered glass panels, an Old Maid Drawer and a built in warming
deck. We are an AUTHORIZED CANADIAN DEALER located in CANADA in
CANADIAN DOLLARS, DUTY FREE, NO CUSTOM FEES or BIG SHIPPING
FEES. Dimensions and SpecsBULK KERNELS AND OIL MEASUREMENTS

FOR OUR 4 OZ POPCORN MACHINES1/2 CUP OF KERNELS - 1/4 CUP OF OIL *OUR POPCORN SEASONING SALT CAN BE
ADDED AS WELLWorks on standard 120 volt / 10 amps - 1200 watts (Commercial Quality) HIGHER WATTAGE THAN ALL IMPORT
8 OZ MACHINES - COMPARETop Machine is 16"L x 14"W X 24"H Pedestal is 16 1/4"W x 14"D x 32"H Total Weight 90 lbsAll
Poppers ETL tested to standards: UL 197 (9th Edition), NSF 4, and CSA approved C22.2 NO 109 (M1981) LIFETIME Home
WarrantyDelivered by Canada Post, Canpar or Freight Forwarder**Some exceptions may apply to our free shipping offer**

$999.99  $1,299.99

20 oz Popcorn Machine
Stand
product code: V499

Popcorn Machines
FREE SHIPPING OFFER ON ALL COMMERCIAL GRADE
POPCORN MACHINES, CARTS & BASES Please enter coupon code: acf492 at
the checkout **LIMITED TIME OFFER** (some conditions may apply)
GUARANTEED LOWEST PRICE IN CANADA Popcorn Machine Stand for
Classic 20 oz Popcorn Machine Only.  This red classy looking stand has a stainless
top and and is constructed with commercial grade steel.  Less floor-space
requirement than wheeled carts.Leveling feet for uneven floorsActual Dimensions:
19 1/4"D X 27 1/4"W X 32"HWeight 80 lbs.Delivered by Freight Forwarder
Only**Some exceptions may apply to our free shipping offer** 

$799.99  $999.99

4 oz Professional Series Popcorn Machine
product code: V500

Popcorn Machines
FREE SHIPPING OFFER ON ALL COMMERCIAL GRADE POPCORN MACHINES, CARTS & BASES Please enter coupon code:
acf492 at the checkout **LIMITED TIME OFFER** (some conditions may apply) GUARANTEED LOWEST PRICE IN CANADA
TRUE COMMERCIAL *CSA APPROVED* POPCORN MACHINES SOLD AND SERVICED IN CANADAOur American-made
professional series popcorn machines are unparalleled in quality and workmanship and are comparable to commercial popcorn machines
you find at the movie theaters. If you are looking for the highest quality popcorn machine in the market, you will find it in the Professional
Series popcorn machine. The stainless steel construction along with the tempered glass panels provide for an easy-cleaning and



exceptionally durable popcorn machine popper. The Hard-Coat anodized
aluminum popcorn kettle means superior performance while providing ease of
cleaning. The heated warming deck will keep popcorn warm and fresh for long
periods of time. This full-featured popcorn machine also includes a removable
clean-out tray for easy cleaning and an old-maid drawer to catch the un-popped
kernels. The Professional Series popcorn machine utilizes a 50 watt R20
presentation lamp to highlight the popped corn for added impulse sales. Three-
Year Manufacturer's Warranty.FeaturesHigh-output, Hard-coat Anodized
Aluminum Kettle.All of our poppers feature this kettle for optimum performance
and easy cleaning. We only use aluminum because it has the highest heat transfer
rate of any approved cooking material. Then we hard-coat anodize the kettles to
create a non-stick surface that resists carbon build-up and is a snap to clean - just
wipe with a damp cloth.Side-hinged Kettle. Our kettles are simple to operate and
maintain. This design facilitates routine cleaning because you can reach all parts of
the kettle. Just wipe it with a damp cloth regularly and you'll eliminate most of the
baked-on carbon that is so common in oil-based cooking appliances. With less
carbon build-up, your machine will heat faster and work more efficiently. Ordinary
poppers with center pivot kettles build up baked-on carbon quickly and require
time-consuming, difficult disassembly for cleaning. Built-in Warming
Deck.Professional series poppers incorporate a 50-watt heating element
underneath the bottom tray. Since heat rises, bottom heating is better than heat

lamps that only warm the top layer of popcorn. Our bottom-heating element keeps all the popcorn in the cabinet warm at the ideal serving
temperature. Depending on the humidity level, popcorn can stay fresh all day if kept at the right temperature. Old Maid Drawer.A stainless
steel drawer built into the base of the popper collects the unpopped kernels, or "old maids". The small holes in the tray allow the old maids
to fall through, while keeping the fully popped corn in the serving cabinet. It's simple to remove the drawer for emptying and
cleaning.Presentation Lamp.A 50-watt R20 lamp bulb lights the cabinet interior and highlights the popped corn. The light also provides
extra safety and convenience because the operator can see the kettle clearly for loading and unloading.Stainless Steel
ConstructionComponents with a powder coat finish on our other lines of equipment have been upgraded with commercial grade stainless
steel (finish style - F4). The result is improved durability to scratching and wear, and increased corrosion resistance. This line is perfect for
applications where the machine is subjected to constant cleaning or a salt-water environment (coastlines). The life of these machines are
extended dramatically as the risk of moisture penetration in powder-coated finishes is eliminated.Special Design Features.Our popcorn
labels have been moved to the glass on these poppers and designed with black/silver colors to not detract from the classic appearance of
stainless. A touch of color and class is present in the lighted, red switches that feature simple, non-obtrusive labeling. The matching carts
and stands feature a special textured black powder-coat finish that contrasts and compliments the machine perfectly. Limiting cart/stand
labeling to a simple stainless steel signature style plate carries the classic design throughout the entire unit. This design results in a classic,
elegant look that will enhance the most up-scale room, while maintaining the same high-end commercial quality in home use or
commercial concession environments.SPECS:Pops 92oz per hour Volts: 120 Watts: 1200 Amps: 10 Plugs into a standard 3-prong outlet
This machine is 100% made in the USA!All Poppers ETL tested to standards: UL 197 (9th Edition), NSF 4, and CSA approved C22.2 
This popcorn machine is ideal for: Social Clubs, Video Stores, Break Areas, Restaurants, Small Bars, Country Clubs & Home
TheatersACTUAL DIMENSIONS: 16"L x 14"W X 24"HWeighs 50 lbsLIFETIME Home WarrantyDimensions and SpecsBULK
KERNELS AND OIL MEASUREMENTS FOR OUR 4 OZ POPCORN MACHINES1/2 CUP OF KERNELS - 1/4 CUP OF OIL *OUR
POPCORN SEASONING SALT CAN BE ADDED AS WELLDelivered by Canada Post, Canpar or Freight Forwarder**Some exceptions
may apply to our free shipping offer**

$619.99  $799.99

6 oz Professional Series
Popcorn Machine
product code: V501

Popcorn Machines
FREE SHIPPING OFFER ON ALL COMMERCIAL GRADE
POPCORN MACHINES, CARTS & BASES Please enter coupon code: acf492 at
the checkout **LIMITED TIME OFFER** (some conditions may
apply) GUARANTEED LOWEST PRICE IN CANADA TRUE COMMERCIAL
*CSA APPROVED* POPCORN MACHINES SOLD AND SERVICED IN
CANADAOur American-made professional series popcorn machines are
unparalleled in quality and workmanship and are comparable to commercial
popcorn machines you find at the movie theaters. If you are looking for the highest
quality popcorn machine in the market, you will find it in the Professional Series

popcorn machine. The stainless steel construction along with the tempered glass panels provide for an easy-cleaning and exceptionally
durable popcorn machine popper. The Hard-Coat anodized aluminum popcorn kettle means superior performance while providing ease of
cleaning. The heated warming deck will keep popcorn warm and fresh for long periods of time. This full-featured popcorn machine also
includes a removable clean-out tray for easy cleaning and an old-maid drawer to catch the un-popped kernels. The Professional
Series popcorn machine utilizes a 50 watt R20 presentation lamp to highlight the popped corn for added impulse sales. Three-Year
Manufacturer's Warranty.FeaturesHigh-output, Hard-coat Anodized Aluminum Kettle.All of our poppers feature this kettle for optimum
performance and easy cleaning. We only use aluminum because it has the highest heat transfer rate of any approved cooking material. Then
we hard-coat anodize the kettles to create a non-stick surface that resists carbon build-up and is a snap to clean - just wipe with a damp



cloth.Side-hinged Kettle. Our kettles are simple to operate and maintain. This design facilitates routine cleaning because you can reach all
parts of the kettle. Just wipe it with a damp cloth regularly and you'll eliminate most of the baked-on carbon that is so common in oil-based
cooking appliances. With less carbon build-up, your machine will heat faster and work more efficiently. Ordinary poppers with center pivot
kettles build up baked-on carbon quickly and require time-consuming, difficult disassembly for cleaning. Built-in Warming
Deck.Professional series poppers incorporate a 50-watt heating element underneath the bottom tray. Since heat rises, bottom heating is
better than heat lamps that only warm the top layer of popcorn. Our bottom-heating element keeps all the popcorn in the cabinet warm at
the ideal serving temperature. Depending on the humidity level, popcorn can stay fresh all day if kept at the right temperature. Old Maid
Drawer.A stainless steel drawer built into the base of the popper collects the unpopped kernels, or "old maids". The small holes in the tray
allow the old maids to fall through, while keeping the fully popped corn in the serving cabinet. It's simple to remove the drawer for
emptying and cleaning.Presentation Lamp.A 50-watt R20 lamp bulb lights the cabinet interior and highlights the popped corn. The light
also provides extra safety and convenience because the operator can see the kettle clearly for loading and unloading.Stainless Steel
ConstructionComponents with a powder coat finish on our other lines of equipment have been upgraded with commercial grade stainless
steel (finish style - F4). The result is improved durability to scratching and wear, and increased corrosion resistance. This line is perfect for
applications where the machine is subjected to constant cleaning or a salt-water environment (coastlines). The life of these machines are
extended dramatically as the risk of moisture penetration in powder-coated finishes is eliminated.Special Design Features.Our popcorn
labels have been moved to the glass on these poppers and designed with black/silver colors to not detract from the classic appearance of
stainless. A touch of color and class is present in the lighted, red switches that feature simple, non-obtrusive labeling. The matching carts
and stands feature a special textured black powder-coat finish that contrasts and compliments the machine perfectly. Limiting cart/stand
labeling to a simple stainless steel signature style plate carries the classic design throughout the entire unit. This design results in a classic,
elegant look that will enhance the most up-scale room, while maintaining the same high-end commercial quality in home use or
commercial concession environments.Dimensions and SpecsBULK KERNELS AND OIL MEASUREMENTS FOR OUR 6 OZ
POPCORN MACHINES3/4 CUP OF KERNELS - 1/4 CUP OF OIL *OUR POPCORN SEASONING SALT CAN BE ADDED AS
WELL ACTUAL DIMENSIONS: 20"W x 14"D x 26"HPops 113 oz per hour SPECS:1200 watts. 10 amps. 120 volts Plugs into a standard
3-prong outlet This machine is 100% made in the USA!All Poppers ETL tested to standards: UL 197 (9th Edition), NSF 4, and CSA
approved C22.2  This popcorn machine is ideal for: Social Clubs, Video Stores, Break Areas, Restaurants, Small Bars, Country Clubs &
Home TheatersWeighs 50 lbsLIFETIME Home WarrantyDelivered by Canada Post, Canpar or Freight Forwarder**Some exceptions may
apply to our free shipping offer**

$819.95  $999.99

Metropolitan Commercial
Popcorn Machine Pedestal
product code: V530

Popcorn Machines
FREE SHIPPING OFFER ON ALL TABLE TOP POPCORN MACHINES,
CARTS & BASES Now offering free shipping on all supplies with the purchase of
any commercial POPCORN MAKER. Please enter coupon code: acf492 at the
checkout **LIMITED TIME OFFER** (some conditions may
apply)GUARANTEED LOWEST PRICE IN CANADA TRUE COMMERCIAL
*CSA APPROVED* POPCORN MACHINES SOLD AND SERVICED IN
CANADA Bring the movie theater experience to your home or business with this
commercial grade popper manufactured by Benchmark USA Inspired by the art
deco architecture of the late 1920's and 1930's. This pedestal base provides storage

for all of your popcorn supplies while placing the popper at the ideal operating height. This cart has 4 wheels to maneuver easily. To be
used with our 4 or 6 oz metropolitan style popcorn machines. We are the only AUTHORIZED CANADIAN DEALER located in
CANADA in CANADIAN DOLLARS, DUTY FREE, NO CUSTOM FEES or BIG SHIPPING FEES.Dimensions and Specs Pedestal is
19"L x 14"W X 32"H Weight 47 lbsAll Poppers ETL tested to standards: UL 197 (9th Edition), NSF 4, and CSA approved C22.2 NO 109
(M1981)Delivered by Canada Post, Canpar or Freight Forwarder**Some exceptions may apply to our free shipping offer**Technical
Support - Manuals and DocsMetropolitan Pedestal Manual Click Here To Download

$449.99  $549.99

Centerstage Professional 8 oz Popcorn Machine
product code: V573

Popcorn Machines



Centerstage Professional 8 oz Popcorn Machine FREE SHIPPING OFFER ON
ALL COMMERCIAL GRADE POPCORN MACHINES, CARTS & BASES
Please enter coupon code: acf492 at the checkout **LIMITED TIME OFFER**
(some conditions may apply)   GUARANTEED LOWEST PRICE IN CANADA
HTD Canada's newest Centerstage model is True commercial grade, CSA
Approved, sold and serviced in Canada at the lowest price guaranteed. Bring the
movie theater experience to your home or business with this industrial grade
popper manufactured by HTD Canada. Our Centerstage Professional Popcorn
Machines are one of the most powerful and technically advanced models presently
available, an unbelievable 1364 WATTS . We have an ungraded amazing 300 Watt
deck heater and a 60 watt warming / presentation bulb, these innovations will
always guarantee fresh hot theater popcorn. This professional grade
commercial popper has a stainless steel cabinet and deck insuring years of
durability, a hard-coat anodized, high Thermal Mass Kettle for easy cleaning
and dual thermostats for superior performance. This high production 8 ounce
model will work on a standard 15 amp circuit so that it can be used anywhere
without any additional electrical wiring. Our old-maid drawer will collect any un-
popped kernels when stirring the popcorn, perforations in the bottom
stainless deck allow the un-popped kernels to fall into the drawer leaving only
fresh and fluffy popcorn in the holding bin. Our design also includes added
features such as a direct drive pot stirrer therefor no more fussy cogs jambs and

plastic fittings, air venting in the canopy /top to prevent overheating, thicker gauge metal, extra support in the frame and the superior
Canopy / top design with under mount screws has a matte finish to avoid scratches and blemishes. The kettle is equipped with a
magnetized lid which will move completely out of harms way, no more burns or difficulty put the ingredients into the pot and allow you to
clean the components properly. Our Centerstage 8 oz popcorn machine is designed to produce approximately 160 small popcorn bags an
hour. Ideal for Home and Commercial Use: Home Theaters, Schools, Arenas, Convention Centers, Zoos, Midways, Concession Stands,
Snack Bars, Rentals, Trade Shows Dimensions and Specs Bulk kernels and oil measurements for our 8 oz popcorn machines1 cup
of kernels - 1/3 cup of oil our popcorn seasoning salt can be added as wellOr use our 8 oz HTD Canada Theater Popcorn Portion
Packs Works on standard 120 volt / 14 amps - 1364 watts (Commercial Quality)Top Machine is 22"L x 16.5"W X 30"H Weighs 65 lbsNow
includes a full 3 Year WarrantyOptional Cart available  Now includes a Full 3 year Warranty *including the pot! We are the only
authorized dealer.located in Canadaselling in Canadian dollarsduty free,no custom feesno big shipping fees**Some exceptions may apply
to our free shipping offer**UPC:  627843624813Technical Support - Manuals and DocsCenterstage Professional 8 oz Popcorn Machine
Manual Click here To Download (PDF) Centerstage Professional 8 oz Popcorn Machine Manual French Click here To Download
(PDF)Cam and Set Screw Handle Assembly Instructions Click Here To Download

$499.99  $899.99

Centerstage Professional 8
oz Popcorn Machine Cart
product code: V574

Popcorn Machines
FREE SHIPPING OFFER ON ALL COMMERCIAL GRADE
POPCORN MACHINES, CARTS & BASES Please enter coupon code: acf492 at
the checkout **LIMITED TIME OFFER** (some conditions may apply)
GUARANTEED LOWEST PRICE IN CANADA Thick, sturdy, Robust and
Superior design, all metal and upgraded wheels with bearings for smooth
operation. Convenient storage for all your popcorn supplies. This cart is to be used
only with our Centerstage Professional 8 oz Popcorn MachineNow includes a Full
3 Year WarrantyCart is 38"w x 23"d x 33"h We are the only AUTHORIZED
CANADIAN DEALER located in CANADA in CANADIAN DOLLARS, DUTY

FREE, NO CUSTOM FEES or BIG SHIPPING FEESTechnical Support - Manuals and DocsCenterstage Professional 8 oz Cart Manual
Click here To Download (PDF) Centerstage Professional 8 oz Cart French Manual Click here To Download (PDF) 

$299.99  $399.99

Premiere Commercial Popcorn Machine
Pedestal



product code: V600

Popcorn Machines
FREE SHIPPING OFFER ON ALL COMMERCIAL GRADE
POPCORN MACHINES, CARTS & BASES Please enter coupon code: acf492 at
the checkout **LIMITED TIME OFFER** (some conditions may apply)
GUARANTEED LOWEST PRICE IN CANADA Bring the movie theater
experience to your home or business with this commercial grade popper
manufactured by Benchmark USA. This optional pedestal base is designed to fit
the premiere popper only, it has a two shelf storage compartment for all of your
popcorn supplies. This cart has 4 wheels to maneuver easily. This item is shipped
flat and will require assembly. We are an AUTHORIZED CANADIAN DEALER
located in CANADA in CANADIAN DOLLARS, DUTY FREE, NO CUSTOM
FEES or BIG SHIPPING FEES. Dimensions and Specs Pedestal is 19"L x 14"W
X 32"HWeighs 55 lbs Delivered by Canada Post, Courier or Freight
Forwarder**Some exceptions may apply to our free shipping offer**Technical
Support - Manuals and DocsPremiere Pedestal Manual Click Here To Download 

$419.99  $499.99

6 oz HTD Authentic
Theater Popcorn Portion
Packs - 36 Pack
product code: V046

Popcorn Supplies
GUARANTEED LOWEST PRICE IN CANADA 
MAKE POPCORN JUST LIKE THE MOVIE THEATERS 
NEW LESS FAT BLEND 
 
**NEW LARGER SIZE 36 PACKS INSTEAD OF 24** 
 

The HTD Canada Popcorn Company authentic theater 6 oz portion packs are for our 6 and 8 oz poppers. 
You will get a box of 36, 6 oz portion packs. Our blend is the same as found in national theater chains, so if you want real theater popcorn
at home, you found it. 
 
These handy popcorn portion packs have the following features: 
No measuring, No mess, No clean-up. 
Pre-measured amounts of popcorn, seasoning salt, butter and coconut oil for perfect popcorn every time. 
Peanut free 0 Trans Fats Diacetyl Free Gluten Free Pareve Certified Kosher 
 
Cut-off the top and put the contents into your heated kettle and away you go. PLEASE CONTACT US DIRECTLY IF YOU ARE
PURCHASING LARGE QUANTITIES - WE MAY BE ABLE TO PROVIDE ADDITIONAL DISCOUNTS ON SHIPPINGDimensions
and Specs 36 pc, 6 oz portion packsWeight: 18 lbs16 " D X 11.5 " W x 6.5 " HDelivered by Canada Post, Canpar or Freight
ForwarderTechnical Support - Manuals and Docs6 oz HTD Canada Popcorn Portion Packs Nutritional Data Sheets Click here To
Download (PDF) UPC 627843624783

$37.99  $59.99

8 oz HTD Authentic Theater Popcorn Portion
Packs - 24 pack
product code: v088



Popcorn Supplies
GUARANTEED LOWEST PRICE IN CANADA 
 
MAKE POPCORN JUST LIKE THE MOVIE THEATERS 
 
NEW LESS FAT BLEND 
 
The HTD Canada Popcorn Company authentic theater 8 oz portion packs are for
our 8, 12, 14, 16 or 20 oz poppers. 
You will get a box of 24, 8 oz portion packs. Our blend is the same as found in
national theater chains, so if you want real theater popcorn at home, you found it. 
 
These handy popcorn portion packs have the following features: 
No measuring, No mess, No clean-up. 
Pre-measured amounts of popcorn, seasoning salt, butter and coconut oil for
perfect popcorn every time. 
Peanut free 0 Trans Fats Diacetyl Free Gluten Free Pareve Certified Kosher Cut-
off the top and put the contents into your heated kettle and away you go.  
PLEASE CONTACT US DIRECTLY IF YOU ARE PURCHASING LARGE

QUANTITIES - WE MAY BE ABLE TO PROVIDE ADDITIONAL DISCOUNTS ON SHIPPINGDimensions and Specs 24 pc, 8 oz
HTD popcorn portion packsWeight: 16 lbs 16 " W X  11.5 " D x 6.5 " HDelivered by Canada Post, Canpar or Freight ForwarderTechnical
Support - Manuals and Docs8 oz HTD Canada Popcorn Portion Packs Nutritional Data Sheets Click here To Download
(PDF)  UPC 627843624790

$34.99  $49.99

Bulk Paper Popcorn Bags -
Small Superior Grade
product code: v131

Popcorn Supplies
Popcorn bags an excellent addition to your birthday party, carnival, fair, theatre, or
party, use this fun popcorn bag to serve up hot, buttery popcorn. These superior
quality bulk small paper popcorn bags box contains 1000 bags. This is our most
popular choice for Schools, our small bags hold 1 oz of popcorn. Size 1.3/4" x 3.5"
x 8" Artwork subject to change without noticeBiodegradable /
RecyclableDelivered by Canada Post, Canpar or Freight Forwarder 

$34.99  $49.99

Bulk Paper Popcorn Bags -
Medium Superior Grade
product code: v132

Popcorn Supplies
Popcorn bags for your school, business or home theater. These medium popcorn
bags box contains 1000 bags and have been upgraded to our very best grade. Our
medium bags hold 1.5 oz of popcorn. Size 1" x 4.5" x 10" Artwork subject to
change without noticeBiodegradable / Recyclable Delivered by Canada Post,
Canpar or Freight Forwarder



$39.99  $69.99

Popcorn Buckets 32 oz
product code: v149

Popcorn Supplies
These 32 oz. authentic theater popcorn buckets are available in a quantity of 25 per
order. The dimensions are 4.5 inches (top), 3.5 inches (bottom) and stand at 5.5
inches in height. Capacity : 1.5 oz of popped popcornDelivered by Canada Post,
Canpar or Freight Forwarder

$9.99  $14.99

Popcorn Buckets 130 oz
product code: v205

Popcorn Supplies
Get the true movie feeling in your home or at your next event. These 130 oz.
popcorn buckets are available in a quantity of 15 per order. The dimensions are
7.25 inches (top), 5.75 inches (bottom) and stand at 7.5 inches in height. Capacity:
6 oz of popped popcornDelivered by Canada Post, Canpar or Freight Forwarder

$19.99  $24.99

Popcorn Scoop - Aluminum
product code: v237

Popcorn Supplies
When your crowd demands popcorn, you can rely on these popcorn scoops to
handle the job. The aluminum speed scoop is designed for quick and easy filling of
bags and boxes. Dishwasher safe.Delivered by Canada Post, Canpar or Freight
Forwarder 

$29.99  $39.99

4 oz HTD Authentic Theater Popcorn Portion
Packs - 24 pack



product code: v238

Popcorn Supplies
GUARANTEED LOWEST PRICE IN CANADA MAKE POPCORN JUST LIKE
THE MOVIE THEATERS NEW LESS FAT BLENDThe HTD Canada Popcorn
Company authentic theater 4 oz portion packs are for our 4, 6 and 8 oz poppers.
You will get a box of 24, 4 oz portion packs. Our blend is the same as found in
national theater chains, so if you want real theater popcorn at home, you found it.
These handy popcorn portion packs have the following features: No measuring,
No mess, No clean-up. Pre-measured amounts of popcorn, seasoning salt, butter
and coconut oil for perfect popcorn every time.Peanut free 0 Trans Fats Diacetyl
Free Gluten Free Pareve Certified Kosher 
 
Cut-off the top and put the contents into your heated kettle and away you go.
PLEASE CONTACT US DIRECTLY IF YOU ARE PURCHASING LARGE
QUANTITIES - WE MAY BE ABLE TO PROVIDE ADDITIONAL
DISCOUNTS ON SHIPPINGDimensions and Specs 24 packs, 4 oz portion
packsWeight: 10 lbs12 " D X 8 " W x 6 " HDelivered by Canada Post, Canpar or
Freight ForwarderTechnical Support - Manuals and Docs4 oz HTD Canada

Popcorn Portion Packs Nutritional Data Sheets Click here To Download (PDF) UPC 627843624776

$24.99  $39.99

6 oz HTD Authentic
Theater Popcorn Portion
Packs - 72 Pack
product code: V240

Popcorn Supplies
GUARANTEED LOWEST PRICE IN CANADA 
OUR BULK PRICES WILL SAVE YOU MORE MONEY 
 
MAKE POPCORN JUST LIKE THE MOVIE THEATERS 
 
NEW LESS FAT BLEND 

 
**NEW LARGER SIZE 72 PACKS INSTEAD OF 48** 
 
The HTD Canada Popcorn Company authentic theater 6 oz portion packs are for our 6 and 8 oz poppers. 
You will get a box of 72, 6 oz portion packs. Our blend is the same as found in national theater chains, so if you want real theater popcorn
at home, you found it. 
 
These handy popcorn portion packs have the following features: 
No measuring, No mess, No clean-up. 
Pre-measured amounts of popcorn, seasoning salt, butter and coconut oil for perfect popcorn every time. 
Peanut free 0 Trans Fats Diacetyl Free Gluten Free Pareve Certified Kosher 
 
Cut-off the top and put the contents into your heated kettle and away you go.  
 
PLEASE CONTACT US DIRECTLY IF YOU ARE PURCHASING LARGE QUANTITIES - WE MAY BE ABLE TO PROVIDE
ADDITIONAL DISCOUNTS ON SHIPPING 
Dimensions and Specs 72 pc, 6 oz HTD popcorn portion packsWeight: 36 lbs11.5 " W X 16 " D x 13 " HDelivered by Canada Post,
Canpar or Freight Forwarder Technical Support - Manuals and Docs6 oz HTD Canada Popcorn Portion Packs Nutritional Data Sheets
Click here To Download (PDF) UPC 627843624783

$69.99  $119.99



8 oz HTD Authentic
Theater Popcorn Portion
Packs - 48 pack
product code: v241

Popcorn Supplies
GUARANTEED LOWEST PRICE IN CANADA 
OUR BULK PRICES WILL SAVE YOU MORE MONEY 
 
MAKE POPCORN JUST LIKE THE MOVIE THEATERS 
 
NEW LESS FAT BLEND 

 
The HTD Canada Popcorn Company authentic theater 8 oz portion packs are for our 8, 12, 14, 16 or 20 oz poppers. 
You will get a box of 48, 8 oz popcorn portion packs. Our blend is the same as found in national theater chains, so if you want real theater
popcorn at home, you found it. 
 
These handy popcorn portion packs have the following features: 
No measuring, No mess, No clean-up. 
Pre-measured amounts of popcorn, seasoning salt, butter and coconut oil for perfect popcorn every time. 
Peanut free 0 Trans Fats Diacetyl Free Gluten Free Pareve Certified Kosher Cut-off the top and put the contents into your heated kettle and
away you go. 
 
PLEASE CONTACT US DIRECTLY IF YOU ARE PURCHASING LARGE QUANTITIES - WE MAY BE ABLE TO PROVIDE
ADDITIONAL DISCOUNTS ON SHIPPINGDimensions and Specs  48 pc, 8 oz HTD popcorn portion packsWeight: 32 lbs16 " W X  11.5
" D x 13 " HDelivered by Canada Post, Canpar or Freight ForwarderTechnical Support - Manuals and Docs8 oz HTD Canada Popcorn
Portion Packs Nutritional Data Sheets Click here To Download (PDF) UPC 627843624790

$64.99  $99.99

Popcorn Closed Top Boxes -
Small
product code: v318

Popcorn Supplies
Small Closed Top Popcorn Boxes These Closed Top Boxes are great for when
popcorn needs to be transported and are available in a quantity of 25 per order Size
7.5"h x 2"d x 4.75"wDelivered by Canada Post, Canpar or Freight Forwarder

$9.99  $14.99

Popcorn Seasoning Salt
product code: v321

Popcorn Supplies
For perfect flavor every time, rely on the seasoning salt specifically formulated for popcorn. Added to popcorn and oil while cooking, and
the result is that rich, buttery flavor every popcorn lover craves. adds buttery flavor & bright yellow color for real theater style popcorn.



You only need to add a little right along with your popcorn kernels & oil and then
pop.Perfect seasoning for authentic movie theatre popcorn taste.Our seasoning will
not end up on the bottom of the bag.Just a few sprinkles of our delicious popcorn
seasonings will liven up your bowl of popcorn and transform it into a delectable
snack!Size: 35 oz Re-sealable bag*PLEASE NOTE* This item is already included
in our portion prepacks. 4 oz. Corn            add      1/4 tablespoon 6 oz. Corn     
      add      1/2 tablespoon8-12 oz. Corn       add      1 tablespoon 14-16 oz.
Corn     add      1-1/2 tablespoon20-24 oz. Corn     add      2 tablespoons28 oz.
Corn          add      2-1/2 tablespoons32 oz. Corn          add      3 tablespoons36 oz.
Corn          add      3-1/2 tablespoons  Nutrition Facts Serving Size: 1/4 tsp. (1.2
grams)Servings per Package: BulkAmount per ServingCalories 0 Calories from
Fat 0Total Fat 0g Saturated Fat 0gTransFat 0Polyunsaturated Fat
0gMonounsaturated Fat 0gCholesterol 0 mgSodium 460 mg - 19%Total
Carbohydrate 0 g 0%Dietary Fiber 0g 0%Sugars 0g 0%Protein 0g Ingredients:
Salt, Certified food color ( including FC&C yellow #5&#6), Artificial butter
flavor, tri-calcium phosphate added as an anti-caking agent Delivered by Canada
Post, Canpar or Freight Forwarder

$5.99  $14.99

Bulk Paper Popcorn Bags -
Large Superior Grade
product code: v322

Popcorn Supplies
Popcorn bags for your school, business or home theater. These upgraded bulk
paper large popcorn bags box contains 1000 bags Our large bags hold 2 oz of
popcorn. Size 5.5" x 1.5" x 12" Artwork subject to change without
noticeBiodegradable / RecyclableDelivered by Canada Post, Canpar or Freight
Forwarder

$44.99  $79.99

Caramel Popcorn Glaze
product code: v323

Popcorn Supplies
For the perfect flavor every time use our Caramel Popcorn Glaze, rely on our
seasonings specifically formulated for popcorn. Just add to popcorn and oil while
cooking, and the result is a rich caramel flavor every popcorn lover craves. 28
oz size. New zip lock bag style.DIRECTIONS Use measure of caramel glaze equal
to 3/4 the quantity of popcorn. (IE 6 oz  
caramel to 8 oz popcorn kernels) 
        Procedure: 
        Step 1. Turn on Popcorn Machine Kettle  
        Step 2.  Pour in correct type and amount of oil and allow to  
melt 
        Step 3.  Pour popcorn kernels into the "hot" oil 
        Step 4.  Allow corn to become coated with "hot" oil (approx. 1  

minute) 
        Step 5.  Shake/sprinkle Caramel over entire corn surface 
        Step 6.  Close the kettle lid and allow corn to pop 
        Step 7.  Dump the popped corn promptly: do not wait for the last  
kernel to pop as this will result in mixture burning. Delivered by Canada Post, Canpar or Freight Forwarder 



$5.99  $14.99

LED Popcorn Sign
product code: v324

Popcorn Supplies
These high quality signs are ultra-bright so that they can be seen even in the
harshest lighting conditions that are often found in concession stands, convenience
stores and restaurants. Unlike ordinary fluorescent signs, the Ultra-Bright Signs
are extremely durable due to the extruded aluminum frames and LED back
lighting. Not only are they environmentally friendly, but you won't have to worry
about replacing burnt out bulbs. They come complete with two 3-ft hanger chains,
12 volt convertor and our exclusive 3-Year Warranty. Key Features: Extremely
Bright LED Back-Lit Rugged Extruded Aluminum FramesHangs flat against the
wall Only 1.25" thickAttractive and colorful graphics12 volt converter
includedThree-Year Warranty 12 volt / 1.5 ampsSize: 16" w x 12" h x 1.25"
d Delivered by Canada Post, Canpar or Freight Forwarder 

$189.99  $249.99

Bulk Popcorn Oil - 1 Gallon
product code: V325

Popcorn Supplies
Get the great theater popcorn taste with our specially formulated real theater
coconut popping oil. Enriched with beta carotene and buttery flavoring this real
theater popping oil will insure the movie theater popcorn experience. Nutrition
Facts Serving Size: 1 Tablespoon(14g) Servings per Package: Bulk Amount per
Serving Calories 130 Calories from Fat 130 % Daily Value* Total Fat 14g 22%
Saturated Fat 12g 60% TransFat 0 Polyunsaturated Fat 5g Monounsaturated Fat 7g
Cholesterol 0 mg Sodium 0 mg Total Carbohydrate 0 mg 0% Dietary Fiber 0g 0%
Sugars 0g 0% Protein 0g Not a significant source of Vitamins A, C, calcium, and
iron * Percent Daily Values are based on a 2,000 calorie diet.  
Ingredients: Highly Refined Coconut Oil, Beta CaroteneAllergens:  None;
Diacetyl FreePLEASE CONTACT US DIRECTLY IF YOU ARE PURCHASING
LARGE QUANITIES - WE MAY BE ABLE TO PROVIDE ADDITIONAL

DISCOUNTS ON SHIPPINGDelivered by Canada Post, Canpar or Freight Forwarder

$34.99  $69.99

Bulk Popcorn Kernels - 50 lb Box
product code: V326

Popcorn Supplies
Grown from the finest popcorn seed, you can always count on our Premium Popcorn to be the highest quality popcorn available. Our
Premium popcorn is selected for its explosive expansion qualities and tender flakes. Settle for nothing but the best. Bulk packaging, for
added value. 4 bags 12.5 lb moisture proof bags for maximum freshness. Now boxed for added protection Nutrition Facts Serving Size: 2
Tablespoon (28g) 4 cups popped Servings per Package: Bulk Amount per Serving Calories 110 Calories from Fat 12 % Daily Value* Total



Fat 1g 2% Saturated Fat 0g TransFat 0g Cholesterol 0 mg Sodium 0 mg Total
Carbohydrate 22g 7% Dietary Fiber 4g 16% Sugars 0g 0% Protein 4g * Percent
Daily Values are based on a 2,000 calorie diet. Ingredients: PopcornAllergens:
 None  PLEASE CONTACT US DIRECTLY IF YOU ARE PURCHASING
LARGE QUANITIES - WE MAY BE ABLE TO PROVIDE ADDITIONAL
DISCOUNTS ON SHIPPINGDimensions and Specs12 " x 12 " x 13 "50
lbs Delivered by Canada Post, Canpar or Freight Forwarder

$54.99  $99.99

Chili
Cheese
Butter
Warmer
product code: v308

Popcorn
Supplies
This dual well warmer is

designed specifically for chili & cheese or popcorn butter (Optional Pumps available). The twin 7 quart wells are ideal for the toppings and
it comes complete with the hinged inset lids and two long-handled, 3 ounce, one-piece ladles. It is constructed out of 18/8 stainless steel
and comes with Benchmark USA's three-year warranty for worry-free operation. The extra long legs provide easy access for cleaning and
the eye-catching graphics will promote sales. Whether you serve chili-cheese dogs, nachos or chili-cheese fries or Popcorn butter you"ll
appreciate that the pans, lids, ladles, pumps and adapter plate are all removable for easy sink or dishwasher cleaning. It has a covered
master switch and an adjustable thermostat for all cooking conditions. 
NEW OPTIONAL 1 PUMP 1 LADLE OR 2 PUMPS We are the only AUTHORIZED CANADIAN DEALER located in CANADA in
CANADIAN DOLLARS, DUTY FREE, NO CUSTOM FEES or BIG SHIPPING FEES. Dimensions and SpecsThree Year Warranty21'h
x 13"d x 17"h120 Volt, 1200 Watts, 10.5 AmpsDelivered by Canada Post, Canpar or Freight ForwarderTechnical Support - Manuals and
DocsChilli Cheese Warmer Owners Manual Click here To Download (PDF)

$499.99  $599.99

Neon Popcorn Sign
product code: v349

Popcorn Supplies
NEW LOWER PRICE This Sculptured Neon Sign is sure to draw attention and
sales to any Popcorn Machine. Adding the Popper Topper will create an exciting
environment while installing in just minutes. Simply set it on the popper and plug
it in. It comes complete with a 12 volt adaptor, 6 foot cord and plugs into any
standard 120 volt outlet. The base has an ON/OFF switch for ease of use. It
measures 11" wide by 12" high and the sculpture base is 5-1/2" in diameter. It is
large enough to draw attention and yet small enough to be placed on a popper,
shelf or counter-top. The Popper Topper comes with Benchmark USA's industry
leading Three-Year warranty Delivered by Canada Post, Canpar or Freight
Forwarder

$139.99  $219.99



Popcorn Buttery Topping -
1 Gallon
product code: v351

Popcorn Supplies
Complete the ultimate popcorn experience with this ready-to-serve buttery
topping. Just heat it up and pour it on your popcorn. 1 - Gallon container Nutrition
Facts Serving Size: 1 Tablespoon Servings per Package: Bulk Amount per Serving
Calories 120 Calories from Fat 130 % Daily Value* Total Fat 14g 22% Saturated
Fat 12g 60% TransFat 0 Polyunsaturated Fat 5g Monounsaturated Fat 7g
Cholesterol 0 mg Sodium 0 mg Total Carbohydrate 0 g 0% Dietary Fiber 0g 0%
Sugars 0g 0% Protein 0g Not a significant source of Vitamins A, C, calcium, and
iron, * Percent Daily Values are based on a 2,000 calorie diet. Ingredients:
Soybean Oil, TBHQ added to improve stability, natural and artificial flavors and

colors Allergens: Contains Soy 
*All oils are refined, bleached and deodorized  Delivered by Canada Post, Canpar or Freight Forwarder

$24.99  $39.99

ProStyle Warmer with
Pump
product code: v355

Popcorn Supplies
GUARANTEED LOWEST PRICE IN CANADA Pro-Style Warmer provides the
newest way to have various toppings ready for your fun foods. It is simple, easy,
and in five minutes you will be ready for the ultimate warm topping experience,
whether it's butter for popcorn, cheese for nachos or chocolate or caramel for ice
cream. Perfect for restaurants, concession areas, convenience stores, and at home.
32 ounce Paragon condiment container. Attractive Stainless steel body and heat
well. Adjustable thermostat, and 6’ cord and plug. Includes unheated spout domed
pump easily dismantled for cleaning. 7”W x 7”D x 12.75”H. 120Volts.
200Watts.Made in the USA.Delivered by Canada Post, Canpar or Freight

Forwarder Technical Support - Manuals and DocsProStyle Warmer Owners Manual Click here To Download (PDF)

$299.99  $399.99

Popcorn Seasoning - White Cheddar
product code: v357

Popcorn Supplies
Popcorn Seasoning - White Cheddar, spice up your popcorn tonight.Try all our exciting popcorn flavors and enhance the flavor.Perfect
seasoning for authentic movie theatre popcorn taste.Our seasoning will not end up on the bottom of the bag.Just a few sprinkles of our
delicious popcorn seasonings will liven up your bowl of popcorn and transform it into a delectable snack!Size - 3 ozDelivered by Canada
Post, Canpar or Freight Forwarder 



$3.99  $9.99

Outside
Popcorn
Machine
Kettle
Cleaner
product code: v360

Popcorn
Supplies

A common problem for most popcorn machine operators is how to effectively and safely clean the outside of their kettles, especially if oil
has burned onto the outer shell and has sat for an extended period of time. 
Our industrial strength Outside Kettle Cleaner paste, will remove all unwanted residue from outside of your kettle, each and every time. 
Heavy-duty cleaning and degreasing of the interior kettle surface without damage or scratching.  
 
Regular use will extend the life of your kettle and provide more efficient operation.  
A clean kettle makes for better tasting popcorn. Delivered by Canada Post, Canpar or Freight Forwarder 
 
 
 

$8.99  $14.99

Popcorn Seasoning - Nacho
Cheese
product code: v361

Popcorn Supplies
Popcorn Seasoning - Nacho Cheese, spice up your popcorn tonight. Try all our
exciting popcorn flavors and enhance the flavor.Perfect seasoning for authentic
movie theatre popcorn taste.Our seasoning will not end up on the bottom of the
bag.Just a few sprinkles of our delicious popcorn seasonings will liven up your
bowl of popcorn and transform it into a delectable snack!Size - 3 ozDelivered by
Canada Post, Canpar or Freight Forwarder

$3.99  $9.99

Popcorn Seasoning - Kettle Corn
product code: v362



Popcorn Supplies
Popcorn Seasoning - Kettle Corn, spice up your popcorn tonight. Try all our
exciting popcorn flavors and enhance the flavor. Perfect seasoning for authentic
movie theatre popcorn taste.Our seasoning will not end up on the bottom of the
bag.Just a few sprinkles of our delicious popcorn seasonings will liven up your
bowl of popcorn and transform it into a delectable snack!Size - 3 ozDelivered
by Canada Post, Canpar or Freight Forwarder 

$3.99  $9.99

Popcorn
Butter
Proof
Bags -
Small
product code: v416

Popcorn
Supplies

NEW LOWER PRICE 
These bags are specially coated to prevent butter from leaking out **THEATER QUALITY. Their flat bottoms allow them to stand
upright. Artwork subject to change without notice. Size : 8 1/8"h x 2.5"d x 4 1/4"w Colour : Green (Artwork subject to change without
notice.) Quanity : 100 BagsCapacity: 1.5 oz of popped Popcorn Delivered by Canada Post, Canpar, Purolator or Freight Forwarder 

$14.99  $24.99

Popcorn Butter Proof Bags -
Medium
product code: v417

Popcorn Supplies
NEW LOWER PRICE 
These bags are specially coated to prevent butter from leaking out **THEATER
QUALITY. Their flat bottoms allow them to stand upright. Artwork subject to
change without notice. Size : 8 3/8" h x 3 1/8" d x 5.5" w, Colour : Purple
(Artwork subject to change without notice.) Quanity : 100 BagsCapacity: 3 oz of
popped Popcorn Delivered by Canada Post, Canpar, Purolator or Freight
Forwarder 

$17.99  $29.99



Popcorn Butter Proof Bags -
large
product code: v418

Popcorn Supplies
NEW LOWER PRICE 
These bags are specially coated to prevent butter from leaking out **THEATER
QUALITY. Their flat bottoms allow them to stand upright. Artwork subject to
change without notice. Size : 10" h x 3 5/8" d x 7 1/4" w, Colour : Red (Artwork
subject to change without notice.) Quanity : 100 BagsCapacity: 5 oz of popped
Popcorn Delivered by Canada Post, Canpar, Purolator or Freight Forwarder

$21.99  $34.99

Hot Beverage / Topping
Dispenser
product code: v419

Popcorn Supplies
GUARANTEED LOWEST PRICE IN CANADA This 5-quart capacity heated
dispenser uses rotating paddles making it perfect for many beverages, toppings and
sauces. It has an adjustable thermostat and 1100 watts of heating capacity. The
easy-to-disassemble tap and the removable clear polycarbonate bowl are easily
cleaned in a sink or dishwasher. The bowl can also be removed for refrigerated
storage of unused product thereby eliminating product waste. The drip tray is
removable for easy cleaning. Key Features: 5 Quart Capacity Clear Polycarbonate
Bowl 1100 Watts Adjustable Thermostat Rotating PaddlesBenchmark USA's
exclusive 3-year warranty ensures durability and reliability Easily Disassembles

Removable bowl for refrigerated storage of un-used product Lift-Off Drip Tray Ideal For: Nacho Cheese Sauce, Hot Chocolate, Mixes,
Drawn Butter (for seafood), Au Jus, Broths, Hot Cider, Teas, Gravy, Syrups, Butter Topping (for popcorn), Cream Sauces and Much
More...Delivered by Canada Post, Canpar or Freight Forwarder 

$499.99  $699.99

Popcorn Closed Top Boxes -
Large
product code: v440

Popcorn Supplies
Large Closed Top Popcorn Boxes These Closed Top Boxes are great for when
popcorn needs to be transported and are available in a quantity of 25 per order Size
8.5"H x 2.5"D x 5.75"WDelivered by Canada Post, Canpar or Freight Forwarder 

$12.99  $19.99



Bulk Popcorn Kernels - 12.5
lb Bag
product code: V446

Popcorn Supplies
For smaller production scenerios and you do not require our larger supply, our 12.5
Lbs bulk popcorn kernels is all you need. Available for purchase in a 12.5 pound
moisture proof bag.Nutrition Facts Serving Size: 2 Tablespoon (28g) 4 cups
popped Servings per Package: Bulk Amount per Serving Calories 110 Calories
from Fat 12 % Daily Value* Total Fat 1g 2% Saturated Fat 0g TransFat 0g
Cholesterol 0 mg Sodium 0 mg Total Carbohydrate 22g 7% Dietary Fiber 4g 16%
Sugars 0g 0% Protein 4g * Percent Daily Values are based on a 2,000 calorie diet.
Ingredients: PopcornAllergens:  None  PLEASE CONTACT US DIRECTLY IF
YOU ARE PURCHASING LARGE QUANITIES - WE MAY BE ABLE TO

PROVIDE ADDITIONAL DISCOUNTS ON SHIPPINGDelivered by Canada Post, Canpar or Freight Forwarder

$14.99  $24.99

4 oz HTD Authentic
Theater Popcorn Portion
Packs - 48 pack
product code: v455

Popcorn Supplies
GUARANTEED LOWEST PRICE IN CANADA 
OUR BULK PRICES WILL SAVE YOU MORE MONEY 
MAKE POPCORN JUST LIKE THE MOVIE THEATERS 
NEW LESS FAT BLEND 
 
The HTD Canada Popcorn Company authentic theater 4 oz portion packs are for

our 4, 6 and 8 oz poppers. 
You will get a box of 48, 4 oz portion packs. Our blend is the same as found in national theater chains, so if you want real theater popcorn
at home, you found it. 
These handy popcorn portion packs have the following features: 
No measuring, No mess, No clean-up. 
Pre-measured amounts of popcorn, seasoning salt, butter and coconut oil for perfect popcorn every time. 
Peanut free 0 Trans Fats Diacetyl Free Gluten Free Pareve Certified Kosher 
 
Cut-off the top and put the contents into your heated kettle and away you go. PLEASE CONTACT US DIRECTLY IF YOU ARE
PURCHASING LARGE QUANTITIES- WE MAY BE ABLE TO PROVIDE ADDITIONAL DISCOUNTS ON SHIPPING 
Dimensions and Specs 48 pc, 4 oz HTD popcorn portion packsWeight: 19 lbs16 " D X 11.5 " W x 6.5 " HDelivered by Canada Post,
Canpar or Freight Forwarder Technical Support - Manuals and Docs4 oz HTD Canada Popcorn Portion Packs Nutritional Data Sheets
Click here To Download (PDF) UPC 627843624776

$39.99  $69.99

Inside Popcorn Machine Kettle Cleaner
product code: V466



Popcorn Supplies
Inside Kettle Cleaner. 
Formulated to clean the inside of your popcorn kettle.  
Heavy-duty cleaning and degreasing of the interior kettle surface without damage
or scratching.  
Regular use will extend the life of your kettle and provide more efficient
operation.  
A clean kettle makes for better tasting popcorn.  
Avoid contact with skin. Delivered by Canada Post, Canpar or Freight Forwarder 

$8.99  $14.99

Popcorn
& Oil
Measure
Kit
product code: V467

Popcorn
Supplies
Designed specifically for

popper use, this convenient set includes four long-handled cups, 1/4, 1/3, 1/2 & 1 cup, stainless steel (measures your popcorn and oil).
Each cup has graduated markings and is for use with 4, 6, 8, 12, 14, 16 and 20 oz. popcorn machines. 
 
Bulk Popcorn / Oil Measurements For Your Popcorn Maker 
 
4 oz Popcorn Machine - 1/4 cup of Oil - 1/2 cup of Popcorn Kernels 
6 oz Popcorn Machine - 1/4 cup of Oil - 3/4 cup of Popcorn Kernels 
8 oz Popcorn Machine - 1/3 cup of Oil - 1 cup of Popcorn Kernels 
12 oz Popcorn Machine - 1/2 cup of Oil - 1 1/2 cup of Popcorn Kernels 
14 oz Popcorn Machine - 1/2 cup of Oil - 1 3/4 cup of Popcorn Kernels 
16 oz Popcorn Machine - 2/3 cup of Oil - 2 cups of Popcorn Kernels 
20 oz Popcorn Machine - 3/4 cup of Oil - 2 1/2 cup of Popcorn KernelsDelivered by Canada Post, Canpar or Freight Forwarder

$9.99  $19.99

Popcorn Poly Bags
product code: V469

Popcorn Supplies
GUARANTEED LOWEST PRICE IN CANADA 
 
Meets FDA and USDA specifications for food contact 
 
Our clear plastic bags are used to package popcorn products sold in concession
stands during sporting events, concert venues, carnivals, festivals and theme parks.
Also great for temporary storage and display of any popped popcorn flavour,
packaging, or to sell as individual bags for all products like pretzels. 
Protect and keep your popcorn fresh with our clear non-printed, 7” x 18” x 1.5 mil



popcorn bags.  
Bag capacity approximately 3 - 4 oz  

Sold 100 pcs per case.Delivered by Canada Post, Canpar or Freight Forwarder

$13.99  $19.99

Popcorn Scoop - Plastic
product code: V470

Popcorn Supplies
Our white plastic popcorn scoops by HTD Canada Popcorn Company can be used
to stir and serve your fresh popcorn into bags or buckets. It is available for use in
machines that do not have a heated bottom, if you do have a machine with a heated
bottom then please consider our aluminum popcorn scoop found also in our
popcorn supplies.Delivered by Canada Post, Canpar or Freight Forwarder

$4.99  $12.99

Disposable Foodhandler
Gloves
product code: V473

Popcorn Supplies
Smooth formfitting gloves 
Latex and powder free for sensitive skin 
large size to fit most 
strong enough to handle a variety of tasks 
easy to slip on and off 
lightly embossed texture 
100 pairs per boxDelivered by Canada Post, Canpar or Freight Forwarder   

$3.99  $8.99

4 oz HTD Authentic Theater Popcorn Portion
Packs - 1 pack
product code: v490

Popcorn Supplies
GUARANTEED LOWEST PRICE IN CANADA MAKE POPCORN JUST LIKE THE MOVIE THEATERSNEW LESS FAT BLEND 
 
Sample size or for small events  
 
The HTD Canada Popcorn Company authentic theater 4 oz portion packs are for our 4, 6 and 8 oz poppers. You will get 1 of our 4 oz
portion packs. Our blend is the same as found in national theater chains, so if you want real theater popcorn at home, you found it. These



handy popcorn portion packs have the following features: No measuring, No mess,
No clean-up. Pre-measured amounts of popcorn, seasoning salt, butter and coconut
oil for perfect popcorn every time. Peanut free 0 Trans Fats Diacetyl Free Gluten
Free Pareve Certified Kosher Cut-off the top and put the contents into your heated
kettle and away you go. Delivered by Canada Post, Canpar or Freight
ForwarderTechnical Support - Manuals and Docs4 oz HTD Canada Popcorn
Portion Packs Nutritional Data Sheets Click here To Download
(PDF) UPC 627843624776

$1.09  $1.99

6 oz
HTD

Authentic Theater Popcorn Portion Packs - 1
Pack
product code: V491

Popcorn Supplies
GUARANTEED LOWEST PRICE IN CANADA 
MAKE POPCORN JUST LIKE THE MOVIE THEATERS 
NEW LESS FAT BLEND 
 
 
The HTD Canada Popcorn Company authentic theater 6 oz portion packs are for our 6 and 8 oz poppers. 
You will get 1 pack of our 6 oz portion packs. Our blend is the same as found in national theater chains, so if you want real theater popcorn
at home, you found it. 
 
These handy popcorn portion packs have the following features: 
No measuring, No mess, No clean-up. 
Pre-measured amounts of popcorn, seasoning salt, butter and coconut oil for perfect popcorn every time. 
Peanut free 0 Trans Fats Diacetyl Free Gluten Free Pareve Certified Kosher Cut-off the top and put the contents into your heated kettle and
away you go. Delivered by Canada Post, Canpar or Freight ForwarderTechnical Support - Manuals and Docs6 oz HTD Canada Popcorn
Portion Packs Nutritional Data Sheets Click here To Download (PDF) UPC 627843624783

$1.24  $2.49

8 oz HTD Authentic Theater Popcorn Portion
Packs - 1 pack
product code: V492



Popcorn Supplies
GUARANTEED LOWEST PRICE IN CANADA 
 
MAKE POPCORN JUST LIKE THE MOVIE THEATERS 
 
NEW LESS FAT BLEND 
The HTD Canada Popcorn Company authentic theater 8 oz portion packs are for
our 8, 12, 14, 16 or 20 oz poppers. 
You will get 1 pack of our 8 oz portion packs. Our blend is the same as found in
national theater chains, so if you want real theater popcorn at home, you found it. 
 
These handy popcorn portion packs have the following features: 
No measuring, No mess, No clean-up. 
Pre-measured amounts of popcorn, seasoning salt, butter and coconut oil for
perfect popcorn every time. 
Peanut free 0 Trans Fats Diacetyl Free Gluten Free Pareve Certified Kosher Cut-
off the top and put the contents into your heated kettle and away you go. Delivered
by Canada Post, Canpar or Freight ForwarderTechnical Support - Manuals and
Docs8 oz HTD Canada Popcorn Portion Packs Nutritional Data Sheets Click here

To Download (PDF) UPC 627843624790

$1.49  $2.99

Chocolate Popcorn Glaze
product code: V502

Popcorn Supplies
Turn any ordinary serving of popcorn into a sweet chocolate treat with this frosted
chocolate popcorn glaze! Easy to use, this glaze is sure to keep your customers
coming back for more as they satisfy their sweet tooth with rich chocolate flavor.
It's also an easy way to boost profits and impulse buys at your carnival cart or
concession stand! Offer new, tempting flavors for your popcorn DIRECTIONSUse
measure of chocolate glaze equal to 3/4 the quantity of popcorn. (IE 6 oz chocolate
to 8 oz popcorn kernels) 
        Procedure: 
        Step 1. Turn on Popcorn Machine Kettle  
        Step 2.  Pour in correct type and amount of oil and allow to  
melt 
        Step 3.  Pour popcorn kernels into the "hot" oil 

        Step 4.  Allow corn to become coated with "hot" oil (approx. 1  
minute) 
        Step 5.  Shake/sprinkle chocolate over entire corn surface 
        Step 6.  Close the kettle lid and allow corn to pop 
        Step 7.  Dump the popped corn promptly: do not wait for the last  
kernel to pop as this will result in mixture burning.Sold in a 28 oz. easy to use zip lock bag.  Delivered by Canada Post, Canpar or Freight
Forwarder

$5.99  $14.99

Blue Raspberry Popcorn Glaze
product code: V503

Popcorn Supplies
Turn any ordinary serving of popcorn into a sweet raspberry treat with this frosted Blue Raspberry popcorn glaze! Easy to use, this glaze is
sure to keep your customers coming back for more as they satisfy their sweet tooth with rich raspberry flavor. It's also an easy way to boost
profits and impulse buys at your carnival cart or concession stand! Offer new, tempting flavors for your popcorn DIRECTIONSUse



measure of blue raspberry glaze equal to 3/4 the quantity of popcorn. (IE 6 oz blue
raspberry glaze to 8 oz popcorn kernels)         Procedure:        Step 1. Turn on
Popcorn Machine Kettle         Step 2.  Pour in correct type and amount of oil and
allow to melt        Step 3.  Pour popcorn kernels into the "hot" oil        Step 4. 
Allow corn to become coated with "hot" oil (approx. 1 minute)        Step 5. 
Shake/sprinkle blue raspberry over entire corn surface        Step 6.  Close the kettle
lid and allow corn to pop        Step 7.  Dump the popped corn promptly: do not
wait for the last kernel to pop as this will result in mixture burning.Sold in a 28
oz. easy to use zip lock bag.  Delivered by Canada Post, Canpar or Freight
Forwarder

$5.99  $14.99

Cherry
Popcorn
Glaze
product code: V504

Popcorn
Supplies
Turn any ordinary serving
of popcorn into a
sweet cherry treat with
this frosted cherry

popcorn glaze! Easy to use, this glaze is sure to keep your customers coming back for more as they satisfy their sweet tooth with rich
cherry flavor. It's also an easy way to boost profits and impulse buys at your carnival cart or concession stand! Offer pink popcorn like the
carnivals and fairs. DIRECTIONSUse measure of cherry glaze equal to 3/4 the quantity of popcorn. (IE 6 oz cherry glaze to 8 oz popcorn
kernels)         Procedure:        Step 1. Turn on Popcorn Machine Kettle         Step 2.  Pour in correct type and amount of oil and allow to
melt        Step 3.  Pour popcorn kernels into the "hot" oil        Step 4.  Allow corn to become coated with "hot" oil (approx. 1 minute)       
Step 5.  Shake/sprinkle cherry over entire corn surface        Step 6.  Close the kettle lid and allow corn to pop        Step 7.  Dump the
popped corn promptly: do not wait for the last kernel to pop as this will result in mixture burning.Sold in a 28 oz. easy to use zip lock
bag.  Delivered by Canada Post, Canpar or Freight Forwarder

$5.99  $14.99

HTD Canada Theater
Popcorn Buttery Topping -
16 oz
product code: V507

Popcorn Supplies
HTD Canada Theater Popcorn Buttery Topping is a rich buttery flavored topping
oil that designed to be heated and poured over freshly popped popcorn. Hot
buttered popcorn is a taste treat that should not be reserved just for the movie
theaters, now you can add this buttery topping as your finishing touch to your
homemade popcorn. Packaged in a air tight reusable container for maximum
freshness, you will yield approx. 32 servings.Size 16 oz plastic

container Delivered by Canada Post, Canpar or Freight Forwarder



$5.99  $10.99

Popcorn Butter Proof Bags -
Xlarge
product code: V543

Popcorn Supplies
NEW LOWER PRICE These bags are specially coated to prevent butter from
leaking out **THEATER QUALITY. Their flat bottoms allow them to stand
upright. Artwork subject to change without notice. Size : 11.5" h x 3 5/8" d x 7
1/4" w, Colour : Teal (Artwork subject to change without notice.) Quanity : 100
BagsCapacity: 6 oz of popped Popcorn Delivered by Canada Post, Canpar,
Purolator or Freight Forwarder

$24.99  $39.99

Concession Serving trays
product code: V551

Popcorn Supplies
These sturdy and colorful popcorn serving trays are a necessity for any Concession
stands, theater or event. They have a separate compartment for a drink, food and a
candy bar. Overall assembled dimensions are 10” x 6.5” x 2” (Artwork subject to
change without notice.) Quantity 50 trays 

$19.99  $29.99

Popcorn Seasoning -
Jalapeno
product code: V568

Popcorn Supplies
Popcorn Seasoning - Jalapeno, spice up your popcorn tonight. Try all our exciting
popcorn flavors and enhance the flavor.Perfect seasoning for authentic movie
theatre popcorn taste.Our seasoning will not end up on the bottom of the bag.Just a
few sprinkles of our delicious popcorn seasonings will liven up your bowl of
popcorn and transform it into a delectable snack!Size - 3 ozDelivered by Canada
Post, Canpar or Freight Forwarder 

$3.99  $9.99



Bulk Mushroom Popcorn
Kernels - 50 lbs
product code: V599

Popcorn Supplies
Our Canadian grown Mushroom popcorn has a large, round and puffy ball
shape. Mushroom popcorn kernels are less fragile than butterfly kernels so they
are ideal for holding toppings, glazes and chocolate. All caramel, toffee, chocolate-
coated popcorn and kettle corn are made with mushroom popcorn. Shipped boxed
for added protection Excellent expansion and yield Canadian grownGMO
Free Nutrition Facts Serving Size: 2 Tablespoon (28g) 4 cups popped Servings per
Package: Bulk Amount per Serving Calories 110 Calories from Fat 12 % Daily
Value* Total Fat 1g 2% Saturated Fat 0g TransFat 0g Cholesterol 0 mg Sodium 0
mg Total Carbohydrate 22g 7% Dietary Fiber 4g 16% Sugars 0g 0% Protein 4g *

Percent Daily Values are based on a 2,000 calorie diet. Ingredients: PopcornAllergens:  None PLEASE CONTACT US DIRECTLY IF
YOU ARE PURCHASING LARGE QUANITIES - WE MAY BE ABLE TO PROVIDE ADDITIONAL DISCOUNTS ON
SHIPPINGDimensions and Specs10" x 10" x 21"50 lbs Delivered by Canada Post, Courier or Freight Forwarder

$54.99  $99.99

CenterStage Home Theater
Seating - Silver Series
product code: v312

Home Theater Seating
CenterStage Home Cinema Series - Silver ***OUR PRICE INCLUDES ALL 3
SEATS*** GUARANTEED LOWEST PRICE IN CANADA FACTORY
DIRECT PRICING This simple 3 seat home theater seating set features top grain
black leather seats and arms with black leather match down the back and sides.
Each padded arm has a cup holder that's sized to hold most cans, bottles and drink
cups. Our wallhugger design lets you fully recline within inches of the wall.
Quality Industry Leading Leggett and Platt Reclining Mechanism. Available in
Manual Recline only. Available Top Grain Leather Colours: Black 2, 4 and 5 Seat
Configurations are Available Approximately 67" W x 36" D x 43" H *2 Seat

Approximately 100" W x 36" D x 43" H *3 Seat Approximately 132" W x 36" D x 43" H *4 Seat Approximately 164" W x 36" D x 43" H
*5 Seat Warranty : 1 year  CALL FOR AVAILABILITY ON THIS ITEMDelivered by Freight Forwarder Only

$1,699.99  $3,299.99

CenterStage Home Theater Seating - Gold
Series
product code: v313

Home Theater Seating
FREE SHIPPING OFFER ON ALL OUR PLATINUM CENTERSTAGE HOME THEATER SEATING *LIMITED TIME OFFER* 
Please enter coupon code: acf492 at the checkout**LIMITED TIME OFFER**(some conditions may apply) CenterStage Home Cinema



Series - Gold ***OUR PRICE INCLUDES ALL 3 SEATS*** GUARANTEED
LOWEST PRICE IN CANADA FACTORY DIRECT PRICING This 3 seat home
theater seating set features TOP GRAIN LEATHER seats and arms with leather
match down the back and sides. Optional *TOUCH SENSOR* Power Recline
with Illuminated LED Cup holders reclining seats are designed for comfort and
style. Each padded arm has a cup holder that's sized to hold most cans, bottles and
drink cups. Our wallhugger design lets you fully recline within inches of the wall.  
 
 
Quality Industry Leading Leggett and Platt Reclining Mechanism. Available in
Touch Sensor Power Recline Only Available Top Grain Leather Colours: Black 2,
4 and 5 Seat Configurations are Available Approximately 67" W x 36" D x 43" H
*2 Seat Approximately 100" W x 36" D x 43" H *3 Seat Approximately 132" W x
36" D x 43" H *4 Seat Approximately 164" W x 36" D x 43" H *5 Seat Warranty :
1 year   
 
 
 
 
CALL FOR AVAILABILITY ON THIS ITEMDelivered by Freight Forwarder
Only**Some exceptions may apply to our free shipping offer**

$1,999.99  $3,999.99

CenterStage Home Theater
Seating - Platinum Series
product code: v314

Home Theater Seating
FREE SHIPPING OFFER ON ALL OUR PLATINUM CENTERSTAGE HOME
THEATER SEATING *LIMITED TIME OFFER* Please enter coupon code:
acf492 at the checkout**LIMITED TIME OFFER**(some conditions may apply)
CenterStage Home Cinema Series - Platinum ***OUR PRICE INCLUDES ALL 3
SEATS*** GUARANTEED LOWEST PRICE IN CANADA FACTORY
DIRECT PRICING This 3 seat home theater seating set features TOP GRAIN
LEATHER seats and arms with leather match down the back and sides. Optional
*TOUCH SENSOR* Power Recline with Illuminated LED Cup holders pocket
coil reclining seats are designed for comfort and style. Each padded arm has a cup

holder that's sized to hold most cans, bottles and drink cups. Our wallhugger design lets you fully recline within inches of the wall. Quality
Industry Leading Leggett and Platt Reclining Mechanism. Available in Touch Sensor Power Recline Only Available Top Grain Leather
Colours: Black 2, 4 and 5 Seat Configurations are Available Approximately 67" W x 36" D x 43" H *2 Seat Approximately 100" W x 36"
D x 43" H *3 SeatApproximately 132" W x 36" D x 43" H *4 Seat Approximately 164" W x 36" D x 43" H *5 Seat *Touch Sensor Power
Recline with LED Cup holders Warranty : 1 year   CALL FOR AVAILABILITY ON THIS ITEMDelivered by Freight Forwarder
Only**Some exceptions may apply to our free shipping offer**

$2,099.99  $4,499.99

Spin Magic Cotton Candy Maker With Metal
Bowl
product code: v354

Cotton Candy Machines
GUARANTEED LOWEST PRICE IN CANADA High-performance head with extremely durable tubular styled heating element that
won't fail or clog like other style elements, built entirely with easy-to-clean, reliable metal parts.Heavy-duty, 1/12 hp motor with 3450 rpm,
featuring suspension-mounting and protection from stray sugar granules. You can enjoy smooth, vibration-free cotton candy production for



years to come.Professional controls like separate motor and heat switches and
variable heat control give you complete flexibility during production. You have
complete control to make the perfect product!Voltage meter clearly indicates the
optimum settings for prime cotton candy production and for maximizing sugar-to-
floss yield. Spin delicious cotton candy with this easy to use cotton candy
machine. All of our machines are covered with a three year warranty. 5" spinning
head that can produce 200 servings per hour. Metal bowl included.Delivered by
Canada Post, Canpar or Freight ForwarderTechnical Support - Manuals and
DocsSpin Magic Owners Manual Click here To Download (PDF)

$999.99  $1,299.99

Cotton
Candy
Machine
- Econo.
product code: v400

Cotton
Candy
Machines

FREE SHIPPING OFFER **LIMITED TIME OFFER** Please enter coupon code: acf492 at the checkout**LIMITED TIME OFFER**
(some conditions may apply) GUARANTEED LOWEST PRICE IN CANADA This Table-Top Commercial Cotton Candy Maker will
produce up to 60 cones per hour. The unique heating element gets to flossing temperature in just seconds allowing for on demand operation
making it ideal for environments that make only one cone at a time. The simple two-switch system allows for easy operation. It comes
complete with the aluminum bowl and acrylic dome and is covered by an exclusive three-year warranty. Weighing just 21 pounds, it is
easily transported with the two convenient handles. 4000 RPM motor and 900 watt heating element The spinning head is removable for
easy cleaning. All of our machines are covered with a three year warranty. Simple two-switch operation Dome and bowl are removable for
easy cleaning Delivered by Canada Post, Canpar or Freight Forwarder**Some exceptions may apply to our free shipping offer**Technical
Support - Manuals and DocsZephyr Manual Click here To Download (PDF)Troubleshooting Manual Click here To Download (PDF)

$599.99  $799.99

Spin Magic Roll Top Bubble
product code: V411

Cotton Candy Machines
Protect your machine when it's not in use with our roll-top bubble that provides
one-hand access to the production compartment. The top shields customers from
floss sugar and the cooking chamber from dust, insects and airborne
particles.**For Use with the Spin Magic Cotton Candy Machine Only ** This
item will be charged on dimensional weight due to the shipping carton

$479.99  $599.99



Econo Cotton Candy
Machine Cart
product code: V468

Cotton Candy Machines
FREE SHIPPING OFFER **LIMITED TIME OFFER** Please enter coupon
code: acf492 at the checkout**LIMITED TIME OFFER**(some conditions may
apply) Our new Cotton Candy Trolley conveniently accommodates our Econo
Cotton Candy Machine while allowing for ample work space and storage. It
features a storage shelf in back to hold all necessary supplies, 3 handy cotton
candy cone holders, and eye-catching graphics. The attractive trolley will fit most
popular cotton candy machines.60" W x 24"D x 32" HWeight : 64 lbs Delivered
by Canada Post, Canpar or Freight Forwarder

$649.99  $899.99

Centerstage Cotton Candy
Floss Sugar Scoop
product code: V533

Cotton Candy Machines
Centerstage Stainless steel scoop for Cotton Candy Machine. Measure your cotton
candy sugar the same every time, no loss or wastage or guessing the amount to
use. The long handle makes it easy to reach inside your cotton candy machine.
Easy to clean.UPC 187875000257

$19.99  $24.99

Centerstage Replacement
Mesh and Clips - Small
product code: V534

Cotton Candy Machines
Centerstage Replacement Mesh and metal Clips for the cotton candy bowl.  This
will fit most standard cotton candy machine models **please check the diameter
size below Diameter: up to approximately 21 inches. Plastic mesh and clips are
cleaned with water after every use. UPC 187875000264

$24.99  $29.99



Centerstage Professional
Cotton Candy Machine
Dome
product code: V549

Cotton Candy Machines
Centerstage Professional Cotton Candy Machine Dome The acrylic bubble is
a must for all cotton candy machines. Limits access to your floss head preventing
possible injuries giving access to a trained operator. Protects against any foreign
object going in to the floss or floss head risking possible damage to your cotton
candy maker.We highly recommend this option for your cotton candy and suggest
every machine be operated with a floss bubble. More easy to use and prevent any

dust inside and or injuries.This will fit most standard cotton candy machine models **please check the diameter size below Diameter:
20.75 inchesHeight: 13 inchesUPC 187875000257

$149.99  $249.99

Centerstage Replacement
Mesh and Clips - Large
product code: V567

Cotton Candy Machines
Centerstage Replacement Mesh and metal Clips for the cotton candy machine
bowl.  This will fit most larger cotton candy machine models **please check the
diameter size below Diameter: up to approximately 26 inchesUPC 187875000271

$34.99  $39.99

Centerstage Professional
Cotton Candy Machine
product code: V577

Cotton Candy Machines
FREE SHIPPING OFFER **LIMITED TIME OFFER** Please enter coupon
code: acf492 at the checkout**LIMITED TIME OFFER**(some conditions may
apply) GUARANTEED LOWEST PRICE IN CANADA Our Centerstage
Professional Cotton Candy Machine Table-Top model will produce up to 120
cones per hour. Bring the midway experience to your home or business with
this industrial grade cotton candy machine manufactured by HTD Canada. The
unique design features a large 3 compartment drawer to hold extra supplies such as
floss, cones or bags. The simple two-switch system allows for easy operation. It
comes complete with the removable aluminum bowl and plastic mesh and clips

to assist with catching the cotton candy. An optional acrylic dome is available to guard against debris and contaminants . Weighing just 25
pounds therefore it is very easy to transport  Our commercial grade maker is belt driven to limit vibration and motor noise, heats at a
powerful 1080 watts and the spinning head is removable for easy cleaning. Ideal for Home and Commercial Use: Home Theaters, Schools,



Arenas, Convention Centers, Zoos, Midways, Concession Stands, Snack Bars, Rentals, Trade Shows.What is Included and Features: •
Cotton Candy Machine with easy to Clean, Stainless Steel removable bowl• 1 Stainless Steel Floss Scoop• Simple to use two switch
operation• Built-in Fuse for safety• Self adjusting Volt control and Display,• Aluminum removable Bowl with safety clips• 1 mesh net and
clips to help catch cotton candy• Heats up quickly, 2 to 3 minutes• 1 spare drive belt • 1 spare fuse Specifications:• Power: 1080W, AC
110V (High efficiency)• Base 12.5 x 12.5 x 12.5, Large 20-1/2" Diameter Bowl size • Dimension without the acrylic Bubble H-21 X W-
20.5 X D- 20.5• Dimension with Optional Acrylic Bubble H- 32 X W- 20.5 X D-20.5• Now includes a Full 3 Year Warranty• Heats up
quickly, 2 to 3 minutesWe are the only authorized dealer.located in Canadaselling in Canadian dollarsduty free,no custom feesno big
shipping feesDelivered by Canada Post, Canpar or Freight ForwarderUPC 627843624837**Some exceptions may apply to our free
shipping offer**Technical Support - Manuals and DocsCenterstage Professional Cotton Candy Machine Manual Click here To Download
(PDF)Centerstage Professional Cotton Candy Machine French Manual Click here To Download (PDF)

$449.99  $799.99

Centerstage Professional
Cotton Candy Machine
With Cart
product code: V578

Cotton Candy Machines
Centerstage Professional Cotton Candy Machine With Cart - Commercial
GradeFREE SHIPPING OFFER **LIMITED TIME OFFER** Please enter
coupon code: acf492 at the checkout**LIMITED TIME OFFER**(some
conditions may apply) GUARANTEED LOWEST PRICE IN CANADA
Our Commercial Centerstage Professional Cotton Candy Machine and Cart
combo will produce up to 120 cones per hour. Bring the midway experience to

your home or business with this industrial grade cotton candy machine manufactured by HTD Canada. The unique design features a large 3
compartment drawer to hold extra supplies such as floss, cones or bags. The simple two-switch system allows for easy operation. It comes
complete with the removable aluminum bowl and plastic mesh and clips to assist with catching the cotton candy. An optional acrylic dome
is available to guard against debris and contaminants . Our commercial grade maker is belt driven to limit vibration and motor noise,
heats at a powerful 1080 watts and the spinning head is removable for easy cleaning. The cart will give you work surface, cone holders and
is equipped with bearings and a real tire making it easier to transport. Ideal for Home and Commercial Use: Home Theaters, Schools,
Arenas, Convention Centers, Zoos, Midways, Concession Stands, Snack Bars, Rentals, Trade Shows.What is Included and Features: •
Commercial Cotton Candy Machine with easy to Clean, Stainless Steel removable bowl• 1 Stainless Steel Floss Scoop• Simple to use
two switch operation• Built-in Fuse for safety• Self adjusting Volt control and Display,• Aluminum removable Bowl with safety clips• 1
mesh net and clips to help catch cotton candy• Heats up quickly, 2 to 3 minutes• 1 spare drive belt • 1 spare fuse Specifications:• Power:
1080W, AC 110V (High efficiency)• Base 12.5 x 12.5 x 12.5, Large 20-1/2" Diameter Bowl size • Dimension with Cart and Optional
Acrylic Bubble H- 51 X W- 36.5 X D-20.5• Dimension without the acrylic Bubble H-37.5 X W-36.5 X D- 20.5• Now includes a Full 3
Year Warranty• Heats up quickly, 2 to 3 minutesUPC 627843624844We are the only authorized dealer.located in Canadaselling in
Canadian dollarsduty free,no custom feesno big shipping feesDelivered by Canada Post, Canpar or Freight Forwarder**Some exceptions
may apply to our free shipping offer**Technical Support - Manuals and DocsCenterstage Professional Cotton Candy Machine With Cart
Manual Click here To Download (PDF)Centerstage Professional Cotton Candy Machine With Cart French Manual Click here To
Download (PDF) 

$599.99  $999.99

LED Cotton Candy Sign
product code: v325

Cotton Candy Supplies
These high quality signs are ultra-bright so that they can be seen even in the harshest lighting conditions that are often found in concession
stands, convenience stores and restaurants. Unlike ordinary fluorescent signs, the Ultra-Bright Signs are extremely durable due to the
extruded aluminum frames and LED back lighting. Not only are they environmentally friendly, but you won't have to worry about
replacing burnt out bulbs. They come complete with two 3-ft hanger chains, 12 volt convertor and our exclusive 3-Year Warranty. Key
Features: Extremely Bright LED Back-Lit Rugged Extruded Aluminum FramesHangs flat against the wall Only 1.25" thickAttractive and



colorful graphics12 volt converter includedThree-Year Warranty 12 volt / 1.5 amps
12" w x 21" h x 1.25" d Delivered by Canada Post, Canpar or Freight Forwarder 

$189.99  $249.99

Centerstage Professional Cotton Candy Sugar
Floss - Blue Raspberry 3.25 LB Carton
product code: v317

Cotton Candy Supplies
Centerstage Cotton Candy Sugar Floss Blue Raspberry. This specially formulated Sugar Floss comes in a 3.25 lb. carton and will make
approximately 60 - 70 Cotton Candy Cones or 35 Cotton Candy Bags per carton. This is the same sugar floss used at all fairs, theater and
amusement parks. This is already mixed and ready to use, available in 6 popular flavors. Easy pour container. Handling and Storage:
Handle with care. Store in dry climate at room temperature. Ingredients: Sugar, Artificial Raspberry Flavor, Blue # 1, Blue # 1 Lake.
Allergens: NONE, THIS PRODUCT IS PEANUT FREE   *All flavor ingredients contained in this product are approved for use in a
regulation of the Food and Drug Administration or are listed as being recognized as safe on the FEMA GRAS list. The product contains:
Modified Food Starch, Artificial Flavor, Lactic Acid.*INCLUDES 1 - 3.25 LB CARTON (NOT TWO AS SHOWN) PLEASE CONTACT
US DIRECTLY IF YOU ARE PURCHASING LARGE QUANTITIES - WE MAY BE ABLE TO PROVIDE ADDITIONAL
DISCOUNTS ON SHIPPINGDelivered by Canada Post, Courier or Freight ForwarderUPC 187875000073 

$8.99  $19.99

Cotton Candy Cones
product code: v318

Cotton Candy Supplies
Cotton Candy Cones These Paper Cotton Candy Cones are the most popular way
to serve Cotton Candy Sugar Floss. They are very economical and easy to use.
These are the same cones used at all fairs theater and amusement parks. 1000
cones per carton.Paper and Disposable Delivered by Canada Post, Canpar or
Freight Forwarder

$54.99  $79.99



Cotton Candy Bags
product code: v319

Cotton Candy Supplies
Cotton Candy Floss Sugar Bags These poly-bags are ideal for pre-packaging
cotton candy and the attractive graphics are sure to attract sales. These are the
same bags used at all fairs theater and amusement parks. Printed fun graphics and
easy to use tear off design. 100 per carton.Twist Ties Included Bag Size: "20 x
12"Delivered by Canada Post, Canpar or Freight Forwarder

$13.99  $24.99

NEW Cotton Candy Cones
Party Size
product code: v439

Cotton Candy Supplies
Cotton Candy Cones These Paper Cotton Candy Cones are the most popular way
to serve Cotton Candy Sugar Floss. They are very economical and easy to use.
NEW Party Size - 100 cones per carton.Delivered by Canada Post, Canpar or
Freight Forwarder

$8.99  $10.00

Centerstage Professional
Cotton Candy Sugar Floss -
Pink Vanilla 3.25 LB Carton
product code: V474

Cotton Candy Supplies
Centerstage Professional Cotton Candy Sugar Floss Pink Vanilla. This specially
formulated Sugar Floss comes in a 3.25 lb. carton and will make approximately 60
- 70 Cotton Candy Cones or 35 Cotton Candy Bags per carton. This is the same
sugar floss used at all fairs, theater and amusement parks. This is already mixed
and ready to use, available in 6 popular flavors. Easy pour container. Handling and
Storage: Handle with care. Store in dry climate at room temperature.

Ingredients: Artificial Pink Vanilla Flavor, Red # 40, Red # 3. Allergens: NONE, THIS PRODUCT IS PEANUT FREE   *All flavor
ingredients contained in this product are approved for use in a regulation of the Food and Drug Administration or are listed as being
recognized as safe on the FEMA GRAS list. The product contains: The product contains: Dextrose, Artificial Flavor, Tricalcium Phosphate
(anti-caking agent)*INCLUDES 1 - 3.25 LB CARTON (NOT TWO AS SHOWN) PLEASE CONTACT US DIRECTLY IF YOU ARE
PURCHASING LARGE QUANTITIES - WE MAY BE ABLE TO PROVIDE ADDITIONAL DISCOUNTS ON SHIPPINGDelivered by
Canada Post, Courier or Freight ForwarderUPC 187875000097



$8.99  $19.99

Centerstage Professional
Cotton Candy Sugar Floss -
Red Cherry 3.25 LB Carton
product code: V475

Cotton Candy Supplies
Centerstage Cotton Candy Sugar Floss Red Cherry 2 Carton Pack. This specially
formulated Sugar Floss comes in a 3.25 lb. carton and will make approximately 60
- 70 Cotton Candy Cones or 35 Cotton Candy Bags per carton. This is the same
sugar floss used at all fairs, theater and amusement parks. This is already mixed
and ready to use, available in 6 popular flavors. Easy pour container. Handling and
Storage: Handle with care. Store in dry climate at room temperature. Ingredients:

Sugar, Artificial Cherry Flavor, Red #40. Allergens: NONE, THIS PRODUCT IS PEANUT FREE *All flavor ingredients contained in this
product are approved for use in a regulation of the Food and Drug Administration or are listed as being recognized as safe on the FEMA
GRAS list. The product contains: Modified Food Starch, Artificial Flavor.*INCLUDES 1 - 3.25 LB CARTON (NOT TWO AS
SHOWN) PLEASE CONTACT US DIRECTLY IF YOU ARE PURCHASING LARGE QUANTITIES - WE MAY BE ABLE TO
PROVIDE ADDITIONAL DISCOUNTS ON SHIPPINGDelivered by Canada Post, Courier or Freight ForwarderUPC 187875000110

$8.99  $19.99

Cotton Candy Sugar Floss -
Strawberry
product code: V476

Cotton Candy Supplies
Cotton Candy Sugar Floss - Strawberry This specially formulated Sugar Floss
comes in a 3.25 lb. carton and will make approximately 60 - 70 Cotton Candy
Cones or 32 Cotton Candy Bags. This is the same sugar floss used at all fairs,
theater and amusement parks. This is already mixed and ready to use, available
in 9 popular flavors. Easy pour container.THIS PRODUCT IS PEANUT
FREEPLEASE CONTACT US DIRECTLY IF YOU ARE PURCHASING
LARGE QUANTITIES - WE MAY BE ABLE TO PROVIDE ADDITIONAL
DISCOUNTS ON SHIPPINGDelivered by Canada Post, Canpar or Freight
Forwarder

$8.99  $19.99

Cotton Candy Sugar Floss - Pink Bubble Gum
product code: V478

Cotton Candy Supplies



Cotton Candy Sugar Floss - Pink Bubble Gum This specially formulated Sugar
Floss comes in a 3.25 lb. carton and will make approximately 60 - 70 Cotton
Candy Cones or 32 Cotton Candy Bags. This is the same sugar floss used at all
fairs, theater and amusement parks.This is already mixed and ready to use,
available in 9 popular flavors. Easy pour container. THIS PRODUCT IS PEANUT
FREE PLEASE CONTACT US DIRECTLY IF YOU ARE PURCHASING
LARGE QUANTITIES - WE MAY BE ABLE TO PROVIDE ADDITIONAL
DISCOUNTS ON SHIPPINGDelivered by Canada Post, Canpar or Freight
Forwarder

$8.99  $19.99

Centerstage Professional Cotton Candy Sugar
Floss Grape 3.25 LB Carton
product code: V477

Cotton Candy Supplies
Cotton Candy Sugar Floss - Grape This specially formulated Sugar Floss comes in a 3.25 lb. carton and will make approximately 60 - 70
Cotton Candy Cones or 32 Cotton Candy Bags. This is the same sugar floss used at all fairs, theater and amusement parks. This is already
mixed and ready to use, available in 6 popular flavors. Easy pour container. Handling and Storage: Handle with care. Store in dry climate
at room temperature. Ingredients: Sugar, Artificial Grape Flavor, Blue #1, Red #3, Blue #1 Lake. Allergens: NONE. *All flavor ingredients
contained in this product are approved for use in a regulation of the Food and Drug Administration or are listed as being recognized as safe
on the FEMA GRAS list. The product contains: Modified Food Starch, Artificial Flavor.THIS PRODUCT IS PEANUT FREE PLEASE
CONTACT US DIRECTLY IF YOU ARE PURCHASING LARGE QUANTITIES - WE MAY BE ABLE TO PROVIDE ADDITIONAL
DISCOUNTS ON SHIPPINGDelivered by Canada Post, Courier or Freight Forwarder

$8.99  $19.99

Centerstage Professional Cotton Candy Sugar
Floss - Maple 3.25 LB Carton
product code: V505

Cotton Candy Supplies



Our Centerstage Professional light brown maple cotton candy sugar floss is
specially formulated comes in a 3.25 lb. carton and will make approximately 60 -
70 Cotton Candy Cones or 35 Cotton Candy Bags per carton. This is the same
sugar floss used at all fairs, theater and amusement parks. This is already mixed
and ready to use, available in 6 popular flavors. Easy pour container. Handling and
Storage: Handle with care. Store in dry climate at room temperature. Ingredients:
Sugar, Natural & Artificial Maple Flavor, Brown Lake Blend (Contains Yellow #5,
Red #40, Blue #1). Allergens: NONE,*Contains Sulfites > 10 PPM, THIS
PRODUCT IS PEANUT FREE   *All flavor ingredients contained in this product
are approved for use in a regulation of the Food and Drug Administration or are
listed as being recognized as safe on the FEMA GRAS list. The product contains:
The product contains: Maltodextrin, Modified Food Starch, Caramel
Color.*INCLUDES 1 - 3.25 LB CARTON (NOT TWO AS SHOWN) PLEASE
CONTACT US DIRECTLY IF YOU ARE PURCHASING LARGE
QUANTITIES - WE MAY BE ABLE TO PROVIDE ADDITIONAL
DISCOUNTS ON SHIPPINGDelivered by Canada Post, Courier or Freight
ForwarderUPC 187875000172

$8.99  $19.99

Floss Sugar Concentrate -
Maple
product code: V508

Cotton Candy Supplies
HTD Canada NEW maple Floss concentrate will help you save money and
make delicious cotton candy that will melt in your mouth. Many fairs, large events
and amusement parks use our concentrate floss sugar instead of the premixed
versions to make cotton candy because of their volumes, you can easily mix
this but it is meant for large run users. If you need cotton candy for smaller runs
then please consider our premixed cotton candy sugar floss. Our Maple sugar
concentrate makes it easy to mix and store just get yourself a large 5 lb. plastic
storage container to mix within and add 1.5 tablespoon or 1 tablespoon
of concentrate to 5 lbs. of cane or beet sugar and mix thoroughly. You'll be able

to store it in the container until it's ready to use. This concentrate is for use in very large runs of cotton candy about 100 cones or 50 bags
per batch! Sold in a 1 lb. container.Delivered by Canada Post, Canpar or Freight Forwarder

$12.99  $19.99

Floss Sugar Concentrate -
Blue Raspberry
product code: V509

Cotton Candy Supplies
HTD Canada Blue Raspberry Flossine concentrate will help you save money and
make delicious cotton candy that will melt in your mouth. Many fairs, large events
and amusement parks use our concentrate floss sugar instead of the premixed
versions to make cotton candy because of their volumes, you can easily mix
this but it is meant for large run users. If you need cotton candy for smaller runs
then please consider our premixed cotton candy sugar floss. Our Blue raspberry
sugar concentrate makes it easy to mix and store just get yourself a large 5
lb. plastic storage container to mix within and add 1.5 tablespoon or 1 tablespoon
of concentrate to 5 lbs. of cane or beet sugar and mix thoroughly. You'll be able

to store it in the container until it's ready to use. This concentrate is for use in very large runs of cotton candy about 100 cones or 50 bags
per batch! Sold in a 1 lb. container.Delivered by Canada Post, Canpar or Freight Forwarder



$12.99  $19.99

Floss Sugar Concentrate -
Pink Vanilla
product code: V510

Cotton Candy Supplies
HTD Canada Pink Vanilla cotton candy flossine concentrate will help you save
money and make delicious cotton candy that will melt in your mouth. Many fairs,
large events and amusement parks use our concentrate floss sugar instead of the
premixed versions to make cotton candy because of their volumes, you can easily
mix this but it is meant for large run users. If you need cotton candy for smaller
runs then please consider our premixed cotton candy sugar floss.
Our Pink Vanilla sugar concentrate makes it easy to mix and store just get yourself
a large 5 lb. plastic storage container to mix within and add 1.5 tablespoon or 1
tablespoon of concentrate to 5 lbs. of cane or beet sugar and mix thoroughly. You'll

be able to store it in the container until it's ready to use. This concentrate is for use in very large runs of cotton candy about 100 cones or
50 bags per batch! Sold in a 1 lb. container.Delivered by Canada Post, Canpar or Freight Forwarder

$12.99  $19.99

Cotton Candy Sugar Floss -
Orange
product code: V529

Cotton Candy Supplies
Cotton Candy Sugar Floss Orange. This specially formulated Sugar Floss comes in
a 3.25 lb. carton and will make approximately 60 - 70 Cotton Candy Cones or 32
Cotton Candy Bags. This is the same sugar floss used at all fairs, theater and
amusement parks. Excellent choice for events and holidays like Halloween. This is
already mixed and ready to use, available in 9 popular flavors. Easy pour
container.THIS PRODUCT IS PEANUT FREE PLEASE CONTACT US
DIRECTLY IF YOU ARE PURCHASING LARGE QUANTITIES - WE MAY
BE ABLE TO PROVIDE ADDITIONAL DISCOUNTS ON SHIPPINGDelivered
by Canada Post, Canpar or Freight Forwarder

$8.99  $19.99

Cotton Candy Sugar Floss - Green Apple
product code: V542

Cotton Candy Supplies
Cotton Candy Sugar Floss Green Apple. This specially formulated Sugar Floss comes in a 3.25 lb. carton and will make approximately 60
- 70 Cotton Candy Cones or 32 Cotton Candy Bags. This is the same sugar floss used at all fairs, theater and amusement parks. This is



already mixed and ready to use, available in 9 popular flavors. Easy pour
container. THIS PRODUCT IS PEANUT FREE  PLEASE CONTACT US
DIRECTLY IF YOU ARE PURCHASING LARGE QUANTITIES - WE MAY
BE ABLE TO PROVIDE ADDITIONAL DISCOUNTS ON SHIPPINGDelivered
by Canada Post, Canpar or Freight Forwarder

$8.99  $19.99

Cotton
Candy
Sugar
Floss -
Yellow
Pina
Colada

product code: V569

Cotton Candy Supplies
Cotton Candy Sugar Floss Yellow Pina Colada. This specially formulated Sugar Floss comes in a 3.25 lb. carton and will make
approximately 60 - 70 Cotton Candy Cones or 32 Cotton Candy Bags. This is the same sugar floss used at all fairs, theater and amusement
parks. This is already mixed and ready to use, available in 9 popular flavors. Easy pour container. THIS PRODUCT IS PEANUT
FREE PLEASE CONTACT US DIRECTLY IF YOU ARE PURCHASING LARGE QUANTITIES - WE MAY BE ABLE TO PROVIDE
ADDITIONAL DISCOUNTS ON SHIPPINGDelivered by Canada Post, Canpar or Freight Forwarder

$8.99  $19.99

Cotton Candy Sugar Floss -
Watermelon
product code: V570

Cotton Candy Supplies
Cotton Candy Sugar Floss Watermelon. This specially formulated Sugar Floss
comes in a 3.25 lb. carton and will make approximately 60 - 70 Cotton Candy
Cones or 32 Cotton Candy Bags. This is the same watermelon sugar floss used at
all fairs, theater and amusement parks. This is already mixed and ready to use,
available in 9 popular flavors. Easy pour container.THIS PRODUCT IS PEANUT
FREE PLEASE CONTACT US DIRECTLY IF YOU ARE PURCHASING
LARGE QUANTITIES - WE MAY BE ABLE TO PROVIDE ADDITIONAL
DISCOUNTS ON SHIPPINGDelivered by Canada Post, Canpar or Freight
Forwarder

$8.99  $19.99



Floss Sugar Concentrate -
Red Cherry
product code: V580

Cotton Candy Supplies
HTD Canada Red Cherry cotton candy flossine concentrate will help you save
money and make delicious cotton candy that will melt in your mouth. Many fairs,
large events and amusement parks use our concentrate floss sugar instead of the
premixed versions to make cotton candy because of their volumes, you can easily
mix this but it is meant for large run users. If you need cotton candy for smaller
runs then please consider our premixed cotton candy sugar floss. Our red cherry
sugar concentrate makes it easy to mix and store just get yourself a large 5
lb. plastic storage container to mix within and add 1.5 tablespoon or 1 tablespoon
of concentrate to 5 lbs. of cane or beet sugar and mix thoroughly. You'll be able

to store it in the container until it's ready to use. This concentrate is for use in very large runs of cotton candy about 100 cones or 50 bags
per batch! Sold in a 1 lb. container.Delivered by Canada Post, Canpar or Freight Forwarder

$12.99  $19.99

Floss Sugar Concentrate -
Mint Green
product code: V581

Cotton Candy Supplies
HTD Canada Mint Green cotton candy flossine concentrate will help you save
money and make delicious cotton candy that will melt in your mouth. Many fairs,
large events and amusement parks use our concentrate floss sugar instead of the
premixed versions to make cotton candy because of their volumes, you can easily
mix this but it is meant for large run users. If you need cotton candy for smaller
runs then please consider our premixed cotton candy sugar floss. Our Mint
Green sugar concentrate makes it easy to mix and store just get yourself a large 5
lb. plastic storage container to mix within and add 1.5 tablespoon or 1 tablespoon
of concentrate to 5 lbs. of cane or beet sugar and mix thoroughly. You'll be able

to store it in the container until it's ready to use. This concentrate is for use in very large runs of cotton candy about 100 cones or 50 bags
per batch! Sold in a 1 lb. container.Delivered by Canada Post, Canpar or Freight Forwarder

$12.99  $19.99

Snow Bank - Snow Cone Machine
product code: v232

Snow Cone Machines Canada
Our Commercial Grade Snow Cone Machine "The Snow Bank" ice shaver is TOP OF THE LINE, made in the USA by Benchmark USA
Inc. and will produce up to 500 pounds of crushed ice per hour. The blades of the cutting head are pre-set to produce standard coarse snow
cone ice or it can be adjusted to produce finely shaved ice. Rotating at 1700 rpm's the heavy duty 1/3 hp motor is designed for years of
durable service. This simple to use machine features tinted tempered glass panels, die-cast aluminum horn, cutting head and pusher,
adjustable stainless steel cutting blades, Safety Re-set Button, Snow Cone Shaper, polycarbonate service door and a molded plastic
drainage deck. Features a heavy duty 1/3 hp motor, safety reset button to prevent accidental start-up, adjustable cutting blades from fine to



coarse, built-in Snow Cone shaper for perfect snow cones every time and a 3 year
warranty.SpecificationsCabinet dimensions: 16"w x 16"d x 24"h.Specifications:
Heavy duty 1/3 hp motor - produces up to 500 lbs of cube or chunk ice per
hour120 volts 635 watts Weight 49 lbs.Full 3 year Warranty Technical Support -
Manuals and Docs Snow Bank Manual Click here To Download (PDF) Snow
Cone Machine Blade Adjustment or Replacement Manual Click here To
Download (PDF)Delivered by Canada Post, Canpar or Freight Forwarder

$699.99  $999.99

Snow
Bank -
Snow
Cone
Machine
With
Cart

product code: v236

Snow Cone Machines Canada
Our Snow Cone Machine "The Snow Bank" ice shaver is TOP OF THE LINE, made in the USA by Benchmark USA Inc. and will produce
up to 500 pounds of crushed ice per hour. The blades of the cutting head are pre-set to produce standard coarse snow cone ice or it can be
adjusted to produce finely shaved ice. Rotating at 1700 rpm?s the heavy duty 1/3 hp motor is designed for years of durable service. This
simple to use machine features tinted tempered glass panels, die-cast aluminum horn, cutting head and pusher, adjustable stainless steel
cutting blades, Safety Re-set Button, Snow Cone Shaper, polycarbonate service door and a molded plastic drainage deck. Features a heavy
duty 1/3 hp motor, safety reset button to prevent accidental start-up, adjustable cutting blades from fine to coarse, built-in Snow Cone
shaper for perfect snow cones every time and a 3 year warranty.Delivered by Canada Post, Canpar or Freight ForwarderTechnical Support
- Manuals and Docs Snow Bank Manual Click here To Download (PDF) SnowBank Trolley Manual Click here To Download (PDF)Snow
Cone Machine Blade Adjustment or Replacement Manual Click here To Download (PDF)

$1,149.99  $1,499.99

Snow Blitz - Portable
Snowcone Machine
product code: V495

Snow Cone Machines Canada
The Snow Blitz snow cone machine will produce up to 500 pounds of crushed ice
per hour. It is ideal for high volume locations where one person is shaving ice and
another is serving. The freezer-safe ice-tote collects the crushed ice and can be
removed for serving. Additional totes are available in our snow cone supplies
section to allow even the busiest locations to maintain production Key Features:
Crushes up to 500 lbs of cube or chunk ice per hour3 year warrantyHeavy duty 1/3
HP, 1700 RPM motorSafety re-set button to prevent accidental start-
ups.Adjustable cutting blades from fine to coarseEquipped with one Ice-Tote.
Additional Ice-Totes availableStainless steel construction for years of



durabilityConvenient carrying handles for easy transportSize:  22.8"w x 18"d x 18.5"hWeight: 49 lbs Delivered by Canada Post, Canpar
or Freight Forwarder Technical Support - Manuals and Docs Snow Blitz Manual Click here To Download (PDF)Snow Cone Machine
Blade Adjustment or Replacement Manual Click here To Download (PDF)

$569.99  $849.99

Snow Cone Cups - 1000 PC
product code: v308

Snow Cone Supplies
Bring the fair home or to your next event with these authentic six ounce snow cone
cups are the ideal serving size for snow cones and are packaged 1000 per case.  
Size: 6 oz cup  *Artwork subject to change without noticeDelivered by Canada
Post, Canpar or Freight Forwarder 

$69.99  $119.99

Aluminum Snow Cone
Server
product code: v309

Snow Cone Supplies
This snow cone dipper makes it easy to fill the snow cone cups. Works for either
snow cones or shaved ice. Easy to use and easy to clean, excellent for commercial
or home use.Delivered by Canada Post, Canpar or Freight Forwarder

$9.99  $14.99

Snow Cone Straws
product code: v310

Snow Cone Supplies
These spoon straws are ideal for use with snow cones and are packaged 200 straws
per case.Delivered by Canada Post, Canpar or Freight Forwarder 

$8.99  $19.99

Snow Cone Syrup Pump



product code: v311

Snow Cone Supplies
Snow cones are a variation of shaved ice or ground-up ice desserts commonly
served throughout North America in paper cones or foam cups. The dessert
consists of ice shavings that are topped with flavored sugar syrup.And we have
several choices of delicious sugar syrups.We also a have a very handy syrup pump.
 Each time it is depressed it releases one ounce of syrup.These pumps are ideal for
Snow Cone Syrups.Delivered by Canada Post, Canpar or Freight Forwarder 

$7.99  $19.99

Snow
Cone
Syrup
Cherry
product code: v319

Snow
Cone
Supplies

Snow cones are a variation of shaved ice or ground-up ice desserts commonly served throughout North America in paper cones or foam
cups. The dessert consists of ice shavings that are topped with flavored sugar syrup.And we have several choices of delicious sugar syrups,
like:Snow Cone Syrup - Cherry Snowcone syrups are available in one gallon containers *128 cone servings PLEASE CONTACT US
DIRECTLY IF YOU ARE PURCHASING LARGE QUANTITIES - WE MAY BE ABLE TO PROVIDE ADDITIONAL DISCOUNTS
ON SHIPPINGDelivered by Canada Post, Canpar or Freight Forwarder

$19.99  $29.99

Snow Cone Syrup Grape
product code: v320

Snow Cone Supplies
Snow cones are a variation of shaved ice or ground-up ice desserts commonly
served throughout North America in paper cones or foam cups. The dessert
consists of ice shavings that are topped with flavored sugar syrup.And we have
several choices of delicious sugar syrups, like:Snow Cone Syrup - Grape Snow
cone syrups are available in one gallon containers *128 cone servings PLEASE
CONTACT US DIRECTLY IF YOU ARE PURCHASING LARGE
QUANTITIES - WE MAY BE ABLE TO PROVIDE ADDITIONAL
DISCOUNTS ON SHIPPINGDelivered by Canada Post, Canpar or Freight
Forwarder

$19.99  $29.99



LED Snowcone Sign
product code: v326

Snow Cone Supplies
These high quality signs are ultra-bright so that they can be seen even in the
harshest lighting conditions that are often found in concession stands, convenience
stores and restaurants. Unlike ordinary fluorescent signs, the Ultra-Bright Signs
are extremely durable due to the extruded aluminum frames and LED back
lighting. Not only are they environmentally friendly, but you won't have to worry
about replacing burnt out bulbs. They come complete with two 3-ft hanger chains,
12 volt convertor and our exclusive 3-Year Warranty. Key Features: Extremely
Bright LED Back-Lit Rugged Extruded Aluminum FramesHangs flat against the
wall Only 1.25" thickAttractive and colorful graphics12 volt converter
includedThree-Year Warranty 12 volt / 1.5 ampsSize: 17" w x 13" h x 1.25"
d Delivered by Canada Post, Canpar or Freight Forwarder 

$189.99  $249.99

Snow Cone Syrup Root
Beer
product code: v403

Snow Cone Supplies
Snow cones are a variation of shaved ice or ground-up ice desserts commonly
served throughout North America in paper cones or foam cups. The dessert
consists of ice shavings that are topped with flavored sugar syrup.And we have
several choices of delicious sugar syrups, like:Snow Cone Syrup Root Beer
Snowcone syrups are available in one gallon containers *128 cone servings
PLEASE CONTACT US DIRECTLY IF YOU ARE PURCHASING LARGE
QUANTITIES - WE MAY BE ABLE TO PROVIDE ADDITIONAL
DISCOUNTS ON SHIPPINGDelivered by Canada Post, Canpar or Freight
Forwarder

$19.99  $29.99

Snow Cone Syrup Bubble
Gum
product code: v404

Snow Cone Supplies
Snow cones are a variation of shaved ice or ground-up ice desserts commonly
served throughout North America in paper cones or foam cups. The dessert
consists of ice shavings that are topped with flavored sugar syrup.And we have
several choices of delicious sugar syrups, like:Snow Cone Syrup Bubble Gum
Snowcone syrups are available in one gallon containers *128 cone servings
PLEASE CONTACT US DIRECTLY IF YOU ARE PURCHASING LARGE
QUANTITIES - WE MAY BE ABLE TO PROVIDE ADDITIONAL



DISCOUNTS ON SHIPPINGDelivered by Canada Post, Canpar or Freight
Forwarder

$19.99  $29.99

Snow Cone Syrup Blue
Raspberry
product code: V412

Snow Cone Supplies
Snow cones are a variation of shaved ice or ground-up ice desserts commonly
served throughout North America in paper cones or foam cups. The dessert
consists of ice shavings that are topped with flavored sugar syrup.And we have
several choices of delicious sugar syrups, like:Snow Cone Syrup Blue Raspberry
Snowcone syrups are available in one gallon containers *128 cone servings
PLEASE CONTACT US DIRECTLY IF YOU ARE PURCHASING LARGE
QUANTITIES - WE MAY BE ABLE TO PROVIDE ADDITIONAL
DISCOUNTS ON SHIPPINGDelivered by Canada Post, Canpar or Freight
Forwarder 

$19.99  $29.99

Snow Cone Syrup Lime
product code: V413

Snow Cone Supplies
Snow cones are a variation of shaved ice or ground-up ice desserts commonly
served throughout North America in paper cones or foam cups. The dessert
consists of ice shavings that are topped with flavored sugar syrup.And we have
several choices of delicious sugar syrups, like:Snow Cone Syrup Lime Snowcone
syrups are available in one gallon containers *128 cone servings PLEASE
CONTACT US DIRECTLY IF YOU ARE PURCHASING LARGE
QUANTITIES - WE MAY BE ABLE TO PROVIDE ADDITIONAL
DISCOUNTS ON SHIPPINGDelivered by Canada Post, Canpar or Freight
Forwarder

$19.99  $29.99

Snow Cone Syrup Orange
product code: V414

Snow Cone Supplies
Snow cones are a variation of shaved ice or ground-up ice desserts commonly served throughout North America in paper cones or foam
cups. The dessert consists of ice shavings that are topped with flavored sugar syrup.And we have several choices of delicious sugar syrups,
like:Snow Cone Syrup Orange Snowcone syrups are available in one gallon containers *128 cone servings PLEASE CONTACT US



DIRECTLY IF YOU ARE PURCHASING LARGE QUANTITIES - WE MAY
BE ABLE TO PROVIDE ADDITIONAL DISCOUNTS ON SHIPPINGDelivered
by Canada Post, Canpar or Freight Forwarder

$19.99  $29.99

Snow
Cone
Syrup
Green
Apple
product code: V442

Snow
Cone

Supplies
Snow cones are a variation of shaved ice or ground-up ice desserts commonly served throughout North America in paper cones or foam
cups. The dessert consists of ice shavings that are topped with flavored sugar syrup.And we have several choices of delicious sugar syrups,
like:Snow Cone Syrup Green Apple Snowcone syrups are available in one gallon containers *128 cone servings PLEASE CONTACT US
DIRECTLY IF YOU ARE PURCHASING LARGE QUANTITIES - WE MAY BE ABLE TO PROVIDE ADDITIONAL DISCOUNTS
ON SHIPPINGDelivered by Canada Post, Canpar or Freight Forwarder

$19.99  $29.99

Snow Cone Syrup Red
Raspberry
product code: V443

Snow Cone Supplies
Snow cones are a variation of shaved ice or ground-up ice desserts commonly
served throughout North America in paper cones or foam cups. The dessert
consists of ice shavings that are topped with flavored sugar syrup.And we have
several choices of delicious sugar syrups, like:Snow Cone Syrup Red Raspberry
Snowcone syrups are available in one gallon containers *128 cone servings
PLEASE CONTACT US DIRECTLY IF YOU ARE PURCHASING LARGE
QUANTITIES - WE MAY BE ABLE TO PROVIDE ADDITIONAL
DISCOUNTS ON SHIPPINGDelivered by Canada Post, Canpar or Freight
Forwarder

$19.99  $29.99



Snow Cone Syrup Lemon
product code: V444

Snow Cone Supplies
Snow cones are a variation of shaved ice or ground-up ice desserts commonly
served throughout North America in paper cones or foam cups. The dessert
consists of ice shavings that are topped with flavored sugar syrup.And we have
several choices of delicious sugar syrups, like:Snow Cone Syrup Lemon
Snowcone syrups are available in one gallon containers *128 cone servings
PLEASE CONTACT US DIRECTLY IF YOU ARE PURCHASING LARGE
QUANTITIES - WE MAY BE ABLE TO PROVIDE ADDITIONAL
DISCOUNTS ON SHIPPINGDelivered by Canada Post, Canpar or Freight
Forwarder

$19.99  $29.99

Snow Cone Syrup
Strawberry
product code: V445

Snow Cone Supplies
Snow Cone Syrup Strawberry Snowcone syrups are available in one gallon
containers *128 cone servings PLEASE CONTACT US DIRECTLY IF YOU
ARE PURCHASING LARGE QUANTITIES - WE MAY BE ABLE TO
PROVIDE ADDITIONAL DISCOUNTS ON SHIPPINGDelivered by Canada
Post, Canpar or Freight Forwarder

$19.99  $29.99

Snow Cone Cups - 200 PC
product code: V465

Snow Cone Supplies
These Party Packs Size six ounce snow cone cups are the ideal serving size for
small events, functions or parties. This is the perfect serving size for a snow cone
of any flavor. Quantity - 200 Snow Cone Cups 
 
Size - 6 oz Cup  *Artwork subject to change without noticeDelivered by Canada
Post, Canpar or Freight Forwarder

$16.99  $24.99

Ice Tote



product code: V496

Snow Cone Supplies
The freezer-safe ice-tote collects the crushed ice and can be removed for serving.
FOR USE WITH OUR PORTABLE SNOW CONE MACHINESize: 20.5" x 15.5"
x 7"  Delivered by Canada Post, Canpar or Freight Forwarder

$29.99  $39.99

Snow
Cone
Syrup
Fuzzy
Navel
Peach
product code: v544

Snow
Cone Supplies
Snow cones are a variation of shaved ice or ground-up ice desserts commonly served throughout North America in paper cones or foam
cups. The dessert consists of ice shavings that are topped with flavored sugar syrup and we have several choices of delicious sugar syrups,
like:Snow Cone Syrup Fuzzy Navel Peach  Snowcone syrups are available in one gallon containers *128 cone servings PLEASE
CONTACT US DIRECTLY IF YOU ARE PURCHASING LARGE QUANTITIES - WE MAY BE ABLE TO PROVIDE ADDITIONAL
DISCOUNTS ON SHIPPINGDelivered by Canada Post, Canpar or Freight Forwarder

$19.99  $29.99

Commercial Hot Dog
Steamer
product code: v256

Hot Dog Machines
This high quality steamer holds up to 164 hotdogs and 36 buns. The unique
divided hotdog tray allows for different sizes of dogs or sausages to be cooked and
merchandised simultaneously. Stainless steel construction and removable product
trays and doors insure ease of cleaning. Graphics on the front and back allow for
either front-counter or rear-counter merchandising Key Features: Stainless steel
construction for clean-ability and durability. Removable product trays and doors
for easy sink or dishwasher cleaning. Low water LED and illuminated ON/OFF
switch. Accommodates any size hotdogs and sausages. Adjustable thermostat for
all cooking and holding conditions. Seven quart reservoir for long holding times.

Sliding doors for easy access to food-zone. Attractive front and rear graphics for all merchandising configurations. Delivered by Canada
Post, Canpar or Freight ForwarderTechnical Support - Manuals and DocsThe Dogpound Owners Manual Click here To Download



(PDF)Relay Replacement Manual Click here To Download (PDF)Dogpound Assembly Instructions Click here To Download
(PDF)Dogpound Troubleshooting Instructions Click here To Download (PDF)

$499.99  $899.99

Hotdog Mini Serving Cart
Steamer
product code: v313

Hot Dog Machines
This Hotdog Mini Cart is sure to draw attention and sales with its attractive styling
reminiscent of the many vendors on the streets of America. It is built out of mirror-
finished stainless steel and carries Benchmark USA's three-year warranty. It comes
complete with the decorative wheels, umbrella, eye-catching graphics and separate
hotdog and bun wells Key Features:  Cooks hotdogs in 20-30 minutesCooks with
steam for long holding timesAdjustable thermostat for cooking and holdingHolds
60 standard size hotdogs and 30 bunsAll mirror-finished stainless steel
constructionAttractive graphics for point-of-sale merchandisingThree-year parts
warrantyEasy to clean, breaks down for sink cleaningMachine is 21"w x 13"d x

15"hWeighs 30 lbs 120 volts - 1200 watts 10 amps Delivered by Canada Post, Canpar or Freight ForwarderTechnical Support - Manuals
and DocsHot Dog Mini Steamer Owners Manual Click here To Download (PDF)

$599.99  $799.99

Commercial Hotdog Cooker
/ Dispenser
product code: v454

Hot Dog Machines
GUARANTEED LOWEST PRICE IN CANADA This steamer not only cooks
hotdogs, it merchandises and dispenses them in less than 15" of counter space.
Ideal for self-serve and fast-paced environments, the Doghouse?s attractive visual
graphics will promote impulse sales. The innovative dispensing mechanism creates
a No-Touch sale. The Doghouse minimizes product waste and is extremely easy to
use and clean. The Doghouse can accommodate hotdogs ranging from 1.2 ounces
to 4 ounces. Key Features: Automatically rotates product on a first in first out
basis, keeping product fresh.Cooks hotdogs in 20-30 mins.Holds 24 (1.2 oz. un-
cooked) hotdogs and 24 buns.ETL certified to UL-197, NSF-4, CSA 22.2 and

CETakes up a minimal amount of counter space, only 15" wide.Cooks with steam to keep hotdogs fresh for long periods of time,
minimizing product waste.All stainless steel construction.Three year warrantyDispensing mechanism is ideal for self-serve & fast-paced
environments.Adjustable thermostat for all cooking conditions.Low water indicator.Accommodates hotdogs ranging from 1.2 to 4
oz.Automatic shut-off if water goes below minimum level.Attractive graphics for point-of-sale merchandising.Easy to clean, breaks down
without tools for sink cleaning.10 quart water reservoir for long holding times.Delivered by Canada Post, Canpar or Freight
ForwarderTechnical Support - Manuals and DocsThe Doghouse Owners Manual Click here To Download (PDF)Relay Replacement
Manual Click here To Download (PDF)

$899.99  $1,199.99



Centerstage Professional 30
Hot Dog Roller Grill
product code: V575

Hot Dog Machines
FREE SHIPPING OFFER **LIMITED TIME OFFER** Please enter coupon
code: acf492 at the checkout**LIMITED TIME OFFER**(some conditions may
apply)  Centerstage Professional 30 Hot Dog Roller Grill - Commercial GradeThe
Centerstage Professional 30 Hot Dog Roller Grill by HTD Canada can be used in
virtually any commercial setting, convenience stores, gas stations, concession
stands, golf courses, event centers, restaurants and home theaters. Stainless steel
construction, removable drip tray, non-stick rollers for easy cleaning, high-torque
motor and 360 degree roller rotation will insure evenly cooked hotdogs. These
grills will also do many other types of food such as sausages, Mexican tortillas,

egg rolls, spring rolls, pizza rolls, cheese sticks, and a whole assortment of specially made roller foods. Cooking times may vary depending
in the types of food, please cook all foods to the correct internal temperature. Optional sneeze guard is also available. PRODUCT
SPECIFICATIONS: Maximum Capacity: 30 Standard Size Hot Dogs Per Batch (10 Rows of 3) Stainless Steel Design makes it Safe and
Easy to Clean 11 Commercial Grade Non-Stick Stainless Steel Rollers, Heavy Duty Motor & Temperature Control Dual Temperature
Controls:  Allows you to have two separate cooking zonesRemovable and Easy to Clean Stainless Steel Drip TrayFull rotation
rollersEasy front ControlsSkid Proof Rubber Feet for Tabletop UseBuilt-in Fuse for Safety Purposes Grill Dimension: 19" L x 23" W x 7"
H Tray size: 17" L x 17.5" W Power: 1664 Watts 110V/50Hz Full 1 Year Warranty UPC 627843624820Technical Support - Manuals and
DocsCenterstage Professional 30 Hot Dog Roller Grill Manual Click here To Download (PDF)Centerstage Professional 30 Hot Dog Roller
Grill French Manual Click here To Download (PDF)

$499.99  $849.99

Centerstage Professional 18
Hot Dog Roller Grill
product code: V582

Hot Dog Machines
FREE SHIPPING OFFER **LIMITED TIME OFFER** Please enter coupon
code: acf492 at the checkout**LIMITED TIME OFFER**(some conditions may
apply)  Centerstage Professional 18 Hot Dog Roller Grill - Commercial GradeThe
Centerstage Professional 18 Hot Dog Roller Grill by HTD Canada can be used in
virtually any commercial setting, convenience stores, gas stations, concession
stands, golf courses, event centers, restaurants and home theaters. Stainless steel
construction, removable drip tray, non-stick rollers for easy cleaning, high-torque
motor and 360 degree roller rotation will insure evenly cooked hotdogs. These
grills will also do many other types of food such as sausages, Mexican tortillas,

egg rolls, spring rolls, pizza rolls, cheese sticks, and a whole assortment of specially made roller foods. Cooking times may vary depending
in the types of food, please cook all foods to the correct internal temperature. Optional sneeze guard is also available. PRODUCT
SPECIFICATIONS: Maximum Capacity: 18 Standard Size Hot Dogs Per Batch (6 rows of 3)Stainless Steel Design makes it Safe and Easy
to Clean 7 Commercial Grade Non-Stick Stainless Steel Rollers, Heavy Duty Motor & Temperature Control Dual Temperature
Controls:  Allows you to have two separate cooking zonesRemovable and Easy to Clean Stainless Steel Drip TrayFull rotation
rollersEasy front ControlsSkid Proof Rubber Feet for Tabletop UseBuilt-in Fuse for Safety Purposes Grill Dimension: 13" L x 23" W x 7"
H Tray size: 13" L x 17.5" W Power: 1065 Watts 110V/50Hz Full 1 Year Warranty UPC 187875000028Technical Support - Manuals and
DocsCenterstage Professional 18 Hot Dog Roller Grill Manual Click here To Download (PDF)Centerstage Professional 18 Hot Dog Roller
Grill French Manual Click here To Download (PDF)

$399.99  $699.99



Centerstage Professional 24
Hot Dog Roller Grill
product code: V583

Hot Dog Machines
FREE SHIPPING OFFER **LIMITED TIME OFFER** Please enter coupon
code: acf492 at the checkout**LIMITED TIME OFFER**(some conditions may
apply)  Centerstage Professional 24 Hot Dog Roller Grill - Commercial GradeThe
Centerstage Professional 24 Hot Dog Roller Grill by HTD Canada can be used in
virtually any commercial setting, convenience stores, gas stations, concession
stands, golf courses, event centers, restaurants and home theaters. Stainless steel
construction, removable drip tray, non-stick rollers for easy cleaning, high-torque
motor and 360 degree roller rotation will insure evenly cooked hotdogs. These
grills will also do many other types of food such as sausages, Mexican tortillas,

egg rolls, spring rolls, pizza rolls, cheese sticks, and a whole assortment of specially made roller foods. Cooking times may vary depending
in the types of food, please cook all foods to the correct internal temperature. Optional sneeze guard is also available. PRODUCT
SPECIFICATIONS: Maximum Capacity: 24 Standard Size Hot Dogs Per Batch (8 Rows of 3) Stainless Steel Design makes it Safe and
Easy to Clean 9 Commercial Grade Non-Stick Stainless Steel Rollers, Heavy Duty Motor & Temperature Control Dual Temperature
Controls:  Allows you to have two separate cooking zonesRemovable and Easy to Clean Stainless Steel Drip TrayFull rotation
rollersEasy front ControlsSkid Proof Rubber Feet for Tabletop UseBuilt-in Fuse for Safety Purposes Grill Dimension: 16" L x 23" W x 7"
H Tray size: 16" L x 17.5" W Power: 1365 Watts 110V/50Hz Full 1 Year Warranty UPC 187875000035Technical Support - Manuals and
DocsCenterstage Professional 24 Hot Dog Roller Grill Manual Click here To Download (PDF)Centerstage Professional 24 Hot Dog Roller
Grill French Manual Click here To Download (PDF)

$449.99  $749.99

Centerstage Professional 30
Hot Dog Roller Grill Sneeze
Guard
product code: V576

Hot Dog Machines
Our glass shield is a must for all our Centerstage Professional Hot Dog Roller
Grills in a commercial setting to avoid food contamination. Limits access to
your grill preventing possible injuries giving only access to a trained operator.
Protects against any foreign object going in to or on your rollers risking possible
damage to your machinesWe highly recommend this option for your roller
grill and suggest every machine be operated with a sneeze guard. More easy to use

and prevent any dust inside and or injuries.This model is for use with our Centerstage Professional 30 Hot Dog Roller Grill
Only UPC: 627843624868

$69.99  $99.99

Centerstage Professional 24 Hot Dog Roller
Grill Sneeze Guard
product code: V585



Hot Dog Machines
Our glass shield is a must for all our Centerstage Professional Hot Dog Roller
Grills in a commercial setting to avoid food contamination. Limits access to
your grill preventing possible injuries giving only access to a trained operator.
Protects against any foreign object going in to or on your rollers risking possible
damage to your machinesWe highly recommend this option for your roller
grill and suggest every machine be operated with a sneeze guard. More easy to use
and prevent any dust inside and or injuries.This model is for use with our
Centerstage Professional 24 Hot Dog Roller Grill Only UPC: 187875000059

$69.99  $99.99

Centerstage Professional 18 Hot Dog Roller
Grill Sneeze Guard
product code: V584

Hot Dog Machines
Our glass shield is a must for all our Centerstage Professional Hot Dog Roller Grills in a commercial setting to avoid food contamination.
Limits access to your grill preventing possible injuries giving only access to a trained operator. Protects against any foreign object going in
to or on your rollers risking possible damage to your machinesWe highly recommend this option for your roller grill and suggest every
machine be operated with a sneeze guard. More easy to use and prevent any dust inside and or injuries.This model is for use with our
Centerstage Professional 18 Hot Dog Roller Grill Only UPC: 187875000042

$59.99  $89.99

Paper Hotdog Bags
product code: v258

Hot Dog Supplies
These Paper Hotdog Bags Are ideal for Point-of-Sale or Self-serve Packaging of hotdogs. Each bag is 3" x 2" x 8-3/4" and will hold a
standard length hotdog. Packaged 1000 bags per case.Delivered by Canada Post, Canpar or Freight Forwarder



$34.99  $59.99

Foil Hot
Dog
Bags
product code: v259

Hot Dog
Supplies
These Foil Hot Dog Bags
Are ideal for packaging
and holding cooked
hotdogs. Pre-package your

hotdogs in these bags and put in a warmer for fast serving. Each bag is 3-1/2" x 1-1/2" x 8-3/4" and will hold a standard length hotdog.
Packaged 1000 bags per case.Delivered by Canada Post, Canpar or Freight Forwarder

$89.99  $119.99

LED Hotdog sign
product code: v327

Hot Dog Supplies
These high quality signs are ultra-bright so that they can be seen even in the
harshest lighting conditions that are often found in concession stands, convenience
stores and restaurants. Unlike ordinary fluorescent signs, the Ultra-Bright Signs
are extremely durable due to the extruded aluminum frames and LED back
lighting. Not only are they environmentally friendly, but you won't have to worry
about replacing burnt out bulbs. They come complete with two 3-ft hanger chains,
12 volt convertor and our exclusive 3-Year Warranty. Key Features: Extremely
Bright LED Back-Lit Rugged Extruded Aluminum FramesHangs flat against the
wall Only 1.25" thickAttractive and colorful graphics12 volt converter
includedThree-Year Warranty 12 volt / 1.5 ampsSize: 20" w x 13" h x 1.25"
d Delivered by Canada Post, Canpar or Freight Forwarder 

$189.99  $249.99

Nacho Cheese
product code: v309

Hot Dog Supplies
This Special Blend Cheddar Cheese sauce is sure to please with its rich taste. Ideal for Nachos and Cheese dogs. #10 canContains 6 lbs 11
ounces of Nacho CheeseDelivered by Canada Post, Canpar or Freight Forwarder  



$24.99  $29.99

Condiment Station
product code: v420

Hot Dog Supplies
GUARANTEED LOWEST PRICE IN CANADA Our Condiment Station is constructed of heavy duty stainless steel for years of service
and features two pump wells that will accept #10 cans, 1.5 gallon containers or 3-quart stainless steel jars. The color-coded pumps dispense
a maximum of one ounce per stroke. Three, ninth-size, 4" deep inset pans are included for your favorite condiments. The inset well is
insulated and includes 2-cold packs to keep your condiments cool and fresh for extended periods of time. The clear hinged-lid protects the
condiments and has a stay-open feature for easy access. The lid also features three cut-outs for serving spoons or ladles. Size : 27" wide x
8" deep x 15" high (including pumps)  Delivered by Canada Post, Canpar or Freight Forwarder 

$299.99  $399.99

Centerstage Professional
Condiment Station
product code: V602

Hot Dog Supplies
GUARANTEED LOWEST PRICE IN CANADAOur Centerstage Professional
Condiment Station is constructed of heavy duty stainless steel for heavy traffic
spots such as sandwich shops, concession stands, and convenience stores.  Our
commercial grade condiment station will provide years of service and features two
stainless steel 1.25 oz pumps ( not plastic like most models ) and 2 stainless steel
insert wells that will accept #10 cans, 1.5 gallon containers or 3-quart stainless
steel jars. The pumps dispense a maximum of 1.25 oz per stroke of your favorite
condiments. Easy to cleanStainless steel construction2 industrial stainless steel
pumps  Includes 2 stainless steel insert wells1 Year WarrantyOverall

Dimensions:Width: 14"Depth: 7"Height: 14"UPC 187875000295Delivered by Canada Post, Courier or Freight Forwarder

$299.99  $399.99



Candy Apple Mix & Sticks
Party Size
product code: V464

Candy Apple Supplies
Use our HTD Canada Popcorn Company Applicious glazed candy apple mix for
any concession display, parties, events or fair. Our mix and Stick combo pack will
make approximately 50 candy apples with one package! Our easy to use candy
apple coating like this one is the number one choice for amusement parks,
concession stands, carnivals, and stadiums. It produces a smooth, even layer of
sweet coating that sticks to the apples and is easy for your patrons to eat. Fantastic
for boosting impulse sales, glossy and glistening red candy apples are delicious!
INSTRUCTIONS To use, simply add Applicious to five pounds of sugar and one
pint of water. Dissolve sugar and Applicious before the mixture begins to boil.

Heat to 300 degrees Fahrenheit, turn off heat, place stick in apple and begin dipping apples into the mixture.Delivered by Canada Post,
Canpar or Freight Forwarder

$6.99  $9.99

Hot Fudge Caramel
Warmer
product code: V541

Candy Apple Supplies
The twin 7 quart wells are ideal for serving and it comes complete with your
choice of 2 stainless steel pumps, or 2 hinged inset lids and two long-handled, 3
ounce, one-piece ladles, or 1 stainless steel pump and 1 hinged inset lid and 1
long-handled ladle.It is constructed out of 18/8 stainless steel and comes with
Benchmark USA's three-year warranty for worry-free operation. The extra long
legs provide easy access for cleaning and the eye-catching graphics will promote
sales. The pans, lids, ladles, pumps and adaptor plate are all removable for easy
sink or dishwasher cleaning. It has a covered master switch and an adjustable
thermostat for all cooking conditions.NEW OPTIONAL 1 PUMP 1 LADLE OR 2

PUMPS We are the only AUTHORIZED CANADIAN DEALER located in CANADA in CANADIAN DOLLARS, DUTY FREE, NO
CUSTOM FEES or BIG SHIPPING FEES. Dimensions and SpecsThree Year WarrantyHot Fudge/Caramel Warmer 2 Ladle/Lid - 21'h x
13"d x 17"hHot Fudge/Caramel Warmer 1 Pump, 1 Ladle/Lid - 21'h x 13"d x 20.5"hHot Fudge/Caramel Warmer 2 Pump - 21'h x 13"d x
20.5"h120 Volt, 1200 Watts, 10.5 AmpsDelivered by Canada Post, Canpar or Freight ForwarderTechnical Support - Manuals and DocsHot
Fudge Caramel Warmer Owners Manual Click here To Download (PDF)

$499.99  $599.99

Centerstage Professional Large Candy Apple
Bubble
product code: V601

Candy Apple Supplies



Display or Safely package your candy apples with our larger-sized disposable
candy apple bubble. This clear plastic bubble will keep your apples fresh,
protected, professional looking, provides enough room so the candy coating won't
stick, features snaps that are easily shut to keep air and other germs out, easy to
open and our candy apple bubble has a small opening for the stick.  Bubble size -
3.5 inch diameterQuantity : 50 pc

$19.99  $29.99

Fryer

Accessory - 6
product code: V458

Fryer Equipment & Funnel Cakes
GUARANTEED LOWEST PRICE IN CANADA Make a perfect Funnel Cake everytime with this 6" Mold Ring and Base. It's so easy
anyone can do it. Simply pour the batter with a circular or criss cross motion in the inside of the ring...wait a short time...remove the
ring...flip and slide the funnel cake away from the base...repeat process. When you are ready to serve, sprinkle with some powdered sugar
or serve with your favorite funnel cake topping and enjoy!!! Made in the USA!!! We are an AUTHORIZED CANADIAN DEALER
located in CANADA in CANADIAN DOLLARS, DUTY FREE, NO CUSTOM FEES or BIG SHIPPING FEES.Delivered by Canada
Post, Canpar or Freight Forwarder

$44.99  $54.99

Fryer Accessory - 8
product code: V459

Fryer Equipment & Funnel
Cakes
GUARANTEED LOWEST PRICE IN CANADA Make a perfect Funnel Cake
everytime with this 8" Mold Ring and Base. It's so easy anyone can do it. Simply
pour the batter with a circular or criss cross motion in the inside of the ring...wait a
short time...remove the ring...flip and slide the funnel cake away from the
base...repeat process. When you are ready to serve, sprinkle with some powdered
sugar or serve with your favorite funnel cake topping and enjoy!!! Made in the
USA!!! We are an AUTHORIZED CANADIAN DEALER located in CANADA
in CANADIAN DOLLARS, DUTY FREE, NO CUSTOM FEES or BIG
SHIPPING FEES.Delivered by Canada Post, Canpar or Freight Forwarder



$44.99  $54.99

Fryer Accessory - One
Quart Hard Plastic Pitcher
product code: V460

Fryer Equipment & Funnel
Cakes
GUARANTEED LOWEST PRICE IN CANADA Find an easier way to make the
perfect funnel cake with this convenient one quart funnel cake pitcher. Simply fill
the pitcher with your favorite funnel cake batter and pour. This pitcher is designed
without a hole to allow you to drill the hole of your choosing. Made of hard plastic
for durability. We are an AUTHORIZED CANADIAN DEALER located in
CANADA in CANADIAN DOLLARS, DUTY FREE, NO CUSTOM FEES or
BIG SHIPPING FEES.Delivered by Canada Post, Canpar or Freight Forwarder

$49.99  $59.99

ParaFryer 4400
product code: V461

Fryer Equipment & Funnel
Cakes
GUARANTEED LOWEST PRICE IN CANADA The ParaFryer is a Multi-
Purpose Funnel Cake Fryer that can work for all kinds of venues. Our compact and
portable unit is easy to use and ideal for concession stands or carnivals. The
ParaFryer easily fries traditional funnel cakes, donuts and other pastries, but can
also be used for other fried foods. Digital Thermostat Display 240 Volt NEMA 6-
20p Plug Adjustable Temperature Dial Stainless Steel Construction 240 Volt
Tubular Element The fryer lid can mount to the side which functions as a drain
rack. ***CAUTION: Operating the fryer will cause the lid to become hot. Please
allow the unit to cool completely before touching any metal component or surface.

The oil drain valve allows easy clean-up, and has a slide bit lock to avoid accidental drainage.  Proudly made in the USA   We are an
AUTHORIZED CANADIAN DEALER located in CANADA in CANADIAN DOLLARS, DUTY FREE, NO CUSTOM FEES or BIG
SHIPPING FEES.240 Volt Tubular Element240 Volt NEMA 6-20p PlugActual dimensions: 18" w X 23" d X 11.5" h Weight: 35 Lbs Full
three-year warranty Optional Accessories available for purchase.Delivered by Canada Post, Canpar or Freight Forwarder

$999.99  $1,199.99

Fryer Accessory - Heavy Duty Round Stainless
Steel Skimmer
product code: V462



Fryer Equipment & Funnel
Cakes
GUARANTEED LOWEST PRICE IN CANADA This skimmer is designed for an
easier way to drain and handle your funnel cakes or donuts. Heavy duty
construction means durability and long lasting. Fine mesh round skimmers with
reinforced bottoms. One-piece handles are low-heat transferring.        Bowl
Diameter: 6-3/4 in.Handle: 13-3/8 in.Over All Length: 20-1/8 in.          We are an
AUTHORIZED CANADIAN DEALER located in CANADA in CANADIAN
DOLLARS, DUTY FREE, NO CUSTOM FEES or BIG SHIPPING
FEES.Delivered by Canada Post, Canpar or Freight Forwarder

$14.99  $24.99

Funnel Cake Mix
product code: V463

Fryer Equipment & Funnel
Cakes
GUARANTEED LOWEST PRICE IN CANADA HTD Canada's Funnel Cake
Mix is the best tasting and most economical funnel cake mix on the market. Our
Package will produce approximately 40 funnel Cakes per package. If you need a
funnel cake mix that is easy to prepare and Produces a crisp and light funnel cakes
every time. then our Cake Mix is what you are looking for. Our funnel cake mix
has been a favorite at fairs and concession stands for years, we make our funnel
cake mix easy to use and get great results, it is economical and still produces light
delicious funnel cakes time after time and allows you to produce consistent funnel
cakes so each customer will be satisfied everytime.We are an AUTHORIZED

CANADIAN DEALER located in CANADA in CANADIAN DOLLARS, DUTY FREE, NO CUSTOM FEES or BIG SHIPPING
FEES.Delivered by Canada Post, Canpar or Freight Forwarder 

$12.99  $19.99

Fryer Accessory-4 1/2"
Funnel Cake Mold Ring
w/Base Plate
product code: V550

Fryer Equipment & Funnel
Cakes
Make a perfect Funnel Cake everytime with this three 4 1/2" Mold Rings and
Base. It's so easy anyone can do it. Simply pour the batter with a circular or criss
cross motion in the inside of the ring...wait a short time...remove the ring...flip and
slide the funnel cake away from the base...repeat process. When you are ready to

serve, sprinkle with some powdered sugar or serve with your favorite funnel cake topping and enjoy!!!Made in the USA!!!Size 10.25"w X
10"d X 11.5"hDelivered by Canada Post, Canpar or Freight Forwarder



$69.99  $89.99

Movie Camera Lamp
product code: v047

Home Theater Decor
Our Movie Camera Desk Lamps provide your entertainment area with a unique
accent as well as functional lighting. The metal lamps offer cool styls and are sure
to be the "high-light" of your room! Buy one for yourself, or one as a gift for your
favorite film buff. Either way, our Movie Camera Desk Lamps are a "Must have"
for any theater decor. Available in BlackDelivered by Canada Post, Canpar or
Freight Forwarder   

$44.99  $59.95

Movie Studio Desk Lamp
product code: v048

Home Theater Decor
Our Movie Studio Desk Lamps provide your entertainment area with a unique
accent as well as functional lighting. The metal lamps offer cool styls and are sure
to be the "high-light" of your room! Buy one for yourself, or one as a gift for your
favorite film buff. Either way, our Movie Studio Desk Lamps are a "Must have"
for any theater decor. Available in BlackDelivered by Canada Post, Canpar or
Freight Forwarder 

$44.99  $59.95

Movie Clapboard
product code: v049

Home Theater Decor
Our Movie Clapboard is the perfect idea for the home theater enthusiast who
wants a classic Hollywood icon. This clapboard is a fully functional device- the
slate can be written on with regular chalk and the "clapper" is fully functional.
Sized at 11" x 12", this item makes the perfect decor accessory to hang on your
wall (with the built-in hanger on the back), or prop it up on your shelf next to our
Award Statue for a really nice looking display Delivered by Canada Post, Canpar
or Freight Forwarder 

$29.99  $39.99



Retro Coca Cola Cup
Dispenser
product code: v153

Home Theater Decor
This retro Coke cup dispenser is 12" high and made of hard plastic with bottle cap
shaped metal lid. Wall mount. No cups are included, available separately from our
website.Delivered by Canada Post, Canpar or Freight Forwarder

$39.99  $49.99

Coca Cola Beverage Cups
product code: v161

Home Theater Decor
Coca Cola Beverage Cups for the Coca Cola dispenser - 9 oz size. Great for any
home theater, bar or party

$29.99  $34.99

Coca
Cola
Coaster
Set
product code: v164

Home
Theater
Decor

4 pc Coca Cola Coaster Set with stand Size:4 x 4 x 3/16

$14.99  $18.99

Movie Reel Coaster Set



product code: v178

Home Theater Decor
Movie Reel Coaster Set Set of four different reel designs laser etched on actual 3-
1/2" aluminum film reel slugs produced during the reels manufacturing process.
Coasters are then anodized and include a rubber back for non-slipping, and are
shipped with one half on an authentic Goldberg 200' shipping can to use as a
holder for the coasters.Delivered by Canada Post, Canpar or Freight Forwarder  

$24.99  $29.99

Goldberg Reel Clocks - 9 1/4 Inch
product code: v555

Home Theater Decor
Exclusive Canadian Distributor For Goldberg Brothers Inc. Home decor Product: 16MM Reel Clocks Reel: 16MM Steel Goldberg Reel
Size: 9 1/4" Steel Color: Variety of Finishes Available as shown Hands: Brass, Chrome or Black on 9 1/4" Clock see Photos Hand Styles:
Straight Movement: 12HR Mini Quartz Extra: Red Second Hand *Film core is not real. Core is not sold or available as real film.Delivered
by Canada Post, Canpar or Freight Forwarder

$99.99  $129.99

Goldberg Reel Clocks - 10.5
Inch
product code: v315

Home Theater Decor
Exclusive Canadian Distributor For Goldberg Brothers Inc. Home decor Product:
16MM Reel Clocks Reel: 16MM Steel Goldberg Reel Size: 10 1/2" Steel Color:
Variety of Finishes Available as shown Hands: Chrome or Black on 10 1/2" Clock
see Photos Hand Styles: 4 1/2" Sword Movement: 12HR Mini Quartz Extra: Red
Second Hand *Film core is not real. Core is not sold or available as real
film. Delivered by Canada Post, Canpar or Freight Forwarder 



$109.99  $139.99

Goldberg Wine Racks
product code: v316

Home Theater Decor
HTD Canada is the Exclusive Canadian Distributor For Goldberg Brothers Inc.
Home decor ProductsWe think seeing a great movie in your own home theater is
more than reason enough to enjoy a fine bottle of wine. And nothing goes better
with a fine bottle of wine (or your favorite snack bar soft drink) than a Goldberg
Brothers wine rack.Each of these beautiful racks begins as an authentic, cast
aluminum Goldberg Brothers 35mm film reel. We then make it a bit wider in the
middle, and add a sturdy base to provide extra stabilityColor: Silver, Silver
Vein, Gold Vein, Black, Chrome & 24k Gold6-Bottle Reel Wine Rack Reel: 15"
35MM Cast Aluminum Goldberg Size: 15" x 15" x 5 1/4" Delivered by Canada
Post, Canpar or Freight Forwarder 

$169.99  $219.99

Goldberg Reel Door
Handles
product code: v320

Home Theater Decor
Exclusive Canadian Distributor For Goldberg Brothers Inc. Home decorProduct:
Reel Door PullsReel: 15" 35MM Cast Alum Goldberg ReelColor: Silver, Silver
Vein, Chrome, Gold Vein, Black, 24k Gold, and Nickel Plated (*)Bolts: Through
and Connecting - Nickel, Black and 24k Gold (*)Unit: Set of (2)Delivered by
Canada Post, Canpar or Freight Forwarder 

$329.99  $359.99

Steel Reel End Table - 12
product code: v321

Home Theater Decor
Exclusive Canadian Distributor For Goldberg Brothers Inc. Home decor Product:
Steel Reel End Table Reel: 12" 16MM Steel Goldberg Reel with Simulated Film
Core* Glass Size: 12 1/2" x 3/16" Round Tempered Height: 22" Color: Reel/Can
Powder Coated - Black, Silver, Brown and Chrome Base Plate: 1/4" x 9 1/4" Steel
Plate with Shipping Can Cover Tube Post: 2" Powder Coated - Black, Silver or
Silver Vein *Film core is not real. Core is not sold or available as real film. 2 - 3
WEEK SHIPMENT DELAY



$199.99  $299.99

Cast Aluminum Reel End
Table 15
product code: v322

Home Theater Decor
Exclusive Canadian Distributor For Goldberg Brothers Inc. Home decor Product:
Cast Aluminum Reel End Table Reel: 15" 35MM Cast Alum Goldberg Reel with
Simulated Film Core* Glass Size: 15 1/2" x 3/16" Round Tempered Height: 23
1/2" Color: Raw Cast Alum Reel / Powder Coated Silver Can - Black, Silver and
Chrome Base Plate: 1/4" x 12" Steel Plate with Shipping Can Cover Tube Post: 3"
Powder Coated - Black, Silver or Silver Vein *Film core is not real. Core is not
sold or available as real film.Delivered by Canada Post, Canpar or Freight
Forwarder

$399.99  $499.99

Goldberg Reel Clocks - 15
Inch
product code: V415

Home Theater Decor
Exclusive Canadian Distributor For Goldberg Brothers Inc. Home decor Product:
16MM Reel Clocks Reel: 16MM Steel Goldberg Reel Size: 15" Steel Color:
Variety of Finishes Available as shown Hands: Chrome or Black on 15" Clock see
Photos Hand Styles: 4 1/2" Sword Movement: 12HR Mini Quartz Extra: Red
Second Hand *Film core is not real. Core is not sold or available as real
film.Delivered by Canada Post, Canpar or Freight Forwarder 

$139.99  $179.99

Scarface Framed Picture (S1)
product code: v486

Home Theater Decor
CLEARANCE 
Scarface Framed Picture 8" x 10" - can be hungScarface is a 1983 American crime drama film directed by Brian De Palma and written by
Oliver Stone. A remake of the 1932 film of the same name, Scarface tells the story of Cuban refugee Tony Montana (Al Pacino) who
arrives in 1980s Miami with nothing, and rises to become a powerful drug kingpin. The film also features Mary Elizabeth Mastrantonio,
Steven Bauer, and Michelle Pfeiffer.The initial critical response to Scarface was mixed, with criticism over excessive violence, frequent
strong language and graphic hard drug usage.Delivered by Canada Post, Canpar or Freight Forwarder 



$4.99  $14.99

Scarface
Framed
Picture
(S3)
product code: v488

Home
Theater
Decor

CLEARANCE 
Scarface Framed Picture (S3) 8" x 10" - can be hungScarface is a 1983 American crime drama film directed by Brian De Palma and
written by Oliver Stone. A remake of the 1932 film of the same name, Scarface tells the story of Cuban refugee Tony Montana (Al Pacino)
who arrives in 1980s Miami with nothing, and rises to become a powerful drug kingpin. The film also features Mary Elizabeth
Mastrantonio, Steven Bauer, and Michelle Pfeiffer.The initial critical response to Scarface was mixed, with criticism over excessive
violence, frequent strong language and graphic hard drug usage.Delivered by Canada Post, Canpar or Freight Forwarder

$4.99  $14.99

Scarface Framed Picture
(S4)
product code: v489

Home Theater Decor
CLEARANCE 
Scarface Framed Picture (S4) 8" x 10" - can be hungScarface is a 1983 American
crime drama film directed by Brian De Palma and written by Oliver Stone. A
remake of the 1932 film of the same name, Scarface tells the story of Cuban
refugee Tony Montana (Al Pacino) who arrives in 1980s Miami with nothing, and
rises to become a powerful drug kingpin. The film also features Mary Elizabeth
Mastrantonio, Steven Bauer, and Michelle Pfeiffer.The initial critical response to
Scarface was mixed, with criticism over excessive violence, frequent strong
language and graphic hard drug usage.Delivered by Canada Post, Canpar

or Freight Forwarder 

$4.99  $14.99

Deluxe Home Theater Ticket Booth
product code: V511



Home Theater Decor
GUARANTEED LOWEST PRICE IN CANADA This beautiful Deluxe Box
Office will add a realistic touch to your home theater entrance!Constructed of
metal, wood, and mica with a plexiglass window, Made in the USA. The front has
a snap style opening to put your own photos or props inside. The optional color
curtain photo will add a further sense of realism but is not necessary.Details: *
Ticket Booth with integral illuminated header (backlit with a single bulb) *
Features 13 miniature 7-watt bulbs * Optional Base Module * Optional curtain
background image * Removable fascia / frame allows for customer personalization
with family photos or propsFinish choices: Polished Gold Polished Silver Satin
Gold Satin SilverBlackBox Office (header): The text is done only in White Letters
on a Black BackgroundCurtain Photo Color choices: Burgundy Emerald Green
Royal Blue(Note: this is not a real fabric curtain, but a realistic color photo of a
curtain printed on foamcore)Dimensions: Unit: 31" W x 46 1/2" H x 8" DBase:
29" W x 36" H x 4" DDelivered by Canada Post, Canpar or Freight Forwarder

$1,699.99  $1,899.00

Headliner Candy Case
product code: V512

Home Theater Decor
GUARANTEED LOWEST PRICE IN CANADA The Headliner Candy Display
Case features Glass Shelving, Locking Door, Perimeter Showcase Lighting,
Aluminum body mounts On-Wall, 7 watt Accent Lights and Backlit Header.
Printed sheet with CANDY included but you can put your own printed sheets for a
custom look and feel. Easy On-wall mounting design and a 1-year manufacturer's
warranty included. Indoor Use Only. Bring that theater feel to your concession
area. Commercial or residential use.Size: 30" X 34" X 5 3/8"Delivered by Canada
Post, Canpar or Freight Forwarder  

$2,499.99  $2,699.99

Standard Home Theater
Ticket Booth
product code: V513

Home Theater Decor
GUARANTEED LOWEST PRICE IN CANADA This beautiful Box Office
Ticket Booth will add a realistic touch to your home theater entrance!Constructed
of metal, wood, and mica with a plexiglass window, Made in the USA. The
front has a snap style opening to put your own photos or props inside. The optional
color curtain photo will add a further sense of realism but is not necessary.Details:
* Removable Plexiglas Window w/Voice Hole * Optional Base Module * Optional
curtain background image * Removable fascia / frame allows for customer
personalization with family photos or propsFinish choices: Polished Gold Polished
Silver Satin Gold Satin SilverBlackBox Office (header):Curtain Photo Color

choices: Burgundy Emerald Green Royal Blue(Note: this is not a real fabric curtain, but a realistic color photo of a curtain printed on foam
core)Dimensions: Unit: 31" W x 46 1/2" H x 8" DBase: 29" W x 36" H x 4" DDelivered by Canada Post, Canpar or Freight Forwarder

$1,099.99  $1,399.99



Royal Candy Case
product code: V514

Home Theater Decor
GUARANTEED LOWEST PRICE IN CANADA Our Royal Candy Display Case
is meant to be mounted to lobby wall or stand alone anywhere to display and
highlight a variety of candy. The Aluminum On-Wall Candy Display Case features
Glass Shelving, Locking Door, Perimeter Showcase Lighting and Backlit Header.
Custom laser-cut aluminum "CANDY" header included.These showcases are for
indoor use only, and provide plenty of space to display a wide variety of candies.
Showing off the products drives sales and increase profits. Made in the USA1-year
manufacturer's warranty included. Indoor Use Only. Commercial or residential
use.Size: 33.5" X 34" X 5 3/8"Delivered by Canada Post, Canpar or Freight
Forwarder

$2,299.99  $2,399.99

Coke Bar Sign
product code: v183

Home Theater Signs
CLEARANCE Large wooden Coke Bar Sign with embossed coke bottles on the
sides Size: L 24" x H 17"

$19.99  $59.99

Scarface
Neon
Picture
product code: v184

Home
Theater
Signs
Scarface Neon Picture

Easy installation: Hang up, mount up. Expect lifetime: over 100,000 hours. Size: W 17" x H 21" X D 2"Delivered by Canada Post, Canpar
or Freight ForwarderScarface is a 1983 American crime drama film directed by Brian De Palma and written by Oliver Stone. A remake of
the 1932 film of the same name, Scarface tells the story of Cuban refugee Tony Montana (Al Pacino) who arrives in 1980s Miami with
nothing, and rises to become a powerful drug kingpin. The film also features Mary Elizabeth Mastrantonio, Steven Bauer, and Michelle
Pfeiffer.The initial critical response to Scarface was mixed, with criticism over excessive violence, frequent strong language and graphic
hard drug usage.



$59.99  $79.99

Scarface Montage LED
Picture
product code: v185

Home Theater Signs
Scarface Montage LED Picture Easy installation: Hang up, mount up. Expect
lifetime: over 100,000 hours..Size: W 25" x H 19" X D 1.5"Scarface is a 1983
American crime drama film directed by Brian De Palma and written by Oliver
Stone. A remake of the 1932 film of the same name, Scarface tells the story of
Cuban refugee Tony Montana (Al Pacino) who arrives in 1980s Miami with
nothing, and rises to become a powerful drug kingpin. The film also features Mary
Elizabeth Mastrantonio, Steven Bauer, and Michelle Pfeiffer.The initial critical
response to Scarface was mixed, with criticism over excessive violence, frequent
strong language and graphic hard drug usage.

$49.99  $89.99

Pharaoh Cinema Sign
product code: V515

Home Theater Signs
 GUARANTEED LOWEST PRICE IN CANADA These signs are electronic LED
moving message signs that are enclosed in decorative surrounds. Over a home
theater entrance these look great and can list movie titles, show times, or anything
you want to say. Just put up your message with the wireless remote control
keyboard.Size: 35” x 10 5/8” x 5 3/8”Wireless Remote Control Programmable 2"
high Red LED LettersFlush mounts to your wallMade from AluminumAvailable in
Satin Silver, Satin Gold, or Semi-Gloss Black.Standard AC wiring with less than 3
amp drawThis Sign is available as Hardwire only. Size: 35” x 10 5/8” x 5
3/8”Standard 1 year warrantyCommercial or Residential Use 

$2,699.99  $2,999.99

Now Showing Metal Sign
product code: V561

Home Theater Signs
This metal sign has drilled holes for quick and easy mounting in your theater, lobby or near your posters!Size Approximately 5½ in. x 24
in

$24.99  $29.99



LED
Nachos
Sign
product code: v328

Illuminated Concession Signs
These high quality signs are ultra-bright so that they can be seen even in the harshest lighting conditions that are often found in concession
stands, convenience stores and restaurants. Unlike ordinary fluorescent signs, the Ultra-Bright Signs are extremely durable due to the
extruded aluminum frames and LED back lighting. Not only are they environmentally friendly, but you won't have to worry about
replacing burnt out bulbs. They come complete with two 3-ft hanger chains, 12 volt convertor and our exclusive 3-Year Warranty. Key
Features: Extremely Bright LED Back-Lit Rugged Extruded Aluminum FramesHangs flat against the wall Only 1.25" thickAttractive and
colorful graphics12 volt converter includedThree-Year Warranty 12 volt / 1.5 ampsSize: 16" w x 17" h x 1.25" d Delivered by Canada
Post, Canpar or Freight Forwarder 

$189.99  $249.99

LED Pizza Sign
product code: v329

Illuminated Concession Signs
These high quality signs are ultra-bright so that they can be seen even in the
harshest lighting conditions that are often found in concession stands, convenience
stores and restaurants. Unlike ordinary fluorescent signs, the Ultra-Bright Signs
are extremely durable due to the extruded aluminum frames and LED back
lighting. Not only are they environmentally friendly, but you won't have to worry
about replacing burnt out bulbs. They come complete with two 3-ft hanger chains,
12 volt convertor and our exclusive 3-Year Warranty. Key Features: Extremely
Bright LED Back-Lit Rugged Extruded Aluminum FramesHangs flat against the
wall Only 1.25" thickAttractive and colorful graphics12 volt converter
includedThree-Year Warranty 12 volt / 1.5 ampsSize: 12" w x 18" h x 1.25"
d Delivered by Canada Post, Canpar or Freight Forwarder 

$189.99  $249.99

Kettle Korn Popcorn Machine 6 oz
product code: v423

Kettle Korn Popcorn Equipment



FREE SHIPPING OFFER ON ALL TABLE TOP POPCORN MACHINES
**LIMITED TIME OFFER** Please enter coupon code: acf492 at the
checkout**LIMITED TIME OFFER**(some conditions may apply)
GUARANTEED LOWEST PRICE IN CANADA TRUE COMMERCIAL
POPCORN MACHINES SOLD AND SERVICED IN CANADA Specially
designed for sweet "kettle korn", easy-to-clean kettle, rapid-heating high-output
kettle, simple controls for convenient operation, warming deck and kernal catcher.  
6 oz. Pops 113 one-ounce servings per hour. A great counter-top model.  
 
ETL tested to UL 197-CSA 22.2 No. 9-NSF 4-CEVolts: 120Watts: 1200Amps:
10 Dimensions: 20"W x 26"H x 14"D.Delivered by Canada Post, Canpar
or Freight Forwarder**Some exceptions may apply to our free shipping offer**

$949.99  $1,099.99

Kettle
Korn
Popcorn
Machine
6 oz with
Cart
product code: v424

Kettle
Korn Popcorn Equipment
FREE SHIPPING OFFER ON ALL TABLE TOP POPCORN MACHINES **LIMITED TIME OFFER** Please enter coupon code:
acf492 at the checkout**LIMITED TIME OFFER**(some conditions may apply) GUARANTEED LOWEST PRICE IN CANADA
TRUE COMMERCIAL POPCORN MACHINES SOLD AND SERVICED IN CANADA Specially designed for sweet "kettle korn",
easy-to-clean kettle, rapid-heating high-output kettle, simple controls for convenient operation, warming deck and kernal catcher. Carts
provide easier access, better merchandising and great mobility. The sturdy. all steel construction has a chip resistant coating. Also features
convenient built-in storage space and breaks down easily for storage and transportation. Kettle Korn cart fits the Paragon's 6 oz Kettle
Korn Machine. 6 oz. Pops 113 one-ounce servings per hour. Carts provide easier access, better merchandising and great mobility.  The
sturdy. all steel construction has a chip resistant coating.  Also features convenient built-in storage space and breaks down easily for
storage and transportation.  Kettle Korn cart fits the Paragon's 6 oz Kettle Korn Machine.ETL tested to UL 197-CSA 22.2 No. 9-NSF 4-
CEVolts: 120Watts: 1200Amps: 10 Machine Dimensions: 20" W x 26" H x 14" D.Cart Dimensions: 38" W x 16" D x 30" HDelivered
by Canada Post, Canpar or Freight Forwarder**Some exceptions may apply to our free shipping offer**

$1,399.99  $1,699.99

Scarface (S3) Mini Montage Film Cell
product code: v202

Movie Film Cells
Scarface (S3) Mini Montage Film Cell sale Canada Brian De Palma's tale focuses on a Cuban immigrant (Al Pacino) who becomes the
head of a Miami drug cartel. Pacino plays Tony Montana, a lowly dishwasher with big-time ambition. He rises through the ranks,
eventually becoming rich and powerful, but his cocaine-fueled paranoia and other unsavory personality traits lead to his undoing. "I always
tell the truth. Even when I lie." Starring Al Pacino, Steven Bauer, Michelle Pfeiffer, Mary Elizabeth Mastrantonio, Robert Loggia 11" x 13"
Film Cell Clips Limited Edition 2000 Framed The film strip portrayed in the image above is only an example of the film cells you may



receive. Please note, the cells may vary from piece to piece because they are hand
selected from reels of film This item contains clips of film, an image portraying
the movie(s), artist(s) or character(s) and a stunning descriptive plaque. These
elements have been double mounted and placed within a beautiful black wood
frame. Each item comes with a certificate stating its authenticity.Delivered
by Canada Post, Canpar or Freight Forwarder

$99.99  $149.99

Disney's
A

Christmas Carol (S1) Double Film Cell
product code: v235

Movie Film Cells
Disney's A Christmas Carol, a multi-sensory thrill ride re-envisioned by Academy Award winning filmmaker Robert Zemeckis, captures
the fantastical essence of the classic Dickens tale in a groundbreaking, performance-capture 3-D motion picture event. Ebenezer Scrooge
(Jim Carrey) begins the Christmas holiday with his usual miserly contempt, barking at his faithful clerk (Gary Oldman) and his cheery
nephew (Colin Firth). But when the ghosts of Christmas Past, Present and Yet to Come take him on an eye-opening journey revealing
truths Old Scrooge is reluctant to face, he must open his heart to undo years of ill will before its too late. Size 13" x 10" Film Cell Clips
Limited Edition of 2500 Framed The film strip portrayed in the image above is only an example of the film cells you may receive. Please
note, the cells may vary from piece to piece because they are hand selected from reels of film This item contains clips of film, an image
portraying the movie(s), artist(s) or character(s) and a stunning descriptive plaque. These elements have been double mounted and placed
within a beautiful black wood frame. Each item comes with an official certificate stating its authenticity. Delivered by Canada Post, Canpar
or Freight Forwarder

$79.99  $129.99

The Godfather Minicell
product code: v480

Movie Film Cells
Vito Corleone is the aging don (head) of the Corleone Mafia Family. His youngest son Michael has returned from WWII just in time to see
the wedding of Connie Corleone (Michael's sister) to Carlo Rizzi. All of Michael's family is involved with the Mafia, but Michael just
wants to live a normal life. Drug dealer Virgil Sollozzo is looking for Mafia Families to offer him protection in exchange for a profit of the
drug money. He approaches Don Corleone about it, but, much against the advice of the Don's lawyer Tom Hagen, the Don is morally
against the use of drugs, and turns down the offer. This does not please Sollozzo, who has the Don shot down by some of his hit men. The
Don barely survives, which leads his son Michael to begin a violent mob war against Sollozzo and tears the Corleone family apart.
CastMarlon Brandon, Al Pacino, James Caan, Richard S Castellano, Robert Duvall (more) 
 



7" x 5"Film Cell Clips 
Limited Edition 10000 Framed 
 
The film strip portrayed in the image above is only an example of the film cells
you may receive. Please note, the cells may vary from piece to piece because they
are hand selected from reels of film.This item contains clips of film, an image
portraying the movie(s), artist(s) or character(s) and a stunning descriptive plaque.
These elements have been double mounted and placed within a beautiful black
wood frame. Each item comes with a certificate stating its authenticity.

$36.99  $46.99

The

Godfather Part 2 Minicell
product code: v481

Movie Film Cells
The continuing saga of the Corleone crime family tells the story of a young Vito Corleone growing up in Sicily and in 1910s New York;
and follows Michael Corleone in the 1950s as he attempts to expand the family business into Las Vegas, Hollywood and Cuba. Cast:
Marlon Brandon, Al Pacino, James Caan, Richard S Castellano, Robert Duvall (more) 
 
7" x 5"Film Cell Clips 
Limited Edition 5000 
Framed 
 
The film strip portrayed in the image above is only an example of the film cells you may receive. Please note, the cells may vary from
piece to piece because they are hand selected from reels of film.This item contains clips of film, an image portraying the movie(s), artist(s)
or character(s) and a stunning descriptive plaque. These elements have been double mounted and placed within a beautiful black wood
frame. Each item comes with a certificate stating its authenticity.

$36.99  $46.99

The Godfather Part 3 Minicell
product code: v482

Movie Film Cells
In the final installment of the Godfather Trilogy, an aging Don Michael Corleone seeks to legitimize his crime family's interests and
remove himself from the violent underworld but is kept back by the ambitions of the young. While he attempts to link the Corleone's
finances with the Vatican, Michael must deal with the machinations of a hungrier gangster seeking to upset the existing Mafioso order and



a young protoge's love affair with his daughter. Cast: Marlon Brandon, Al Pacino,
James Caan, Richard S Castellano, Robert Duvall (more) 
 
7" x 5"Film Cell Clips 
Limited Edition 10000 
Framed 
 
The film strip portrayed in the image above is only an example of the film cells
you may receive. Please note, the cells may vary from piece to piece because they
are hand selected from reels of film.This item contains clips of film, an image
portraying the movie(s), artist(s) or character(s) and a stunning descriptive plaque.
These elements have been double mounted and placed within a beautiful black
wood frame. Each item comes with a certificate stating its authenticity.

$36.99  $46.99

National Lampoons
Vacation Minicell
product code: v483

Movie Film Cells
“Half the fun is getting there?” exclaims Clark Griswold. The vacation from hell is
always one mile away in National Lampoon’s Vacation. From crazed dogs to
skinny dipping in the hotel pool, this is one family outing no one can forget…even
if they try. Relive the zany tale with this collectible that boasts a real clip of film
from the movie. 
 
 
7” x 5” Black mdf frame 
Real film from the movie 

Comes with an easel back for easy display 
Trend Setters embossed/foiled certificate of authenticity 
Made in the USA 
 
 
Each FilmCell presentation is made with careful attention to detail. It is double matted, placed in a quality frame, contains a clear front and
back allowing natural light to enhance the film frames.  
Each piece of film is hand-cut from reels to provide you with the best possible scenes to offer a unique and varied product. This is all put
together to bring you a collectible that looks great in any room. 
 
(The film portrayed in the image above is an example of the film cells you may receive.)Delivered by Canada Post, Canpar or Freight
Forwarder 

$36.99  $46.99

National Lampoons Christmas Vacation (S1)
Minicell
product code: v484

Movie Film Cells
Just when you thought it was safe to enjoy the holidays. The Griswold family is at it again, this time Christmas is the target. Enjoy this
memorable movie every year, with this special edition National Lampoon’s Christmas Vacation Mincell that contains one clip of real film
from the movie! 
• 7” x 5” Black Frame 
• Real film from the movie 



• Comes with an easel back for easy display 
• Certificate of authenticity 
• Made in the USA 
 
Each FilmCell presentation is made with careful attention to detail. It is double
matted, placed in a quality frame, contains a clear front and back allowing natural
light to enhance the film frames. Each piece of film is hand-cut from reels to
provide you with the best possible scenes to offer a unique and varied product.
This is all put together to bring you a collectible that looks great in any room. 
(The film portrayed in the image above is an example of the film cells you may
receive.)Delivered by Canada Post, Canpar or Freight Forwarder 

$36.99  $46.99

National

Lampoons Christmas Vacation (S2) Minicell
product code: v485

Movie Film Cells
Just when you thought it was safe to enjoy the holidays. The Griswold family is at it again, this time Christmas is the target. Enjoy this
memorable movie every year, with this special edition National Lampoon’s Christmas Vacation Mincell that contains one clip of real film
from the movie! 
• 7” x 5” Black Frame 
• Real film from the movie 
• Comes with an easel back for easy display 
• Certificate of authenticity 
• Made in the USA 
 
Each FilmCell presentation is made with careful attention to detail. It is double matted, placed in a quality frame, contains a clear front and
back allowing natural light to enhance the film frames. Each piece of film is hand-cut from reels to provide you with the best possible
scenes to offer a unique and varied product. This is all put together to bring you a collectible that looks great in any room. 
(The film portrayed in the image above is an example of the film cells you may receive.)Delivered by Canada Post, Canpar or Freight
Forwarder 

$36.99  $46.99

Scarface (S5) Minicell
product code: V535

Movie Film Cells



Brian De Palma's tale focuses on a Cuban immigrant (Al Pacino) who becomes the
head of a Miami drug cartel. Pacino plays Tony Montana, a lowly dishwasher with
big-time ambition. He rises through the ranks, eventually becoming rich and
powerful, but his cocaine-fueled paranoia and other unsavory personality traits
lead to his undoing.7" x 5"35 mm Film Cell ClipsSpecial Edition Framed  

$36.99  $46.99

The
Dark
Knight
(S8)
Minicell
product code: V536

Movie
Film Cells

Gotham City is under siege once again and its time for BRUCE WAYNE (Christian Bale) to put on his bat-costume and do battle with two
evil enemies: The Joker (Heath Ledger) and district-attorney-turned-villain Two-Face (Aaron Eckhart).Cast: Christian Bale, Heath Ledger,
Aaron Eckhart, Maggie Gyllenhaal, Michael Caine, Gary Oldman7" x 5"35 mm Film Cell ClipsSpecial EditionFramed

$36.99  $46.99

The Avengers (S1) Minicell
product code: V537

Movie Film Cells
The powers of the greatest super humans come together to defeat Loki and his
menacing army. The Avengers: Thor, Iron Man, Captain America, the Hulk,
Hawkeye, and the Black Widow form a force that together take down an army
never before seen on earth.  See the Avengers assemble in this Special Edition
MiniCell Presentation that features a real clip of film from the movie. •    7” x 5”
Black mdf frame•    Real  film from the movie•    Comes with an easel back for
easy display•    Trend Setters embossed/foiled certificate of authenticity•    Made
in the USAEach FilmCell presentation is made with careful attention to detail.  It
is double matted, placed in a quality frame, contains a clear front and back
allowing natural light to enhance the film frames. Each piece of film is hand-cut
from reels to provide you with the best possible scenes to offer a unique and varied
product. This is all put together to bring you a collectible that looks great in any

room.

$36.99  $46.99



Batman The Dark Knight
(S16) Minicell
product code: V538

Movie Film Cells
Bruce Wayne must take up the mantle of Batman once again to stop a new threat
to his city. See the iconic characters from one of the greatest films of the Dark
Knight Trilogy all together in this framed FilmCell collectible. This special edition
collectible boasts one clip of real film from the movie.7” x 5” Black mdf
frameReal  film from the movieComes with an easel back for easy displayTrend
Setters embossed/foiled certificate of authenticityMade in the USAEach FilmCell
presentation is made with careful attention to detail.  It is double matted, placed in
a quality frame, contains a clear front and back allowing natural light to enhance
the film frames. Each piece of film is hand-cut from reels to provide you with the

best possible scenes to offer a unique and varied product.   This is all put together to bring you a collectible that looks great in any room.

$36.99  $46.99

The Dark Knight Rises (S6)
Minicell
product code: V539

Movie Film Cells
Batman faces one of his most dangerous villains yet in the conclusion of the epic
Dark Knight Trilogy. In one final battle the fate of Gotham will be decided and
Batman will have to risk it all to save his city. Be reminded of some of the final
moments of The Dark Knight Rises in this framed FilmCell collectible. This
special edition collectible boasts one clip of real film from the movie. 7” x 5”
Black mdf frameReal  film from the movieComes with an easel back for easy
displayTrend Setters embossed/foiled certificate of authenticityMade in the
USAEach FilmCell presentation is made with careful attention to detail.  It is
double matted, placed in a quality frame, contains a clear front and back allowing

natural light to enhance the film frames. Each piece of film is hand-cut from reels to provide you with the best possible scenes to offer a
unique and varied product.   This is all put together to bring you a collectible that looks great in any room.

$36.99  $46.99

Captain America: Civil War (S6) Minicell
product code: V545

Movie Film Cells
 Choose a side and bring home a piece of the fierce battle of Captain America: Civil War with this FilmCells™ Minicell. This framed
collectible features an image collage of the heroes, a certificate of authenticity, and one clip of real 35mm film from the movie.•    7” x 5”
Black mdf frame•    Real  film from the movie•    Comes with an easel back for easy display•    Trend Setters embossed/foiled certificate of
authenticity•    Made in the USAEach FilmCell presentation is made with careful attention to detail.  It is double matted, placed in a quality
frame, contains a clear front and back allowing natural light to enhance the film frames. Each piece of film is hand-cut from reels to
provide you with the best possible scenes to offer a unique and varied product. This is all put together to bring you a collectible that looks
great in any room.



$36.99  $46.99

Iron
Man
(S3)
Minicell
product code: V546

Movie
Film Cells
Oscar nominee Robert

Downey, Jr. stars as Tony Stark / Iron Man in the story of a billionaire industrialist and genius inventor who is kidnapped and forced to
build a devastating weapon. Instead, using his intelligence and ingenuity, Tony builds a high-tech suit of armor and escapes captivity.
When he uncovers a nefarious plot with global implications, he dons his powerful armor and vows to protect the world as Iron Man. The
film also stars Oscar nominee Terrence Howard, Oscar winner Gwyneth Paltrow and Oscar nominee Jeff Bridges and will be directed by
Jon Favreau. Robert Downey Jr., Terrence Howard, Jeff Bridges, Gwyneth Paltrow•    7” x 5” Black mdf frame•    Real  film from the
movie•    Comes with an easel back for easy display•    Trend Setters embossed/foiled certificate of authenticity•    Made in the USAEach
FilmCell presentation is made with careful attention to detail.  It is double matted, placed in a quality frame, contains a clear front and back
allowing natural light to enhance the film frames. Each piece of film is hand-cut from reels to provide you with the best possible scenes to
offer a unique and varied product. This is all put together to bring you a collectible that looks great in any room.

$36.99  $46.99

Iron Man 2 (S6) Minicell
product code: V547

Movie Film Cells
Only six months after revealing himself as the Repulsor-Powered Hero, tech
mogul Tony Stark finds himself at the center of public interest and the envy of
industrialists everywhere. Though Iron Man's emergence has eased global
tensions, new threats mounting at home and abroad might jeopardize Stark's
efforts. It will take all his ingenuity and some newly adapted armor technology for
Iron Man to lead the chaotic world towards peace!•    7” x 5” Black mdf frame•  
 Real  film from the movie•    Comes with an easel back for easy display•    Trend
Setters embossed/foiled certificate of authenticity•    Made in the USAEach
FilmCell presentation is made with careful attention to detail.  It is double matted,
placed in a quality frame, contains a clear front and back allowing natural light to
enhance the film frames. Each piece of film is hand-cut from reels to provide you
with the best possible scenes to offer a unique and varied product. This is all put

together to bring you a collectible that looks great in any room.

$36.99  $46.99

Iron Man 3 (S9) Minicell



product code: V548

Movie Film Cells
Bring home Iron Man 3 with this special edition framed FilmCell presentation.
Own a piece of the latest Marvel blockbuster with this official collectible that
boasts a clip of film from the movie•    7” x 5” Black mdf frame•    Real  film from
the movie•    Comes with an easel back for easy display•    Trend Setters
embossed/foiled certificate of authenticity•    Made in the USAEach FilmCell
presentation is made with careful attention to detail.  It is double matted, placed in
a quality frame, contains a clear front and back allowing natural light to enhance
the film frames. Each piece of film is hand-cut from reels to provide you with the
best possible scenes to offer a unique and varied product. This is all put together to
bring you a collectible that looks great in any room.

$36.99  $46.99

Pirates of the Caribbean On
Stranger Tides (S3) Minicell
product code: V571

Movie Film Cells
The not-so-conventional Captain Jack Sparrow, prepares for a battle in fourth
installment of the Pirates of the Caribbean saga. Bring home your favorite Pirate in
this special edition framed Disney FilmCell presentation that contains one clip of
real film from the movie.•    7” x 5” Black mdf frame•    Real  film from the
movie•    Comes with an easel back for easy display•    Trend Setters
embossed/foiled certificate of authenticity•    Made in the USAEach FilmCell
presentation is made with careful attention to detail.  It is double matted, placed in
a quality frame, contains a clear front and back allowing natural light to enhance
the film frames. Each piece of film is hand-cut from reels to provide you with the

best possible scenes to offer a unique and varied product. This is all put together to bring you a collectible that looks great in any room.

$36.99  $46.99

Pirates of the Caribbean
The Curse of the Black
Pearl (S2) Minicell
product code: V572

Movie Film Cells
This swash-buckling tale follows the quest of Captain Jack Sparrow, a savvy
pirate, and Will Turner, a resourceful blacksmith, as they search for Elizabeth
Swann. Elizabeth, the daughter of the governor and the love of Will's life, has been
kidnapped by the feared Captain Barbossa. Little do they know, but the fierce and
clever Barbossa has been cursed. He, along with his large crew, are under an
ancient curse, doomed for eternity to neither live, nor die. That is, unless a blood

sacrifice is made.Cast: Johnny Depp, Geoffrey Rush, Orlando Bloom, Keira Knightley, Jack Davenport•    7” x 5” Black mdf frame•  
 Real  film from the movie•    Comes with an easel back for easy display•    Trend Setters embossed/foiled certificate of authenticity•  
 Made in the USAEach FilmCell presentation is made with careful attention to detail.  It is double matted, placed in a quality frame,
contains a clear front and back allowing natural light to enhance the film frames. Each piece of film is hand-cut from reels to provide you



with the best possible scenes to offer a unique and varied product. This is all put together to bring you a collectible that looks great in any
room.

$36.99  $46.99

Marvel's Ant-Man (S1)
Minicell
product code: V591

Movie Film Cells
Scott Lang is a conman with a new purpose in life. Alongside the former Ant-Man,
Hank Pym, Lang dons the Ant-Man suit and embraces the abilities he is given so
he can help save the world. Ant-Man shows off his ability in this framed FilmCell
collectible. This special edition Marvel collectible boasts one clip of real film from
the movie.•    7” x 5” Black mdf frame•    Real  film from the movie•    Comes
with an easel back for easy display•    Trend Setters embossed/foiled certificate of
authenticity•    Made in the USAEach FilmCell presentation is made with careful
attention to detail.  It is double matted, placed in a quality frame, contains a clear
front and back allowing natural light to enhance the film frames. Each piece of

film is hand-cut from reels to provide you with the best possible scenes to offer a unique and varied product. This is all put together to
bring you a collectible that looks great in any room.

$36.99  $46.99

Marvel's Thor Ragnarok
(S1) Minicell
product code: V592

Movie Film Cells
Thor and Hulk battle (together? As foes?) gladiator-style in Marvel's Thor:
Ragnarok.  This officially licensed FilmCells™ Presentation features Thor and
Hulk and includes a real piece of 35mm film from the movie!  This special edition,
collectible piece of Marvel art is perfect for any lover of Marvel, comic books,
super heroes, or Norse Gods who have giant green frenemies. We all know one,
right?•    7” x 5” Black mdf frame•    Real  film from the movie•    Comes with an
easel back for easy display•    Trend Setters embossed/foiled certificate of
authenticity•    Made in the USAEach FilmCell presentation is made with careful
attention to detail.  It is double matted, placed in a quality frame, contains a clear

front and back allowing natural light to enhance the film frames. Each piece of film is hand-cut from reels to provide you with the best
possible scenes to offer a unique and varied product. This is all put together to bring you a collectible that looks great in any room.

$36.99  $46.99

Marvel's Avengers: Age of Ultron (S5) Minicell
product code: V593



Movie Film Cells
Earth’s Mightiest Heroes join forces with the mysterious Vision in this framed
FilmCell collectible. This special edition Marvel collectible boasts one clip of real
film from the movie.•    7” x 5” Black mdf frame•    Real  film from the movie•  
 Comes with an easel back for easy display•    Trend Setters embossed/foiled
certificate of authenticity•    Made in the USAEach FilmCell presentation is made
with careful attention to detail.  It is double matted, placed in a quality frame,
contains a clear front and back allowing natural light to enhance the film frames.
Each piece of film is hand-cut from reels to provide you with the best possible
scenes to offer a unique and varied product. This is all put together to bring you a
collectible that looks great in any room.

$36.99  $46.99

The Goonies (S5) Minicell
product code: V594

Movie Film Cells
The Goonies will forever be a classic to remember and Chunk and Sloth are two of
the beloved characters we all cherished the most. With a friendship that blossomed
into so much more, these two characters stole our hearts. Bring Sloth and Chunk to
your home with this FilmCell collectible that boasts one clip of film from the
movie.•    7” x 5” Black mdf frame•    Real  film from the movie•    Comes with an
easel back for easy display•    Trend Setters embossed/foiled certificate of
authenticity•    Made in the USAEach FilmCell presentation is made with careful
attention to detail.  It is double matted, placed in a quality frame, contains a clear
front and back allowing natural light to enhance the film frames. Each piece of
film is hand-cut from reels to provide you with the best possible scenes to offer a
unique and varied product. This is all put together to bring you a collectible that
looks great in any room.

$36.99  $46.99

Star Wars Episode VI
Return of the Jedi
Authentic 35mm FilmCells
product code: V595

Movie Film Cells
This Film Cell Presentation features art and a real clip of 35mm film from  Star
Wars: Episode VI - Return of the Jedi (1983)After a daring mission to rescue Han
Solo from Jabba the Hutt, the rebels dispatch to Endor to destroy a more powerful
Death Star. Meanwhile, Luke struggles to help Vader back from the dark side
without falling into the Emperor's trap.•    7” x 5” Black mdf frame•    Real  film
from the movie•    Comes with an easel back for easy display•    Trend Setters

embossed/foiled certificate of authenticity•    Made in the USAEach FilmCell presentation is made with careful attention to detail.  It is
double matted, placed in a quality frame, contains a clear front and back allowing natural light to enhance the film frames. Each piece of
film is hand-cut from reels to provide you with the best possible scenes to offer a unique and varied product. This is all put together to
bring you a collectible that looks great in any room.



$36.99  $46.99

Star Wars Episode I The
Phantom Menace Authentic
35mm FilmCells
product code: V596

Movie Film Cells
This Film Cells Presentation features art and a real clip of 35mm film from  Star
Wars: Episode I - The Phantom Menace (1999)Two Jedi Knights escape a hostile
blockade to find allies and come across a young boy who may bring balance to the
Force, but the long dormant Sith resurface to claim their old glory.Starring: Ewan
McGregor, Liam Neeson, Natalie Portman•    7” x 5” Black mdf frame•    Real 
film from the movie•    Comes with an easel back for easy display•    Trend Setters

embossed/foiled certificate of authenticity•    Made in the USAEach FilmCell presentation is made with careful attention to detail.  It is
double matted, placed in a quality frame, contains a clear front and back allowing natural light to enhance the film frames. Each piece of
film is hand-cut from reels to provide you with the best possible scenes to offer a unique and varied product. This is all put together to
bring you a collectible that looks great in any room.

$36.99  $46.99

Star Wars Episode II Attack
of the Clones Authentic
35mm FilmCells
product code: V597

Movie Film Cells
This FilmCells Presentation features art and a real clip of 35mm film from Star
Wars: Episode II - Attack of the Clones (2002)Ten years after initially meeting,
Anakin Skywalker shares a forbidden romance with Padme Amidala, while Obi-
Wan investigates an assassination attempt on the senator and discovers a secret
clone army crafted for the Jedi. Starring: Hayden Christensen, Natalie Portman,
Ewan McGregor•    7” x 5” Black mdf frame•    Real  film from the movie•  

 Comes with an easel back for easy display•    Trend Setters embossed/foiled certificate of authenticity•    Made in the USAEach FilmCell
presentation is made with careful attention to detail.  It is double matted, placed in a quality frame, contains a clear front and back allowing
natural light to enhance the film frames. Each piece of film is hand-cut from reels to provide you with the best possible scenes to offer a
unique and varied product. This is all put together to bring you a collectible that looks great in any room.

$36.99  $46.99

Star Wars Episode III Revenge of the Sith
Authentic 35mm FilmCells



product code: V598

Movie Film Cells
This Filmcells Presentation features art and a real clip of 35mm film from Star
Wars: Episode III - Revenge of the Sith (2005)Three years into the Clone Wars,
the Jedi rescue Palpatine from Count Dooku. As Obi-Wan pursues a new threat,
Anakin acts as a double agent between the Jedi Council and Palpatine and is lured
into a sinister plan to rule the galaxy.Starring: Hayden Christensen, Natalie
Portman, Ewan McGregor•    7” x 5” Black mdf frame•    Real  film from the
movie•    Comes with an easel back for easy display•    Trend Setters
embossed/foiled certificate of authenticity•    Made in the USAEach FilmCell
presentation is made with careful attention to detail.  It is double matted, placed in
a quality frame, contains a clear front and back allowing natural light to enhance
the film frames. Each piece of film is hand-cut from reels to provide you with the
best possible scenes to offer a unique and varied product. This is all put together to
bring you a collectible that looks great in any room.

$36.99  $46.99

Rocky 4 Movie Poster 27 x
40
product code: v324

Movie Posters
Rocky 4 Movie Poster 27" x 40".Rocky IV is a 1985 American sports film written
and directed by Sylvester Stallone, who also starred in the film. The film co-stars
Dolph Lundgren, Burt Young, Talia Shire, Carl Weathers, Tony Burton, Brigitte
Nielsen, and Michael Pataki. It is the fourth and most financially successful entry
in the Rocky film series.In the film, the Soviet Union and their top boxer make an
entrance into professional boxing with their best athlete Ivan Drago who initially
wants to take on World Champion Rocky Balboa. His best friend Apollo Creed
decides to fight him instead, but is killed in the ring. Enraged by this, Rocky
decides to fight Drago in Russia to avenge his friend and defend the honor of his

country.Delivered by Canada Post, Canpar or Freight Forwarder

$26.99  $39.99

Black Hawk Down Movie
Poster 27 x 40
product code: v325

Movie Posters
Black Hawk Down Movie Poster 27 x 40. Black Hawk Down is a 2001 American-
British war film directed by Ridley Scott. It is an adaptation of the 1999 book of
the same name by Mark Bowden based on his series of articles published in The
Philadelphia Inquirer. The 29-part series chronicled the events of a 1993 raid in
Mogadishu by the U.S. military aimed at capturing faction leader Mohamed Farrah
Aidid and the ensuing battle.Delivered by Canada Post, Canpar or Freight
Forwarder



$26.99  $39.99

Army of Darkness Movie
Poster 27 x 40
product code: v326

Movie Posters
Army of Darkness Movie Poster 27 x 40 inch. This is a 1992 American comedy-
dark fantasy film directed by Sam Raimi.Plot:After being pulled through a time
portal, Ash Williams lands in 1300 AD, where he is almost immediately captured
by Lord Arthur's men, who suspect him to be an agent for Duke Henry, with whom
Arthur is at war. He is enslaved along with the captured Henry, his gun and
chainsaw confiscated, and is taken to a castle. Ash is thrown in a pit where he
fights off a Deadite and regains his weapons from Arthur's Wise Man. 
This movie was not the box office blockbuster, but after release on video it started
gathering a massive cult following. 

 
This feature will make your Saturday night movie night. 
 
If you wish to keep your memories refreshed, we offer you this large Army of Darkness Movie Poster to decorate your home movie
theater. 
 
And do not forget about some great popcorn, without which no movie night is really complete.Check out our popcorn packs and
accessories. 
 
 
 
 
And as always, do not forget about our gift certificates. Delivered by Canada Post, Canpar or Freight Forwarder

$26.99  $39.99

Goodfellas Movie Poster 27
x 40
product code: v327

Movie Posters
Goodfellas Movie Poster 27 x 40. Goodfellas (styled as GoodFellas) is a 1990
American crime film directed by Martin Scorsese. It is a film adaptation of the
1986 non-fiction book Wiseguy by Nicholas Pileggi, who co-wrote the screenplay
with Scorsese. The film narrates the rise and fall of Lucchese crime family
associate Henry Hill (the first-person narrator in the film) and his friends over a
period from 1955 to 1980.Delivered by Canada Post, Canpar or Freight Forwarder

$26.99  $39.99

Sopranos Movie Poster 27 x 40



product code: v328

Movie Posters
Sopranos Movie Poster 27 x 40. Modern day morality tale about New Jersey mob
boss Tony Soprano, as he deals with personal and professional issues in his home
and business life.Delivered by Canada Post, Canpar or Freight Forwarder

$26.99  $39.99

Nightmare on Elm Street Movie Poster 27 x 40
product code: v329

Movie Posters
Nightmare on Elm Street Movie Poster 27 x 40. Feverish, genuinely frightening horror film about Freddy Krueger (Englund), a scarred
maniac in a fedora and razor-fingered gloves who kills neighborhood teens in their dreams and, subsequently, in reality. Of the children-
fight-back genre, in which the lead victim (Langenkamp) ingeniously goes to great lengths to destroy Freddy. In the tradition of "Friday the
13th"'s Jason and "Halloween"'s Michael Myers, "Elm Street" spawned a "Freddy" phenomenon: seven sequels (including the upcoming
"Freddy Vs. Jason," linking "Elm Street, Part 8" with "Friday the 13th, Part 10"); a TV series ("Freddy's Nightmares," a horror anthology
show hosted by Englund to capitalize on his character); and an army of razor-clawed trick or treaters at Halloween.Delivered by Canada
Post, Canpar or Freight Forwarder

$26.99  $39.99

Friday the 13th Movie Poster 27 x 40
product code: v330

Movie Posters
Friday the 13th Movie Poster 27 x 40. Friday the 13th is an American horror franchise that comprises twelve  
slasher films, a television show, novels, comic books, and tie‑in  
merchandise. The franchise mainly focuses on the fictional character  
Jason Voorhees, who drowned as a boy at Camp Crystal Lake due to the  
negligence of the camp staff. Decades later, the lake is rumored to be  
"cursed" and is the setting for a series of mass murders. Jason is  
featured in all of the films, as either the killer or the motivation for 
the killings. The original film was written by Victor Miller and was  
produced and directed by Sean S. Cunningham. Delivered by Canada Post, Canpar or Freight Forwarder



$26.99  $39.99

Indiana
Jones
and the

Kingdom of the Crystal Skull Movie Poster 27 x
40
product code: v331

Movie Posters
Archaeologist/adventurer Dr. Henry "Indiana" Jones is called back into action when he becomes entangled in a Soviet plot to uncover the
secret behind mysterious artifacts known as the Crystal Skulls.Indiana Jones and the Kingdom of the Crystal Skull is a 2008 American
science fiction adventure film. It is the fourth film in the Indiana Jones series created by George Lucas and directed by Steven
Spielberg. The film premiered at the 2008 Cannes Film Festival on May 18, 2008, and was released worldwide on May 22, 2008 to
generally positive reviews from critics,[3] although audience reception was more mixed. It was also a financial success, grossing over $786
million worldwide.Indiana Jones and the Kingdom of the Crystal Skull Movie Poster 27 x 40Delivered by Canada Post, Canpar or Freight
Forwarder

$26.99  $39.99

Texas Chainsaw Massacre
Movie Poster 27 x 40
product code: v332

Movie Posters
Texas Chainsaw Massacre Movie Poster 27 x 40. The Texas Chain Saw Massacre
is a 1974 American slasher film, directed and produced by Tobe Hooper, who co-
wrote it with Kim Henkel. It stars Marilyn Burns, Paul A. Partain, Edwin Neal,
Jim Siedow and Gunnar Hansen, who respectively portray Sally Hardesty,
Franklin Hardesty, the hitchhiker, the proprietor, and Leatherface, the main
antagonist. The film follows a group of friends who fall victim to a family of
cannibals while on their way to visit an old homestead. Although it was marketed
as a true story to attract a wider audience and as a subtle commentary on the era's
political climate, its plot is entirely fictional; however, the character of Leatherface

and minor plot details were inspired by the crimes of real-life murderer Ed Gein.Upon its October 1974 release, The Texas Chain Saw
Massacre was banned outright in several countries, and numerous theaters later stopped showing the film in response to complaints about



its violence. While it initially drew a mixed reception from critics, it was enormously profitable, grossing over $30 million at the domestic
box office.Delivered by Canada Post, Canpar or Freight Forwarder

$26.99  $39.99

Aliens Movie Poster 27 x 40
product code: v333

Movie Posters
Aliens Movie Poster 27 inch x 40 inch. "Aliens" is a 1986 science-fiction action
horror film written and directed by James Cameron and starring Sigourney
Weaver, Carrie Henn, Michael Biehn, Paul Reiser, Lance Henriksen, William
Hope, and Bill Paxton. It is the sequel to the 1979 film Alien. The film follows
Weaver's character Ellen Ripley as she returns to the planet where her crew
encountered the hostile Alien creature, this time accompanied by a unit of space
marines. 
This movie is an action packed classic and will surely add to your movie night. 
 
If you wish to keep your memories refreshed, we offer you this large Aliens Movie
Poster to decorate your home movie theater. 
 

And do not forget about some great popcorn, without which no movie night is really complete.Check out our popcorn packs and
accessories. 
 
 
 
 
And as always, do not forget about our gift certificates.

$26.99  $39.99

Pulp Fiction Movie Poster
27 x 40
product code: v334

Movie Posters
Pulp Fiction Movie Poster 27 x 40. Tarantino moves into the cinematic
mainstream with his trademark violence and '70s pop culture mindset intact in this
stylish crime trilogy. A day in the life of a criminal community unexpectedly shifts
from outrageous, esoteric dialogue to violent mayhem with solid scripting that
takes familiar stories to unexplored territory. Offbeat cast offers superb
performances, led by Travolta in his best role to date as a hit man whose
adventures with partner Jackson tie the seemingly unrelated stories together.
Clever, almost gleeful look at everyday life on the fringes of mainstream society.
Inspired by "Black Mask" magazine. A special collector's edition includes never-

before-seen footage and commentary by Tarantino. Delivered by Canada Post, Canpar or Freight Forwarder

$26.99  $39.99

Battle Los Angeles Movie Poster 27 x 40



product code: v335

Movie Posters
Battle Los Angeles Movie Poster 27 x 40 Battle: Los Angeles (also known as
Battle: LA and internationally as World Invasion: Battle Los Angeles) is a 2011
American military science fiction war film directed by Jonathan Liebesman. The
storyline was conceived from a screenplay written by Chris Bertolini, based in part
on a wartime incident dubbed the "Battle of Los Angeles". The film is set in
modern day Los Angeles and follows a retiring Marine Staff Sergeant played by
Aaron Eckhart who must go back into the line of duty to lead a platoon of U.S.
Marines, a Hospital corpsman, isolated U.S. Army soldiers and a U.S. Air Force
sergeant during a global alien invasion. Delivered by Canada Post, Canpar or
Freight Forwarder

$26.99  $39.99

Indiana Jones and the
Temple of Doom Movie
Poster 27 x 40
product code: v336

Movie Posters
Indiana Jones and the Temple of Doom Movie Poster 27 x 40. Daredevil
archaeologist Indiana Jones is back. This time he's on the trail of the legendary
Ankara Stone and a ruthless cult that has enslaved hundreds of children. More gore
and violence than the original; Capshaw's whining character is an irritant, lacking
the fresh quality that Karen Allen added to the original. Enough action for ten
movies, special effects galore, and the usual booming Williams score make it a

cinematic roller coaster ride, but with less regard for plot and pacing than the original. Though second in the series, it's actually a prequel
to "Raiders of the Lost Ark." Followed by "Indiana Jones and the Last Crusade."Delivered by Canada Post, Canpar or Freight Forwarder

$26.99  $39.99

King Kong Movie Poster 27
x 40
product code: v337

Movie Posters
King Kong is a 2005 epic monster film and remake of the 1933 film of the same
name. Directed, co-written, and produced by Peter Jackson, it stars Naomi Watts
as Ann Darrow, Jack Black as Carl Denham, Adrien Brody as Jack Driscoll and,
through motion capture, Andy Serkis as the title character.The film's budget
climbed from an initial US$150 million to a record-breaking $207 million. It was
released on December 14, 2005 in Germany and on December 16 in the United
States, and made an opening of $50.1 million. While performed lower than
expected, King Kong made domestic and worldwide grosses that eventually added
up to $550 million,[4] becoming the fourth-highest grossing film in Universal

Pictures history.King Kong Movie Poster 27 x 40. Delivered by Canada Post, Canpar or Freight Forwarder



$26.99  $39.99

Transformers Movie Poster
27 x 40
product code: v338

Movie Posters
Transformers Movie Poster 27 x 40. Transformers is a 2007 American science
fiction action film based on the Transformers toy line. The film, which combines
computer animation with live-action, is directed by Michael Bay, with Steven
Spielberg serving as executive producer. It is the first installment of the live-action
Transformers film series. It stars Shia LaBeouf as Sam Witwicky, a teenager who
gets caught up in a war between the heroic Autobots and the villainous
Decepticons, two factions of alien robots who can disguise themselves by
transforming into everyday machinery, primarily vehicles. The Autobots intend to
use the AllSpark, the object that created their robotic race, in an attempt to rebuild

Cybertron and end the war while the Decepticons desire control of the AllSpark with the intention of using it to build an army by giving
life to the machines of Earth. Tyrese Gibson, Josh Duhamel, Anthony Anderson, Megan Fox, Rachael Taylor, John Turturro, and Jon
Voight also star while voice actors Peter Cullen and Hugo Weaving voice Optimus Prime and Megatron respectively.The film was
produced by Don Murphy and Tom DeSanto. They developed the project in 2003.Delivered by Canada Post, Canpar or Freight Forwarder

$26.99  $39.99

Transformers 2 Movie
Poster 27 x 40
product code: v339

Movie Posters
Transformers 2 Movie Poster 27 x 40. Transformers: Revenge of the Fallen
(simply known as Transformers 2), is a 2009 American science fiction action film
directed by Michael Bay and executive produced by Steven Spielberg. It is a
sequel to 2007's Transformers and the second installment in the live-action
Transformers series taking place two years after Transformers. The plot revolves
around Sam Witwicky, who is caught in the war between two factions of alien
robots, the Autobots and the Decepticons. Sam is having strange visions of
Cybertronian symbols, and being hunted by the Decepticons under the orders of an
ancient Decepticon named The Fallen, who seeks to get revenge on Earth by

finding and activating a machine that would provide the Decepticons with an energon source, destroying the sun and all life on Earth in the
process.With deadlines jeopardized by possible strikes by the Directors Guild of America and the Screen Actors Guild, Bay managed to
finish the production on time with the help of previsualization and a scriptment by his writers Roberto Orci, Alex Kurtzman, and series
newcomer Ehren Kruger. Shooting took place from May to November 2008, with locations in Egypt, Jordan, Pennsylvania, New Jersey,
and California, as well as air bases in New Mexico and Arizona.Delivered by Canada Post, Canpar or Freight Forwarder

$26.99  $39.99

War of the Worlds Movie Poster 27 x 40



product code: v340

Movie Posters
War of the Worlds Movie Poster 27 x 40. War of the Worlds is a 2005 American
science fiction technology disaster thriller film and a loose adaptation of H. G.
Wells's novel The War of the Worlds, directed by Steven Spielberg and written by
Josh Friedman and David Koepp. It stars Tom Cruise as Ray Ferrier, a divorced
dock worker estranged from his children (Dakota Fanning and Justin Chatwin) and
living separately from them. As his former wife drops their children off for him to
look after for a few days, the planet is attacked by aliens that come up out of the
ground (loosely based on H. G. Wells' Martians) driving Tripods and as Earth's
armed forces are defeated, Ray tries to protect his children and flee to Boston to
rejoin his former wife.The film was shot in 73 days.Delivered by Canada Post,
Canpar or Freight Forwarder 

$26.99  $39.99

Platoon Movie Poster 27 x
40
product code: v341

Movie Posters
Platoon Movie Poster 27 x 40. A grunt's view of the Vietnam War is provided in
all its horrific, inexplicable detail. Sheen is wooden in the lead, but both Dafoe and
Berenger are resplendent as, respectively, good and bad soldiers. Strong, visceral
filmmaking from fearless director Stone, who based the film on his own GI
experiences. Highly acclaimed; considered by many to be the most realistic
portrayal of the war on film. Delivered by Canada Post, Canpar or Freight
Forwarder

$26.99  $39.99

Shawshank Redemption
Movie Poster 27 x 40
product code: v342

Movie Posters
Shawshank Redemption Movie Poster 27 x 40. Bank veep Andy (Robbins) is
convicted of the murder of his wife and her lover and sentenced to the "toughest
prison in the Northeast." While there he forms a friendship with lifer Red
(Freeman), experiences the brutality of prison life, adapts, offers financial advice
to the guards, and helps the warden (Gunton) cook the prison books...all in a short
19 years. In his theatrical debut, director Darabont avoids belaboring most prison
movie cliches while Robbins' talent for playing ambiguous characters is put to
good use, and Freeman brings his usual grace to what could have been a thankless
role. Adapted from the novella "Rita Hayworth and the Shawshank Redemption"

by Stephen King.Delivered by Canada Post, Canpar or Freight Forwarder

$26.99  $39.99



Armageddon Movie Poster
27 x 40
product code: v343

Movie Posters
Armageddon Movie Poster 27 x 40 inch. "Armageddon" is a 1998 American
science fiction disaster thriller film, directed by Michael Bay.This action packed
classic opened in theaters only two-and-a-half months after a similar impact-based
movie, "Deep Impact". 
It was so well received by international audience, that it became a blockbuster of
1998, beating another good movie "Saving Private Ryan". 
 
This movie has it all. 
A bunch of hard driving tough guys, a love story and at the end they literally save

the world. 
 
This feature will make your Saturday night movie night. 
 
If you wish to keep your memories refreshed, we offer you this large Armageddon Movie Poster to decorate your home movie theater. 
 
And do not forget about some great popcorn, without which no movie night is really complete.Check out our popcorn packs and
accessories. 
 
 
 
 
And as always, do not forget about our gift certificates. Delivered by Canada Post, Canpar or Freight Forwarder

$26.99  $39.99

The League of
Extraordinary Gentlemen
Movie Poster 27 x 40
product code: v344

Movie Posters
The League of Extraordinary Gentlemen Movie Poster 27 x 40. The League of
Extraordinary Gentlemen is an American comic book title which began in
1999. The series spans two six-issue limited series and a graphic novel from the
America's Best Comics imprint of Wildstorm/DC, and a third miniseries and a
graphic novel published by Top Shelf and Knockabout Comics. According to
creator Alan Moore, the concept behind the series was initially a "Justice League

of Victorian England" but quickly grew into an opportunity to merge many works of fiction into one world.Elements of Volume I were
used in a loosely adapted feature film of the same name, released in 2003 and starring Sean Connery.Delivered by Canada Post, Canpar or
Freight Forwarder

$26.99  $39.99

300 Movie Poster 27 x 40



product code: v345

Movie Posters
300 Movie Poster 27 inch x 40 inch. 
 
300 is a fantasy movie based on 1998 comic series by the same name authored by
Frank Miller and Lynn Varley.It tells a story of a great Battle of Thermopylae
within the Persian Wars.Movie was directed by Zack Snyder. 
It was filmed mostly with a super-imposition chroma key technique, to help
replicate the imagery of the original comic book. 
 
The plot revolves around King Leonidas (Gerard Butler), who stands firm in a
narrow pass with his 300 Spartans against the Persian "god-King" Xerxes
(Rodrigo Santoro) and his invading army of more than 300,000 soldiers. 
 
This feature is great centerpiece to your Saturday movie night. 
If you wish to keep your memories refreshed, we offer you this large 300 Movie
Poster to decorate your home movie theater. 
 

And do not forget about some great popcorn, without which no movie night is really complete.Check out our popcorn packs and
accessories. 
 
 
 
 
And as always, do not forget about our gift certificates. Delivered by Canada Post, Canpar or Freight Forwarder

$26.99  $39.99

Independence Day Movie
Poster 27 x 40
product code: v346

Movie Posters
Independence Day Movie Poster 27 x 40. The biggest of the new wave of disaster
flicks paying tribute to the Irwin Allen celebrity-fests of the '70s finds an alien
armada descending on Earth to create some fireworks on the July 4th weekend.
The fate of the world rests in the hands of an unlikely band of Earthlings led by
President Whitmore (Pullman), a computer expert (Goldblum), and a Marine
fighter pilot (Smith). Special effects, despite forgoing some of the more expensive
newer technology, don't disappoint. Strong (if not A-list) cast and plenty of action.
Devlin and Emmerich wrote the script while promoting "Stargate," after a reporter
asked Emmerich if he believed in aliens Delivered by Canada Post, Canpar or

Freight Forwarder

$26.99  $39.99

Karate Kid Movie Poster 27 x 40
product code: v347

Movie Posters
Karate Kid Movie Poster 27 x 40 A teenage boy finds out that Karate involves using more than your fists when a handyman agrees to teach
him martial arts. The friendship that they develop is deep and sincere; the Karate is only an afterthought. From the director of the original
"Rocky," this movie is easy to like.Delivered by Canada Post, Canpar or Freight Forwarder



$26.99  $39.99

I Am
Legend
Movie
Poster
27 x 40
product code: v348

Movie
Posters

I Am Legend Movie Poster 27 x 40. I Am Legend is a 2007 American post-apocalyptic science fiction horror film directed by Francis
Lawrence and starring Will Smith. It is the third feature film adaptation of Richard Matheson's 1954 novel of the same name, following
1964's The Last Man on Earth and 1971's The Omega Man. Smith plays virologist Robert Neville, who is immune to a man-made virus
originally created to cure cancer. He works to create a remedy while defending himself against mutants created by the virus.Delivered by
Canada Post, Canpar or Freight Forwarder

$26.99  $39.99

Titanic Movie Poster 27 x 40
product code: v430

Movie Posters
Titanic Movie Poster 27 x 40. Titanic is a 1997 American epic romantic disaster
film directed, written, co-produced, and co-edited by James Cameron. A
fictionalized account of the sinking of the RMS Titanic, it stars Leonardo DiCaprio
and Kate Winslet as members of different social classes who fall in love aboard the
ship during its ill-fated maiden voyage.Cameron's inspiration for the film came
from his fascination with shipwrecks; he felt a love story interspersed with the
human loss would be essential to convey the emotional message of the disaster.
Production began in 1995, when Cameron shot footage of the actual Titanic wreck.
The modern scenes on the research vessel were shot on board the Akademik
Mstislav Keldysh, which Cameron had used as a base when filming the wreck.
Scale models, computer-generated imagery, and a reconstruction of the Titanic
built at Playas de Rosarito in Baja California were used to re-create the sinking.

The film was partially funded by Paramount Pictures and 20th Century Fox; at the time, it was the most expensive film ever made, with an
estimated budget of $200 million.Upon its release on December 19, 1997, Titanic achieved critical and commercial success.Delivered by
Canada Post, Canpar or Freight Forwarder

$26.99  $39.99

Scarface Movie Poster 27 x 40



product code: v431

Movie Posters
Scarface Movie Poster 27 x 40. Scarface is a 1983 American crime drama film
directed by Brian De Palma and written by Oliver Stone. A remake of the 1932
film of the same name, Scarface tells the story of Cuban refugee Tony Montana
(Al Pacino) who arrives in 1980s Miami with nothing, and rises to become a
powerful drug kingpin. The film also features Mary Elizabeth Mastrantonio,
Steven Bauer, and Michelle Pfeiffer.The initial critical response to Scarface was
mixed, with criticism over excessive violence, frequent strong language and
graphic hard drug usage.Delivered by Canada Post, Canpar or Freight Forwarder

$26.99  $39.99

Jaws Movie Poster 27 x 40
product code: v432

Movie Posters
Jaws Movie Poster 27 x 40The third sequel, in which Mrs. Brody is pursued the
world over by a seemingly personally motivated Great White Shark. Includes
footage not seen in the theatrical release. Each sequel in this series is progressively
inferior to the original. Delivered by Canada Post, Canpar or Freight Forwarder

$26.99  $39.99

Silence of the Lambs Movie
Poster 27 x 40
product code: v433

Movie Posters
Silence of the Lambs Movie Poster 27 x 40. The Silence of the Lambs is a 1991
American thriller film that blends elements of the crime and horror genres.
Directed by Jonathan Demme and starring Jodie Foster, Anthony Hopkins, and
Scott Glenn, the film is based on Thomas Harris' 1988 novel of the same name, his
second to feature Hannibal Lecter, a brilliant psychiatrist and cannibalistic serial
killer.In the film, Clarice Starling, a young U.S. FBI trainee, seeks the advice of
the imprisoned Dr. Lecter to apprehend another serial killer, known only as
"Buffalo Bill".The Silence of the Lambs was released on February 14, 1991, and
grossed $272.7 million worldwide against its $19 million budget.Delivered by

Canada Post, Canpar or Freight Forwarder

$26.99  $39.99

Back to the Future Movie Poster 27 x 40
product code: v434



Movie Posters
Back to the Future Movie Poster 27 x 40. In this 1980s sci-fi classic, small-town
California teen Marty McFly  
(Michael J. Fox) is thrown back into the '50s when an experiment by his  
eccentric scientist friend Doc Brown (Christopher Lloyd) goes awry.  
Traveling through time in a modified DeLorean car, Marty encounters  
young versions of his parents (Crispin Glover, Lea  
Thompson), and must make sure that they fall in love or he'll cease to  
exist. Even more dauntingly, Marty has to return to his own time and  
save the life of Doc Brown.Delivered by Canada Post, Canpar or Freight
Forwarder

$26.99  $39.99

The Lincoln Lawyer Movie
Poster 27 x 40
product code: v436

Movie Posters
The Lincoln Lawyer Movie Poster 27 x 40.The Lincoln Lawyer is a 2011
American thriller film adapted from the novel of the same name by Michael
Connelly, starring Matthew McConaughey, Ryan Phillippe, William H. Macy,
Bryan Cranston and Marisa Tomei. The film is directed by Brad Furman, with a
screenplay written by John Romano.The story is adapted from the first of several
novels featuring lawyer Mickey Haller, who works out of a chauffeur-driven
Lincoln Town Car rather than an office. Haller is hired by a wealthy Los Angeles
businesswoman to defend her son, who is accused of assault. Details of the crime
bring up uncomfortable parallels with a former case, and Haller discovers the two

cases are intertwined. Delivered by Canada Post, Canpar or Freight Forwarder

$26.99  $39.99

The Walking dead -
Original Movie Poster 27 x
40
product code: v451

Movie Posters
The Walking dead - Original Movie Poster 27 x 40. The Walking Dead is an
American horror drama television series developed by Frank Darabont, based on
the comic book series of the same name by Robert Kirkman, Tony Moore, and
Charlie Adlard.Andrew Lincoln plays the show's lead character, sheriff's deputy
Rick Grimes, who awakens from a months-long coma to confront a new,
apocalyptic world overrun by flesh-eating zombies.Grimes reunites with his family

and becomes the leader of a group he forms with some of the many other survivors whom he encounters in his quest for a safe
haven.Together they are forced to survive in a world filled with zombies (aka walkers) and certain humans who are even more dangerous
than the zombies themselves.The first season takes place in the Atlanta metropolitan area, and the second through fourth seasons are set in
the surrounding countryside of northern Georgia.The Walking Dead premiered in the United States on October 31, 2010Delivered by
Canada Post, Canpar or Freight Forwarder



$26.99  $39.99

The Walking dead - Prison
Movie Poster 27 x 40
product code: v452

Movie Posters
The Walking dead - Prison Movie Poster 27 x 40The Walking Dead is an
American horror drama television series developed by Frank Darabont, based on
the comic book series of the same name by Robert Kirkman, Tony Moore, and
Charlie Adlard. Andrew Lincoln plays the show's lead character, sheriff's deputy
Rick Grimes, who awakens from a months-long coma to confront a new,
apocalyptic world overrun by flesh-eating zombies.Grimes reunites with his family
and becomes the leader of a group he forms with some of the many other survivors
whom he encounters in his quest for a safe haven. Together they are forced to
survive in a world filled with zombies (aka walkers) and certain humans who are

even more dangerous than the zombies themselves. The first season takes place in the Atlanta metropolitan area, and the second through
fourth seasons are set in the surrounding countryside of northern Georgia.The Walking Dead premiered in the United States on October 31,
2010Delivered by Canada Post, Canpar or Freight Forwarder

$26.99  $39.99

Diehard Movie Poster 27 x
40
product code: v453

Movie Posters
Diehard Movie Poster 27 x 40. Die Hard is a 1988 American action film directed
by John McTiernan and written by Steven E. de Souza and Jeb Stuart. It is based
on the 1979 novel Nothing Lasts Forever, by Roderick Thorp. Die Hard follows
off-duty New York City Police Department officer John McClane (Bruce Willis)
as he takes on a group of highly organized criminals led by Hans Gruber (Alan
Rickman), who perform a heist in a Los Angeles skyscraper under the guise of a
terrorist attack using hostages, including McClane's wife Holly (Bonnie Bedelia),
to keep the police at bay.Delivered by Canada Post, Canpar or Freight Forwarder

$26.99  $39.99

Deadpool Movie Poster 27 x 40
product code: V556

Movie Posters
Wade Wilson (Ryan Reynolds) is a former Special Forces operative who now works as a mercenary. His world comes crashing down when
evil scientist Ajax (Ed Skrein) tortures, disfigures and transforms him into Deadpool. The rogue experiment leaves Deadpool with



accelerated healing powers and a twisted sense of humor. With help from mutant
allies Colossus and Negasonic Teenage Warhead (Brianna Hildebrand), Deadpool
uses his new skills to hunt down the man who nearly destroyed his lifePoster size
 27" x 40"Delivered by Canada Post, Canpar or Freight Forwarder

$26.99  $39.99

Rocky
Movie
Poster
27 x 40
product code: V557

Movie
Posters
 Boxoffice smash about a

young man from the slums of Philadelphia who dreams of becoming a boxing champion. Stallone plays Rocky, the underdog hoping to
win fame and self-respect. Rags-to-riches story seems to parallel Stallone's life; he had been previously virtually unknown before this
movie. Intense portrayal of the American Dream; loses strength in the subsequent (and numerous) sequelsPoster size  27" x 40"Delivered
by Canada Post, Canpar or Freight Forwarder

$26.99  $39.99

Rocky Balboa Movie Poster
27 x 40
product code: V558

Movie Posters
Now long-retired, Rocky (Sylvester Stallone) runs a Philadelphia eatery and
mourns the loss of his beloved wife, Adrian. Yearning to recapture a bit of his
glory days, he plans to re-enter the ring for a few low-profile, local matches. All
that changes when Rocky accepts a challenge to fight the world's reigning
heavyweight champion, Mason "the Line" Dixon Poster size  27" x 40"Delivered
by Canada Post, Canpar or Freight Forwarder

$26.99  $39.99

Superbad Movie Poster 27 x 40
product code: V559



Movie Posters
High-school seniors Seth (Jonah Hill) and Evan (Michael Cera) have high hopes
for a graduation party: The co-dependent teens plan to score booze and babes so
they can become part of the in-crowd, but separation anxiety and two bored police
officers (Bill Hader, Seth Rogen) complicate the pair's self-proclaimed
missionPoster size  27" x 40"Delivered by Canada Post, Canpar or Freight
Forwarder

$26.99  $39.99

Hunger
Games
Catching
Fire
Movie
Poster
27 x 40

product code: V560

Movie Posters
Katniss and Peeta's victory is cut short as the Quarter Quell puts them back into the Hunger Games for the second time.Poster size  27" x
40"Delivered by Canada Post, Canpar or Freight Forwarder

$26.66  $39.99

How the Grinch Stole
Christmas Movie Poster 27
x 40
product code: V562

Movie Posters
If you've seen the cartoon, then you know it was padded. Just think of the stuff that
Ron Howard added!/A new plot line here, an embellishment there, all Carreyed by
a big star in green skin and hair. Crass Whos are shown doing frantic Yule
shopping, and decoration-envy keeps each neighbor hopping. This anti-shop
message is curiously told, considering the junk that this film clearly sold. Cindy
Lou Who loses her Christmastime zest, and starts to research the town's Yuletide

pest. In a flashback it's shown why the Grinch is so mean, and a love interest is added from when he's a teen. He's elected Cheermeister of
the holiday season; but again leaves bitter, and with good Grinchy reason. Mayor May Who, his rival for Martha May's hand, repeats an
insult about too-active glands. The stage is now set for his Grinchy attacks, assisted by his trusty reindeer/dog Max. Though he gave back
Christmas for all the Whos' sakes, the Grinch got away with huge box office takes. Young tots may think that this Grinch is too scary, but



big kids will like the antics of Carrey. Fair holiday flick, even though the plot thins. Narrated by Sir Anthony Hopkins. Poster size  27" x
40"Delivered by Canada Post, Canpar or Freight Forwarder

$26.99  $39.99

The Wolf of Wall Street
Movie Poster 27 x 40
product code: V563

Movie Posters
Based on the true story of Jordan Belfort, from his rise to a wealthy stockbroker
living the high life to his fall involving crime, corruption and the federal
government.Poster size  27" x 40"Delivered by Canada Post, Canpar or Freight
Forwarder

$26.99  $39.99

Bad Boys 2 Movie Poster 27
x 40
product code: V564

Movie Posters
The boys are back again, good cops in a bad situation.   Poster size  27" x
40"Delivered by Canada Post, Canpar or Freight Forwarder

$26.99  $39.99

Casino Movie Poster 27 x 40
product code: V565

Movie Posters
Final part of the Scorsese underworld crime trilogy that began with "Mean Streets"
and continued in "GoodFellas." Casino boss Sam "Ace" Rothstein (De Niro), his
ex-hustler wife Ginger (Stone), and his loose-cannon enforcer pal Nicky (Pesci)
are the principals in this lengthy, fictionalized account of how the mob lost Las
Vegas in a haze of drugs, sex, coincidence, and betrayal. Flashy, intricate, and
unflinchingly violent account of mob-run '70s Vegas clicks when exploring the
inner workings of a major casino and its hierarchy. Although Stone shines as a
hedonistic money chaser, visuals are great and the soundtrack is a killer, storyline
suffers from deja vu. Pileggi again adapted the screenplay from his own
book.   Poster size  27" x 40"Delivered by Canada Post, Canpar or Freight
Forwarder



$26.99  $39.99

Office Christmas Party
Movie Poster 27 x 40
product code: v566

Movie Posters
When his uptight CEO sister threatens to shut down his branch, the branch
manager throws an epic Christmas party in order to land a big client and save the
day, but the party gets way out of hand...Poster size  27" x 40"Delivered by
Canada Post, Canpar or Freight Forwarder

$26.99  $39.99

The Hateful Eight Movie
Poster 27 x 40
product code: v586

Movie Posters
In post-Civil War Wyoming, bounty hunters try to find shelter during a blizzard
but get involved in a plot of betrayal and deception. Will they survive?Poster size
 27" x 40"Delivered by Canada Post, Canpar or Freight Forwarder

$26.99  $39.99

Pirates of the Caribbean On
Stranger Tides Movie
Poster 27 x 40
product code: V587

Movie Posters
Jack Sparrow and Barbossa embark on a quest to find the elusive fountain of
youth, only to discover that Blackbeard and his daughter are after it too.Poster size
 27" x 40"Delivered by Canada Post, Canpar or Freight Forwarder

$26.99  $39.99



The Hunger Games Movie
Poster 27 x 40
product code: V588

Movie Posters
A young girl volunteers to take her sister's place in a fight to the death in a
dystopian future.Poster size  27" x 40"Delivered by Canada Post, Canpar or
Freight Forwarder

$26.99  $39.99

Transformers Dark of the
Moon Movie Poster 27 x 40
product code: V589

Movie Posters
The Autobots learn of a Cybertronian spacecraft hidden on the Moon, and race
against the Decepticons to reach it and learn its secrets, which could turn the tide
in the Transformers' final battle.Poster size  27" x 40"Delivered by Canada Post,
Canpar or Freight Forwarder

$26.99  $39.99

Transformers Age of
Extinction Movie Poster 27
x 40
product code: V590

Movie Posters
An automobile mechanic and his daughter make a discovery that brings down the
Autobots and Decepticons - and a paranoid government official - on them.Poster
size  27" x 40"Delivered by Canada Post, Canpar or Freight Forwarder

$26.99  $39.99

Nacho Serving Trays



product code: v579

Nacho Warmers & Supplies
These vacuum formed 5" x 6" Nacho Trays have two compartments. The cheese
compartment holds 3 ounces of cheese and the chip compartment holds
approximately 30 round tortilla chips.Carton: 500 pcs  Delivered by Canada Post,
Canpar or Freight Forwarder  

$59.99  $79.99

Movie
Poster
Marquee
product code: v080

Poster
Frames &
Boxes
This bright backlit system

with flashing bulbs makes displaying your movie posters in style easy. All durable extruded aluminum construction black painted finish,
with snap frame graphic holding system and plastic diffuser. Ideal systems for looking just like movie theaters, video rentals, shows and
other special events. Simply open the spring loaded snap frame on all four sides in order to insert or exchange graphics. Indoor application,
C.S.A. and U.L. certified. This marquee is 37" Wide x 50" High x 5" Deep and can display any Poster up to 27" Wide x 40" High .. Any
poster, sign or advertisement will work in this box. Delivered by Canada Post, Canpar or Freight Forwarder

$999.99  $1,299.95

Illuminated Poster Box
product code: v082

Poster Frames & Boxes
This bright backlit system makes displaying any of your movie posters in style
easy. Black metal construction with easy load poster system and plastic diffuser.
Ideal systems for looking just like movie theaters, video rentals, shows and other
special events. Indoor application, C.S.A. and U.L. certified. This Classy box can
display any Poster up to 24" Wide x 36" High. Standard plug, no hardwiring
required Any poster, sign or advertisement will work in this box.

$269.99  $369.99



Centerstage Professional
LED Poster Frame 27 inch x
40 inch
product code: V448

Poster Frames & Boxes
GUARANTEED LOWEST PRICE IN CANADAThis new Centerstage
Professional LED system makes displaying any of your movie posters in style
easy. Easy load snap poster system will load from the front for quick and easy
poster changes and only 1" thick. Ideal systems for looking just like movie
theaters, video rentals, shows and other special events. Indoor application and U.L.
certified. This LED light box can display any 27" Wide x 40" High Movie Poster.

Standard plug, no hard wiring required, no on and off switch Any poster, sign or advertisement will work in this box.Delivered by Canada
Post, Courier or Freight Forwarder

$349.99  $599.99

Snap Movie Poster Frame
27 x 40
product code: V450

Poster Frames & Boxes
A highly attractive modern appearance that will enhance any 27" x 40" movie
poster. Affordable and great-looking, front loading snap frames. Changing
graphics has never been easier! Just snap open the sides, remove old poster, and
replace with new. Mounts flush to the wall. Will work up to 80pt thickness, comes
in black painted aluminum. For indoor use only and comes fully
assembled.Delivered by Canada Post, Canpar or Freight Forwarder 

$149.99  $199.99

Permanent Fixed Projector
Screens
product code: v215

Projector Screens
Grandview Prestige Screens Canada 
-Fabric available in matte white, grey or silver  
-The Fixed-Frame Cinema screen is enclosed in an attractive black velvet wrapped
lightweight alloy frame 
-Suitable for HD television/movies 
-Installation is suitable for home theatres, scientific research institutions,
government, command centres, and etc. 
-Two buckles are installed in the frame making it easy to hang it on the wall. Easy
installation is also available for an in-wall display.  



-Screen uses the PS Series high contrast (while maintaining 1.0 gain) fabric that provides high quality images superior to traditional white
matte materials.  
-The PS Series flexible screen uses a special fabric containing miniature and fine veins that work effectively to remove purple light and
light waves while fully reverting colour. 
-The Fixed-Frame tension design system ensures that the screen is as flat and level as the mirror.Delivered by Freight Forwarder

$599.99  $849.00

Motorized Cinema
Projector Screens
product code: v216

Projector Screens
Suitable for high definition television/movies 
Installation is suitable home theatres, scientific research institutions, government,
command centres, and etc. 
2.5 inch beveled frame with velour overcoating 
The projection surface uses the PS Series flexible screen that uses a special fabric
containing miniature and fine diamond veins that work effectively to remove
purple light and light waves while fully reverting colour. 
The sides of the screen uses a self-tightening system that helps eliminate the "V"
shape in the middle of the screen. This ensures that the screen is as flat and level as

the mirror. 
The Tab-Tension Cinema model utilizes an extra heavy motor made by the world-famous French Somfy Systems. Its unique noise control
design ensures that raising and lowering the screen is smooth and quiet. 
Large diameter rollers ensure long-term screen integrity providing a consistent flat projection surface 
3 Systems Available: 
Standard Switch 
Infrared IR Sensor, Remote Control, Receiver 
Radio RF Sensor, Remote Control, Receiver

$999.99  $1,399.99

Manual Projector Screens
product code: v217

Projector Screens
This is our Grandview Cyber Manual Pull Down Screen with SR (controlled
screen return) and SL (able to lock screen in place at any point when pulling
down) -Adjustable L-brackets make ceiling or wall installation extremely easy. -
Simple clip on installation is even adjustable left to right. -The alloy aluminum
outer case is stylish and durable. -Installation is suitable for meeting rooms,
business environments, small cinemas, entertainment venues, and etc. -Multi-
layered construction with fiberglass backing helps screen remains taut and
prevents any V-waves from forming. -The projection surface utilizes unique
materials creating a smooth surface for superior image quality. The flexible
projection surface is suitable for all occasions and ensures a color-rich reflection
and sharp pictures. -Our Grandview screens have flexing rates of less than 1%
compared to 33% for chemically treated fabrics. Roller. -This model uses an

advanced gear system that ensures a stable retraction. Delivered by Canada Post, Canpar or Freight Forwarder 

$299.99  $399.99



Econo Motorized Cinema
Projector Screens
product code: v218

Projector Screens
This is our Grandview Cyber Motorized Screen 
-Adjustable L-brackets make ceiling or wall installation extremely easy.  
-Simple clip on installation is even adjustable left to right.  
-The alloy aluminum black outer case is stylish and durable.  
-Installation is suitable for meeting rooms, business environments, small cinemas,
entertainment venues, and etc. 
-Multi-layered construction with fiberglass backing helps screen remains taut and
prevents any V-waves from forming.  
-The projection surface utilizes unique materials creating a smooth surface for

superior image quality. The flexible projection surface is suitable for all occasions and ensures a color-rich reflection and sharp pictures.  
-Our Grandview screens have flexing rates of less than 1% compared to 33% for chemically treated fabrics.  
Roller. 
-This screen uses the world-famous French Somfy Systems motor. Its unique noise control design ensures that raising and lowering the
screen is smooth and quiet.  
3 Systems Available: 
Standard Switch 
Infrared IR Sensor, Remote Control, Receiver 
Radio RF Sensor, Remote Control, ReceiverDelivered by Canpar or Freight Forwarder

$699.99  $849.99

2 Door Warmer
Merchandiser 12 Inch
product code: v401

Warmers and Merchandisers
GUARANTEED LOWEST PRICE IN CANADA This versatile 2-Door
Warmer/Merchandiser 12" is ideal for front or rear counter applications. The
operator side has the controls and a door for easy loading. The customer side door
makes it a self-serve unit. The adjustable thermostat and circulating fan make this
unit ideal for any application. The three adjustable chrome-plated racks can be
placed flat or sloped and are removable for easy cleaning. Attractive Graphics help
to create impulse sales. Stainless Steel and Aluminum construction provides
durability and ease of cleaning. Great for merchandising pizza by the slice,
pretzels, subs or sanwiches, donuts or pastries, cookies or burgers. Key

Features:Adjustable thermostat, 750 watt element and circulating fanTwo doors for front or rear counter applicationsTempered glass side
and door panelsAdjustable chrome-plated racks can be placed flat or sloped.Stainless steel and aluminum constructionAttractive graphics
for point-of-sale merchandising We are the only AUTHORIZED CANADIAN DEALER located in CANADA in CANADIAN
DOLLARS, DUTY FREE, NO CUSTOM FEES or BIG SHIPPING FEES.Dimensions and Specs Three Year Warranty16"w x 16"d x
25.5"h120 Volt450 Watts6.3 Amps Weight 39 lbs Delivered by Canada Post, Canpar or Freight Forwarder

$599.99  $899.99

12" Pizza / Pretzel Display Warmer
product code: v437



Warmers and Merchandisers
GUARANTEED LOWEST PRICE IN CANADA These humidified Display
Warmers are available in 12" and 18" models. The rotating racks will stop
automatically when either the front or rear door is opened making it ideal for either
front or back counter applications. Each display warmer comes with an easily
interchangeable, 3-tiered, pan rack and hook rack for any application. The stainless
steel food-zone and cabinet insure years of durability while the 4" legs provide for
easy under cabinet cleaning. The temperature readout and adjustable thermostat
allow for perfect holding temperatures of any food products. Key
Features:Humidified & Heated CabinetAdjustable ThermostatCabinet
Temperature ReadoutBoth Pan & Hook Racks includedAttractive GraphicsTwo
doors.Rotating Racks Stop When Either Door is Opened4" Legs for Easy
CleaningStainless Steel Construction for Years of Durability  We are the only
AUTHORIZED CANADIAN DEALER located in CANADA in CANADIAN
DOLLARS, DUTY FREE, NO CUSTOM FEES or BIG SHIPPING
FEES.Dimensions and Specs 3-Year WarrantySize: 33" x 22" x 19"Weight: 86 120
Volt1480 Watts12.3 AmpsWater Capacity - 2 quartsDelivered by Freight
Forwarder Only 

$1,199.99  $1,499.99

18" Pizza / Pretzel Display
Warmer
product code: v438

Warmers and Merchandisers
GUARANTEED LOWEST PRICE IN CANADA These humidified Display
Warmers are available in 12" and 18" models. The rotating racks will stop
automatically when either the front or rear door is opened making it ideal for either
front or back counter applications. Each display warmer comes with an easily
interchangeable, 3-tiered, pan rack and hook rack for any application. The stainless
steel food-zone and cabinet insure years of durability while the 4" legs provide for
easy under cabinet cleaning. The temperature readout and adjustable thermostat
allow for perfect holding temperatures of any food products. . Key
Features:Humidified & Heated CabinetAdjustable ThermostatCabinet

Temperature ReadoutBoth Pan & Hook Racks includedAttractive GraphicsTwo doorsRotating Racks Stop When Either Door is Opened4"
Legs for Easy CleaningStainless Steel Construction for Years of Durability We are the only AUTHORIZED CANADIAN DEALER
located in CANADA in CANADIAN DOLLARS, DUTY FREE, NO CUSTOM FEES or BIG SHIPPING FEES.Dimensions and Specs 3-
Year WarrantySize: 33" x 28" x 24"Weight:: 110 120 Volt1480 Watts12.3 Amps Water Capacity - 4 quartsDelivered by Freight Forwarder
Only 

$1,399.99  $1,799.99

2 Door Warmer Merchandiser 18 Inch
product code: V493

Warmers and Merchandisers
GUARANTEED LOWEST PRICE IN CANADA 
 
This versatile 2-Door Warmer/Merchandiser 18" is ideal for front or rear counter applications. The operator side has the controls and a
door for easy loading. The customer side door makes it a self-serve unit. 
 
The adjustable thermostat and circulating fan make this unit ideal for any application. The three adjustable chrome-plated racks can be
placed flat or sloped and are removable for easy cleaning. Attractive Graphics help to create impulse sales. Stainless Steel and Aluminum



construction provides durability and ease of cleaning. 
 
Great for merchandising pizza by the slice, pretzels, subs or sanwiches, donuts or
pastries, cookies or burgers. 
 
Key Features: Adjustable thermostat, 750 watt element and circulating fan Two
doors for front or rear counter applications Tempered glass side and door panels
Adjustable chrome-plated racks can be placed flat or sloped. Stainless steel and
aluminum construction Attractive graphics for point-of-sale merchandising We are
the only AUTHORIZED CANADIAN DEALER located in CANADA in
CANADIAN DOLLARS, DUTY FREE, NO CUSTOM FEES or BIG SHIPPING
FEES. Dimensions and Specs Three Year Warranty23"w x 23"d x 25.5"h120
Volt450 Watts6.3 Amps Weight 54lbs Delivered by Canada Post, Canpar or
Freight Forwarder

$799.99  $1,099.99


